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			                                    CHAPTER    ONE	
			                                    INFANT SCHOOL

      Life,according to Shakespeare,has Seven Ages,and,generally speaking,each of these is ushered in by a mild shock - like the first day at school;falling in love;getting married;or retiring from work.Time steadily carries us towards these points by barely
perceptible changes from day to day,and to some extent prepares us for them,but suddenly -"Bang!" A certain day arrives and life is never the same again.Thenceforth,we categorize events according to which side of that particular divide they belong.
"Ah!" we will say,"I remember!That was just before I went into the Army." Or,"Oh..of course...that must have been after I started school." Starting school!Surely one of those shocks which jolted most of us into a new frame of mind - as it was meant to do,of course! 
	I know that I remember well the day that I took on the role of whining school--boy.The sunny summer's morning passed,like many a one before,in blissful ignorance.True - there had been some vague mention of a place called school,but this had seemed a mere insubstantial notion,and not worth a second thought.But then,on this particular day,after the mid-day meal which we in the North call dinner,I was put in the picture - in a less than direct way,for nobody seemed to find it easy to tell me straightforwardly.
	"Why,"I asked my grown-up sister,"are you cleaning my shoes?Are we going out?"
	"Yes" she said,bringing the shoes for me to put on."We are going out.You're  going to school this afternoon."
	"School?"
	"'Course.You're five now - old enough to go.It's nice at school-you'll like it."
	And so off we went,my sister and I,on the ten minute walk - across the Park,through the fields,and by the mills - to the Infant School,where I was enrolled in Miss Waters' class.
							
	I hadn't been used to mixing with other children,and at first I was too over-awed to know whether I liked the place or not.The others had the edge on me in two respects.Firstly,they had started school in the morning - as I ought to have done;but my mother,well-meaning but over-protective,must have kept me at home until the start of term dust had settled.   This,however,made me feel at an immediate disadvantage compared to the rest.As a latecomer,I felt different from my fellows at this very impressionable point in my life - one of the many occasions when I have been the odd man out,which is not necessarily a bad or disgraceful situation - though a bit disheartening for a five year old!
	The second advantage which my fellow pupils enjoyed was friendship;they nearly all came from the village,and for the most part knew each other,which made them feel more at home.Two in particular were great friends:Leslie,a merry little chap,
and Kenneth,whose ginger hair and sailor suit immediately caught my eye.I'd never seen anyone quite so colourful before,and it's not surprising that Kenneth should claim so much of my attention on that first afternoon.I couldn't keep my eyes away from
that remarkable outfit ,crowned by his brilliant thatch.Three items,therefore,summarize my first impression of school:my own highly polished shoes,a sailor suit,and a magnificent mop of ginger hair!
	Such was the start of my school life - a milestone which sharply separated those events which had gone before from those which were to follow.Henceforth I was to develop a sense of chronological sequence in place of the hazy,disordered memories which had gone before.Hazy and disordered - but still good to recall!
	In those care-free years,there had been digging - endless,daylong digging in that grassy, worm-rich patch which we called our garden,but which served mainly as my mother's drying green.What times I had there - tunnelling,burrowing,and generally exhibiting  my great affinity for Mother Earth - not to mention her affinity for me.
          "Wherever have you been?" my mother would say."Just look at your hands and face!And your knees!"But she didn't really mind,for I was happy.
					
	Then there was the gramophone - a good cabinet model - on which I performed in the role of DJ long before that term was coined,rewinding the machine with violent enthusiasm which put the spring in mortal danger,and lowering the steel needle onto the well-worn 78 revs per minute records with matching delicacy.My lengthy recitals embraced our entire stock of records,ranging from the "Halleluia Chorus" to "Scots Wha Hae",via such pops of the day as "Tip-toe through the tulips" and "Lady of Spain I adore you" - with one ghastly record of hand-bell ringing which I admired greatly at the time,though the mere thought of those massed hand-bells is now enough to set my nerves a-jingling.The gramophone was,alas,like the Biblical axe,borrowed,and was eventually reclaimed by its rightful owners,cousins from distant parts - fully six miles off,in Crigglestone.They called for it one unhappy evening with a pony and cart - which they in turn had borrowed.
	Then there were visits to the Public Library,in the care of a kind neighbour.A strange place this,smelling of polished woodwork,where books apparently without number reached to the ceiling,and book-cases partitioned off secret little alcoves and bays."You must hush - keep quiet - in the library", I was told before we entered."You haven't to speak.It might annoy the ladies and gentlemen." In those overwhelming surroundings,it was easy to comply - and I still remain obedient to that instruction of Mrs.Senior,for such was our good neighbour's name
	In those pre-school days there had been outings,too,with another neighbour,who took me walking by the canal to watch barges being unloaded at wharf-side warehouses,where small cranes which protruded from the walls lifted great bales to
upper-storey doorways.That neighbour,Harry,held the enviable post of bus-conductor,which entitled him to unlimited free travel on the local buses.What more could one wish for?
         Perhaps these outings were to compensate for an accident which I had suffered while visiting Harry's home - two doors away from our own.                                                     
					
        His mother,in turning from the gas-stove,frying pan in hand,had collided with me,spilling hot fat and the Sunday breakfast of bacon and egg in my face.That was a more painful shock than starting school - though I did find the latter rather heavy going once I'd weighed things up!
	On reflection,there was nothing really to worry about at school - but five year olds are not much given to reflection!Loneliness seems to have been the problem - loneliness and inactivity.I believe it was Carlyle who said ,"In inactivity alone lies perpetual despair."And I would not disagree.Now for most of the school day we were kept active - with building bricks,clay,and slates and chalk to draw with.But at play-time these sources of interest vanished and we were left to our own devices.That was when I needed a friend to take my mind off home,to which my thoughts then turned.But I had no friends at first;so while others ran and shouted,hopped,and skipped merrily around,I used to stand against the low wall which separated our school yard from the grounds of the neighbouring mill,and munch my way through my morning's allowance of sweets - one ounce,an old half-pennyworth!There,under a row of young sycamores,in the lovely hazy light of late summer,the air heavy with the smell of sulphur dioxide from the bleaching shed at the mill,I would stand - with my back to the wall, and looking towards the school door.In those early days,the end of playtime was a welcome relief - bringing the promise of something to do,but that unhappy situation was not,thank goodness,to last,and soon I had friends and was as sorry as anyone to hear the bell which signalled the end of playtime.
	One had,of course,to learn to overcome these problems - to grow up-but some find this harder than others.Perhaps I was too sensitive;perhaps-indeed almost certainly- other children were suffering too;and perhaps the teachers could have exercised  more skill in bringing us out of our shells.After all,the word "Education" means "Leading out"!A kindly word at playtime to an obviously lonely kid would have worked wonders - but it was not generally forthcoming. 
                                                                   
			
	Our teachers may have felt sympathy towards the children,but,if so,it was not much in evidence.I once said,"I've bumped my head,Miss." "Where?Let me see.It hasn't hurt you." Case dismissed!Why not:"Oh - I see.Well...it doesn't look bad...I think you'll be alright."With a little smile to round things off?For Miss Waters,the teacher concerned,could smile - though this was hard to believe sometimes.Not that she was an unpleasant person - she just happened to have a face which did not readily lend itself to smiling.
	Tall and thin,Miss Waters had a gaunt,drawn expression,with a beak-like nose,and spectacles- all of which made her look like a sad,long-legged bird.She took us for Games,which seemed to consist entirely of "Mr.Wolf" - a role to which her somewhat frightening features were particularly suited.
	"What time is it,Mr.Wolf?"
	"Ten o'clock" she would reply,as we followed her across the playground.
	"What time is it ,Mr.Wolf?"
	"Eleven o'clock."
	"What time is it,Mr.Wolf?"
	"Dinner time!" she would snarl,turning to chase us as we ran squealing across the yard.Then she would open those heavily-lidded eyes which normally looked so sad,and the suggestion of a smile would play about her mouth.
	Good old Mr.Wolf!He taught me how to run and squeal and be mildly scared along with the rest of them.He even made Miss Waters smile;school wasn't too bad,after all.!
	Another of Miss Waters'  fortes was Scripture - which nowadays appears on the timetable as Religious Education.The equipment for this lesson was a book of large pictures illustrating episodes from the Bible - similar in shape and size to those books of samples supplied by wall-paper manufacturers.This was set in place,draped over a blackboard which rested on an easel,and left open at the appropriate place in readiness for the lesson.
					
	I must say that if the Fear of God really is the beginning of Wisdom,then those Scripture lessons gave us a pretty sound start!
	The first story,as one might expect,was about an apparently harmless man and woman who lived in a beautiful garden and were somehow able to converse with a snake.This didn't go down at all well with the Almighty,whose cross voice as he turned them out of the garden bore a remarkable resemblance to that of Mr.Wolf at dinner time!
	A few weeks later,we were shown an old man setting a bird free from an unusual kind of boat.The narrative reminded me of a heavy downpour which had flooded our local market-place some time before - though,needless to say,ours had not been quite so severe.There were very few people about in the picture - not surprisingly,for God,who didn't seem to believe in half measures,had drowned them all - or very nearly all.
	It was hard to avoid the conclusion that God was a bit rough on folk - especially when He instructed a father to kill his own son prior to cooking him.And there they were - climbing a steep hillside together,the poor boy burdened with the requisite fuel.It was some relief to find that the lad was reprieved after all - but the story was disturbing,nevertheless.Our next young man had a narrow squeak,too,and though he survived  being thrown into a pit by his brothers,it could not have been a pleasant experience.I was able to sympathise with Joseph,for in our area,the word"pit" meant a coal-mine,and having looked from a safe distance into the black depths of a mine shaft at a disused colliery,I could form some idea - albeit in this case an exaggerated one - of his predicament.He later fell foul of someone called Potiphar - a name which Miss Waters pronounced in a way which left you in no doubt of her opinion of him!She had a certain way,too,of speaking about Pharoah,so that one could almost sense the presence of that august person in the room.
				
	Yes - people certainly seemed to have a raw deal in those days - the little chap who was put into a basket and set adrift on the river,for instance.This illustration,did,however,bring some relief to this rather unsettling book;it showed Pharoah's pretty
daughter looking pityingly on the baby Moses by the Nile - just about the only picture in the book which suggested tranquility,calm,and love.
	Not so Goliath!He towered above David - and ourselves,for these pictures were set well above our eye level.Formidable,bearded,and armed he was,and though David put paid to him,it was the massive form of Goliath that made the greater and more lasting impression.Yes - on the whole those Scripture lessons left a taste of violence and unease in one's infant mouth.God was a God of Wrath,and I certainly never connected that God with Him who made "All things Bright and Beautiful".
         Now singing!That was a much more cheerful affair once I got used to it,for I spent the first Singing lesson or two not quite in tears but pretty close to it.The trouble was that I didn't know the words,and since nobody told me what they were I felt lost
and bewildered amid a chorus of "Jesusbidsusshine".What on earth were they on about?Fortunately,I soon got the hang of things,and joined in as lustily as anyone - for I liked to sing,having always been encouraged to do so by my mother.Harvest time
came,and I heard for the first time that magnificent hymn "We Plough the Fields".Was I alone amid that company,I wonder,in the pleasure I derived from those plunging notes to which one sings"...the good seed on the land."?That hymn tune must have been
the first piece of music which I found moving.My schooling really was beginning to bear fruit!Not that I was starved of music at home,for in those days,when few families had even a radio,it was much more common for people to sing or hum as they went
about their daily tasks than it is today.And they did sing;for tunefulness had not then been overwhelmed by the unsingable offerings which so often pass as entertainment in this more advanced and enlightened age!                                                                               
					
            My mother often sang - sometimes hymns,but often traditional folk-songs which she had been taught at school -some forty years before.I liked to hear her sing"Jockey to the Fair"."It fell upon a sweet May Day,when Nature painted all things gay;Taught birds to sing and lambs to play,and decked the meadows fair..."A grand bit of Old England,that - as was "John Peel".What gusto she would put into that rousing,romping song,as I stood behind her,arms firmly round her neck,while she made her old rocking chair nearly part from its rockers!Bloodthirsty the song certainly is,but it was many years before I saw it as other than a fine English tune - which I still like,though not its sentiments.As for my mother,she wouldn't have hurt a fly,and would have been appalled,I'm sure,at the sight of a real"death".
	Hunting featured a lot in our singing at school.It is,indeed,surprising what a large contribution wolves and foxes made to the stuff of our education - especially when one considers that most of us had never seen either.I very much doubt,for instance,whether Miss Waters had ever followed the hounds - or had the slightest intention of doing so;but this did not seem obvious from the zest with which she sang:"Ohhhhh!A-hunting we will go;a hunting we will go!We'll catch a fox and puthiminabox ,and never let him go!" This was sung by the whole school,over and over again,until we ran out of breath,with Miss Waters displaying a degree of jollity which was hard to credit;while the rosy-cheeked Miss Brooks - who always smiled anyway -hammered the piano so heartily that our little school seemed to rock;and I scanned the room ,wondering which of the various boxes I could see would accommodate a fox.
	It was good to see this more relaxed side of our teachers,for they normally seemed distant,and were certainly not so approachable as is the case today.In fact,they seemed so much above the ordinary run of folks as to appear slightly super human - to a young child,at any rate - and I was quite surprised when I discovered otherwise.This occurred one dinner-time,when I forgot my coat and went back into school to retrieve it a few minutes later.In those days there were no school dinners,and all the children 
					
				
left the premises for their mid-day meal.Some of the teachers,however,lived too far away to go home,and prepared a simple meal at school.What should I see,then,on this occasion,but Miss Waters putting a kettle on the gas ring!
	"Fancy that!" I said,on reporting the matter at home."She was putting the kettle on! Hm!"
	After a year in the Infant School,I went into Miss Brooks' class.She was the cheerful,rosy-cheeked pianist,was very likeable,and very fond of children.It seems all the more strange,therefore,that while I was in her class I should commit the most serious misdemeanour of my school career:I ran away from school!This was no reflection on Miss Brooks,however - nor on my attitude towards her.No!It was due to my aversion to the Headmistress,Miss Jardine;and it occurred at that traditional time of low spirits - Monday morning!	I had arrived at school in a normal frame of mind,with no thought at all of the daring escapade which I was shortly about to undertake.But then MissJardine arrived!
         I was standing at the gate,waiting for the bell to sound,when she came up the road,turned into the playground,and treated me to a "smile".
	Now in those days the Gestapo was still unknown,but the closest parallel I can draw to Miss Jardine - certainly in appearance-is of an officer in that notorious organization.Rimless spectacles,a tight-lipped mouth,hard features,pale complexion - she had the lot,and when she did muster the occasional smile it was to reveal a gold tooth which served to emphasise her somewhat harsh nature.Perhaps I am being harsh on the lady,but that is an accurate description of the impression I had at the time.Little wonder,then,that at the sight of her on that particular morning,I developed a sudden urge to be elsewhere.I thought of the pleasant week-end I'd just enjoyed,and remembered the toys waiting for me at home,and the pleasant atmosphere.The attraction was irresistible!
				
	Straight across the narrow street I dashed,making for the corner of a house which stood there and not daring to look behind me.Then - what a sense of relief as I rounded that corner!I was out of sight of school now - and there was no shouting behind me!They were not after me;I had not been seen!I was safe,but still ran as fast as I could,for I felt that insecurity which the fugitive must inevitably experience,and could not feel really safe until I was home.
	Through the yard between two rows of houses I ran,then past the Junior School and along the lane by the big mill.Then I turned up the narrow passageway - "the ginnel" - between the mill and a high wall,where the sound of one's footsteps echoed and re-echoed from wall to wall,to produce a ringing effect which was peculiar to that place.I ran along the fenced path between two fields,to turn down the path by the side of the Park,where Autumn leaves lay in deep drifts at the foot of the high stone wall.
Then along the bottom of the Park,across the main road,through another yard,round the last corner,and - home!
	During my flight,I had concocted a tale which I considered certain to give a totally acceptable explanation of my unexpected return.It was based on a question which I had raised a few weeks before - a question asked in all innocence at the time,but suddenly assuming convenient relevance to my present situation,for which it seemed tailor-made.In fact,without it,I don't know what kind of excuse I could possibly have produced.It is strange indeed how such devices are put into our hands - for good or ill.
	But to my story.The question I had asked my mother was what the school care-taker did during our holidays.Did he have holiday,as well?"Not all the time",she said."He cleans the school.Like sweeping the floor,dusting,and that sort of thing".This was to be my salvation:we had been given a holiday so that Mr.Thomas could get on with this vital work!
					
	Breathless,I went inside and closed the front door.My mother and sister turned from their work with the weekly wash in amazement.	"What are you doing here?What's wrong?"
	"We've got holiday.They're cleaning t'school.Miss Jardine forgot to tell us on Friday."
	"Cleaning t'school?Holiday?"
	"Yes - and Mr.Thomas wants us out of his way so that he can get on with it."
	They just looked at each other in silence,and I was beginning to think that they didn't believe me.This was very unreasonable;it wasn't supposed to go like this.My mother should have been telling me to take my things off,and making me feel at home,as she always did - not getting so upset.
	"Whatever are we going to do with him?"she exclaimed,despairingly,thinking,I suppose of the ominous implications which this held for my future - rather than of the immediate problem.That was soon solved;I was to be returned to school forthwith.
	My sister led me back in silence - back along that trail over which I had scampered only minutes before in apparently unassailable triumph.Things looked black;but I wasn't finished,and still underestimating the odds against me imagined that I could pull something out of the fire even at that late stage.
	We reached the school gate."Go on,"she said."In you go,young man!"
	"It's no good,"I protested."They're cleaning t'school.We've got holiday...Alright then - I'll go and have a look,just to show you."
	I left my sister at the gate,went into the playground,disappeared round a corner,and pretended to look through a window which was out of her sight.These windows belonged to the Senior School which adjoined ours,and were in any case far too high for me to have seen through even if I had wanted to.However,to one who is both desperate and obstinate such matters are of little consequence,and so,trying a late fling,I returned to report my supposed observations.
			
	"He's in there.I told you.Mr.Thomas with a brush...and some dusters."
	Enough was enough!Patience exhausted,my sister took me round to the Infant department,and I was delivered to the mercies of Miss Jardine - the cause of all the trouble - who "dealt"with me before returning me,in tears,to my class.Miss Brooks
chided me more gently but to greater effect - though neither made me feel guilty.I was just bewildered,and seemed to be the victim of circumstances which I had merely handled in the only way I could see.Perhaps this is the way in which a lot of criminals do start off...but if Miss Jardine had been as nice as Miss Brooks I should never have
thought of absconding in the first place - and should,incidentally,have missed this
experience,which,though a source of some distress,was not without value,for it taught me things which are impossible to express in words.
	I remember Miss Brooks with great affection,and my time in her class as a happy one.I like to recall her pleasure at a particular piece of work which I produced.My favourite literature at the time was "Comic Cuts",which was delivered with our Sunday papers,and two characters featured in that publication were  boy soldiers called "Plum and Duff".The prominent speech marks which accompanied their remarks and reactions to their various predicaments I found very impressive.And even though I was unaware of their significance I thought it would be a good idea to incorporate some of these in my own work...
             The  chance came when Miss Brooks asked us to write a short piece on our slates.My chosen subject was "Whitsuntide Clothes".
	In those days,if the family could afford it,it was customary for children to have an outfit of new clothes for Whitsuntide - the religious festival following seven weeks after Easter,and now replaced by the Spring bank holiday.This custom was the theme of my short piece.
					
	"For Whitsuntide,"I wrote,"I shall be getting  new trousers,a new coat,a new waistcoat,a new tie,and a new shirt."Then,having space to fill at the bottom of the slate,I added a large question mark - straight out of "Plum and Duff"!
	A merry twinkle in her eye,Miss Brooks carried off my slate to share the joke with Miss Jardine.I didn't understand the significance of all this,of course,and the touch of humour was quite accidental.But I had done something to impress the teachers - something pretty smart - and I felt a little pleased with myself on that account.Such fortuitous augmentation of my self-confidence did not come amiss,for my ego needed a little under-pinning,and this particular success to some extent compensated for the failed abscondence.
	I had by then become quite hardened to school,and played wild games with some of the rougher elements - kids like Kenneth,his sailor-suit long outgrown,but his ginger hair resplendent as ever;and there was Leslie,and Colin,and others,whose names I have forgotten.These were tough lads;they must be tough - for they wore boots!I categorised boys by their footwear.Ordinary lads,like myself,wore shoes.We were not tough.No!Tough boys wore boots;and the toughest of all had boots with loops at the back - loops by which the boots were firmly  pulled onto the foot;no shoe-horns for them!
	I was surprised - and somewhat flattered - that these boys would accept me into their games,for they seemed so much more daring and adventurous than myself.But accept me they did,and we played wild games in which we chased each other from one end of the yard to the other - enacting episodes from the latest cow-boy serial in "Comic Cuts" under my direction.I was happy at school now,and the ringing of the bell at the end of playtime,far from heralding relief from boredom,had become an unwelcome interruption to our play.Yes,I was becoming hardened to school,but there were still a few snags which tended to upset my equilibrium.                                 

        Generally speaking,these were out of the ordinary events such as occurred from time to time;for I seem to be a person of routine,and have never been  good at coping with the unusual  or  unexpected. Life in a rut seems to suit me best!And the day of the school medical examination,being an annual affair,was a major ordeal.
	For a start,you had to remove your jersey(which most boys wore instead of a shirt) - and your vest - right down to the bare chest!To modern ears,this might seem nothing to worry about,but in those days we never undressed at school.We never took anything off at all;every lesson,including Games,was performed in one's ordinary clothes.So "Being Examined",as we called it,was quite an event!
	One  embarassment to me- to be kept from other eyes at all costs-was a small knitted bag which I wore on a piece of thread round my neck.This rested against the chest,and contained a block of camphor - a common measure taken to keep the head clear and ward off ,or lessen the effects of, the common cold.In my case it proved singularly ineffective,for I  was frequently absent from school through colds.
          Another source of embarassment on that day was the presence of parents.They had,of course,the right to be on hand when their children were being examined,but mums - and even much less so dads - were scarcely ever seen in school,so the"Day when the Doctor came" really was out of the ordinary,and it brought a certain amount of unease,unneccessary and unjustified though this was.
	Incidentally,our undressing problem was slight compared to that of a child who featured in our evening paper at about that time.This was a girl from the Dales,who,on being asked to undress for such an examination,had protested:"But I can't,Miss!"
	"Why not?"
	"Because I'm sewn up for t'Winter,Miss!"
	And apparently it was quite common in parts of the North for children to have a
rasher of bacon sewn into their vests to keep them warm through the cold months,and to leave it there until the return of milder weather.
				
      People of these more enlightened times will find such references to health and hygiene understandably amusing,but they should at the same time feel grateful for the improvements in medicine and public health generally which have occurred since then,for there was much to fear in those days.Diphtheria,for instance,was much dreaded in our childhood;it claimed many lives - including some of my own class-mates.A green ambulance was used to take patients to the Isolation Hospital,or "Fever Hospital",as we called it,and the sight of that ambulance - the "Fever Van" - always made the heart sink,especially if it came to one's own street.Was it only Scarlet Fever,which was much less dangerous?Or was it the dreaded Diphtheria?Infected houses from which patients had been taken to hospital were visited by a small brown van - the "Stoving Van".I was told that the house was then disinfected by burning sulphur in it,and that the patient's comics,being infected,would have to be burned - a calamity, to my childish thinking, almost comparable to the illness itself,the severe implications of which such drastic action served to underline.
	During my time at school,the likelihood of catching Diphtheria was greatly reduced through the introduction of Immunisation,and I,like most children,took advantage of this.But the fear of the illness persisted even though one was supposedly immune,and once when I had a slightly sore throat I referred to a cheap household book which dealt with most subjects under the Sun - including Diphtheria,which it led me quickly to diagnose from my own symptoms.This was on a Saturday afternoon,when the rest of the family were out,and fortunately for me - as I thought -there was,in the very medicine cupboard in which I had found the book of spurious information,a bottle of probably equally spurious patent medicine which promised to cure almost anything in the way of throat disorders.
					
	I took one dose - hmmm...not bad!Then another..and another...Well,might as well make certain and finish the bottle."And the last state of that man was worse than the first".My throat was on fire!But soon,fortunately,"they" came home with good things to eat from the Market,and my indisposition was forgotten.My mother noticed the empty bottle in the medicine cupboard some days later."Funny",she said."I thought it was a full new bottle."
	I kept quiet;I didn't want them to think I was daft!
	On reaching the top class,we discarded our slates,and worked with pencil and paper.I then gained notoriety as the possessor of a rubber,for we were not supposed to employ this useful item in the correction of mistakes - presumably because of the risk of untidy smudges in unskilled hands.However,I had one,and it was circulated surreptitiously amongst my immediate friends.This entailed a double misdemeanour,for talking was inevitable during the borrowing and lending of the rubber,and that ,too,was forbidden.We were never found out at school,but my father did hear about it,for one of my fellow miscreants told his father,through whom the story reached my own father's ears - for they were workmates!
	My dad raised the matter at home as a friendly joke - a good way of letting me know that parents had ways and means of discovering one's secrets.It pleased him,I think,to realize that I wasn't over-good - that I was a normal lad,and,moreover,not unduly cowed by Authority.His response  had been the same when I ran away from school;and whereas my mother was apprehensive and tended to see things in the blackest light,he regarded that escapade as the sort of behaviour to be expected from a lad,and something I was unlikely to repeat.Had I done so,he would,no doubt,have taken an appropriately more serious view.
	Our class teacher was now Miss Jardine,but being in her class was not so bad as I had expected - though she was unpleasant at times,and might,in particular,have kept a more guarded tongue.She once,for instance,called me a mummy's darling,and although my mother was fond of me,I don't think the expression was wisely chosen.    
    It was probably prompted by her having met my mother and myself out on Sunday evening walks;on such occasions she must have formed the opinion that we were over-attached to each other.As for Miss Jardine,I couldn't picture her as being anybody's darling,and was very much surprised on hearing that she was to be married later in the year.
	"Her?Getting married?" I exclaimed;for though by no means an authority on the matter,I considered myself sufficiently au fait with the subject of weddings to realize that Miss Jardine was not your usual run of the mill material when it came to matrimonial eligibility.Unfortunately,that happy day when Miss J.,having become Mrs.X,would be debarred from teaching,was to be towards the end of my time in that school,so meanwhile she had to be endured.
	That lady made a foolish mistake one afternoon - or perhaps she was just unfortunate.She had to leave the class for a while  to attend to a delivery man , and  before going out she posted a child at the front of the room ,with instructions to report
any misconduct during her absence.An unwise move - particularly since the lesson was clay modelling and we were so well supplied with ammunition!
	It wasn't long before Elsie - for that was the informer's name - spotted some slight irregularity.
	"I'm telling of you,Peter Thompson.You spoke!"
	"Go on!Tell-tale!"
	"I'm telling of you an'all,Leslie Smith - you're talking.Hey!Who threw that?"
	A piece of clay,carefully rolled into a miniature cannon ball,had curved neatly through the air from the anonymous middle of the class,to land just beside Elsie.
	"Oo...Right...! I'm telling of you...and you...and you..."
			
	Soon, Elsie was under fire from all quarters.Now we were all on her list,and when Miss Jardine returned to find her spy surrounded by the evidence,it was quite unneccessary for Elsie to report the exact nature of our corporate misdemeanour.This
duty she had obviously anticipated with relish,but her recital of names was cut short when Miss Jardine decided that we must all stay in after school;all,that is,except Elsie,of course - though she would have to wait in the playground for her friends incarcerated with the rest of us if she wished them to accompany her home.I wonder what they had to say to her then!
	I wasn't very fond of Elsie.I may be doing her an injustice,but she seemed to be a juvenile gossip and busybody,very good at minding other people's affairs,and moreover she was very good at Raffia...which meant,I suppose,that I envied her a little.
	We did Raffia Work on Wednesday afternoons - how such details are branded ,or in this case stitched,into the memory.!It consisted of weaving raffia to make table-mats,small purses,and similar items,which were a source of pride to the skilled,but of frustration to the rest of us.The first,and in my case last,essay in this medium was the making of a table-mat.For this we were given a circular cardboard former,and used a bodkin to weave raffia - infernal raffia! - under and over strings which stretched froma circular hole in the centre to the outer edge.It seemed an endless business,and I never finished my mat.
Whether this was due to my frequent absence,or from incompetenceI don't know;but while Elsie and her like had finished their initial exercise in this genre,and  were onto what might be classed as Grade2 and Grade3 stuff,I could only survey them in bewilderment,and wonder how anyone could use up so much raffia.They were constantly going out for new lengths - while my need for a new piece would have merited an entry in my diary if I'd been keeping one at the time.All I could do was plod
patiently on with my now bedraggled "table-mat",which was destined to be thrown away ignominiously as unfinished work when I left the school.
				
	Raffia did have one rather more positive association,however.Miss Jardine asked one morning ,in Prayers,whether anyone could bring her some home-grown toatoes,and since my father had a greenhouse I was able to oblige.He selected a pound of the best,packed them in a cardboard box,and bound the little package neatly with -raffia!"Sixpence,please,Miss!"
	Two years almost to the day after we had enrolled,it was time to leave the Infant School,and we were led down the road to the Junior School,where we should stay for four years until we were eleven.Then,those scholars who had not passed exams to go either to the local Grammar School or the town's Central School,would return to the Senior department of the school we had just left.
	The block housing those two schools - Infant and Senior  - was referred to as the "Board School",for it had been built as a consequence of the Education Act of 1870,which authorised the establishment of Local School Boards with powers to build sufficient schools to fulfil the requirements of the Act.Strictly speaking,it should have been called the "Council School",for School Boards had by then been abolished.
	On the whole,our education in the Infant School had been sound.Physical exercise was somewhat restricted,being confined to little more than drill - arms raising and lowering,foot stretching forwards and sideways,bending to touch the toes,and so on.This could have been extended with advantage - though everyone walked to and from school twice each day,a form of exercise of which many of today's children are deprived.In class,we were taught to sit and listen,and to work more or less in silence,so that we could concentrate on what we were doing - surely an important accomplish-ment in itself,and again one which is not quite so much in evidence today.Finally,we were passably good at Arithmetic,and were able to write short stories and compositions.
	All in all,by the time we left that school we were competent workers for our age.

					

				CHAPTER  TWO

			            JUNIOR  SCHOOL   
	Our new school went under the impressive title of "St.Peter's Church of England  Junior Mixed" - invariably shortened to "T'Church School".It had been built in the early 1840's - at about the time,incidentally,when my mother's father had been born - and was established through the efforts of the National Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge.For this reason,the school was known in its early days as the National School.
	Our first teacher was Miss Field,a pleasant and kindly person indeed.Her classroom was a calm and soothing place,and I never remember her being really cross with anyone - just mildly disapproving - mildly,but very effectively!For she was one of those people whose own demeanour elicits in others a desire to please,and thus brings out their better qualities.She constantly smiled encouragement,and even when she was not actually smiling,the suggestion of a smile played about her mouth.           
	I remember particularly the novelty of keeping daily weather records under Miss Field's guidance.Each morning and afternoon,one of us would take a turn at making a little drawing on squared paper to illustrate the weather;an open umbrella and raindrops,a closed umbrella and a smiling sun,and so on.Trifling as this might seem,it involved more active participation on our part than we had been accustomed to in the Infant School,and consequently it meant a lot to me at any rate - and presumably 
to the rest of the class as well.
	Then there was "Hiawatha",which we read aloud round the class.Strange as the book seemed at first,set as it was in a distant land,dealing with strange people,and written in a peculiar style,I came to love those polysyllabic names - and they stuck! The Old Nokomis,Minnihaha,Gitchigumi,and the rest,still take me back to that little room,where I imagined I really was outside the wigwam,by the Big Sea Water with the gnarled and ancient Nokomis.For Miss Field was a great raconteuse,and pronounced all those awkward names deliberately and with obvious relish. 
		
	She was even better when it came to Brer Rabbit,our Friday afternoon treat.The end of the week;Brer Rabbit,then two whole days at home - no wonder we enjoyed that lesson!And how she could read those stories.Not that she really needed the book,for she knew them off by heart.Now she would screw up her face and make her mouth small to express the cruel intent of Brer Fox;now she would open her eyes wide and raise her brows to express surprise.Brer Rabbit would appear - two little front teeth just showing through parted lips - while rather more canine features,revealing back teeth, meant the arrival of Brer Fox.We were spell-bound.
	We read a good deal on our own,and this gave rise,indirectly,to an amusing misunderstanding on my part.Our books included some very much abridged and modified Classics,on the covers of which were listed further titles available in that series.Browsing through this list,I came across one which rang a bell -"The Talisman"!
       Ah!I knew what that book was about alright - or so I thought.But perhaps I was a bit too good at putting two and two together...
	I had once overheard my parents talking about a neighbour of ours - a lady.In the course of their conversation,they had  described a certain gentleman as being that lady's "Tallyman",and I had deduced from what they said,discreet though they were,  that this word referred to a man who was associating illicitly with another man's wife.This deduction was correct;as I confirmed some years later,such a person was often called a Tallyman.My other deduction,though understandable,was wrong,for I had 
mistaken the word "Talisman" for "Tallyman".Sir Walter Scott's work was not about the sort of man my parents had been discussing.It is interesting to reflect,though,that had had my surmisal been correct,"The Talisman" would almost certainly have become his most popular and dog-eared work!
	Our time in Miss Field's class was most enjoyable - except for one weekly hour of misery.This fell on Tuesday afternoon;the teacher involved was the headmaster,and the lesson was Handwork - a most appropriate name,for it involved both Handwork and  Handwork  -  of a kind not normally encompassed by that designation!
					
	We made letters from coloured adhesive paper,and then stuck them in a book with plain white pages.Step by step we were shown how to measure and mark out the letters,how to cut them out with scissors,and finally how to stick them in our books -which was all quite sound and enjoyable.But then,the headmaster,who had so far directed operations from the blackboard,came round to inspect our efforts.At this point,things assumed a more sinister aspect,for the slightest fault was a caning  matter; nothing was excused.Moving along the back of each row,breathing heavily,and smelling strongly of pipe-tobacco and talcum powder,he paused behind each boy in turn,and on spotting the slightest flaw,he tapped the offender on the shoulder,saying "Go and stand in front of the class.I'm going to thrash you"
	What an ordeal for little seven year olds - waiting for him to come along their row,then waiting for his verdict as he stood looking over their shoulder,and finally,if he were one of the guilty,waiting for the sentence to be executed.The girls were spared all this,for they were doing Needlework with Miss Field.Lucky girls!.                              
	Having completed his round of inspection and selected his victims,the head-master would go to a glass-fronted book-case which stood in the corner behind his desk.Then he opened the doors and reached up to the top shelf,where he kept the
cane - on top of the uppermost row of books,and presumably out of sight of visitors.For this man did have visitors,and respectable ones,as befits a person who is both a churchwarden and a pillar of local society.Yes,he was both of these.He was also short and stout,and did not cut a very dignified figure as he stretched up for his cane - especially when he found that it had fallen really out of sight behind the top row of books! These had then to be lifted out,which made him look ever more foolish,and it could all have been quite amusing if anyone in the room had felt like being amused;in fact,it merely prolonged the agony of  condemned awaiting their " thrashing".

     I was twice caned by this man.Once,on a warm day,my hands were a little sweaty,and in pressing the correctly formed letter into my book,I left a small greasy finger mark on it.Little as it was - and it was scarcely noticeable - it was enough to merit the dreaded tap on the shoulder.On the second occasion,I accidentally tore the  corner of a letter while smoothing it down with my handkerchief (which I was using in order to avoid any more sweaty finger marks!).I thought I'd done quite a good invisible
mending job on the torn letter,but...he noticed!
	I used to entertain my folks at home by imitating the headmaster.First - an ample cushion stuffed inside my pullover;then a complete run-through of the whole procedure,making particular capital of his confusion and embarassment over the cane which had slipped behind the books.But though deriving some fun from the man,I disliked him intensely,for I felt that he was guilty of a great injustice which was actually more hurtful than the physical pain involved.Also,I felt sorry for the other
boys he caned,for I knew that they were not capable of producing the faultless work he demanded.Moreover,some were very poor.One boy scarcely ever had  any dinner.He came from a large,poverty-stricken family,and while the more fortunate among us - including,of course,the headmaster were enjoying a good mid-day meal,that boy would be playing in the Park - or more likely just hanging about,for he never seemed to have enough energy to play much.
	Young though I was,I realized that this difference between the affluence of the headmaster,and the poverty of some of the children he so readily"thrashed",served to accentuate his cruelty,and I felt very strongly about this - though I,of course,lacked the articulation necessary to express those feelings at that time.I just had to simmer!
	All this was very unpleasant,but the school had rather better things to offer -the School Trip,for instance... 

	Shortly after the Easter holiday,the headmaster announced details of this forth-coming  annual outing to the seaside.This was still some weeks ahead,but we were given plenty of advance notice in order to enable us to scrape together the fare of four 
shillings and sixpence.That seemed to be the standard cost of a day-trip to the seaside throughout my childhood - whether by road or rail.In modern money,that would be twenty-two and a half pence.This seems a trifling amount,but there were many  for whom it was too much.Those who could afford it paid mostly by weekly instalments of sixpence - though the more well-to-do,a small minority, staggered the rest of us by paying the whole amount at once.
	In all,I went on three such outings,but,as is usual in such matters,it is the first of these which left the sharpest impression on my memory.The great day fell on a Friday in June.The weather was perfect,as indeed it always seemed to be for these trips- which is remarkable,considering how far ahead they were planned.
	Two coaches were already drawn up in the playground,awaiting our arrival on that happiest day of the school year,and aboard we climbed - armed with such pocket money as we had been able to muster.Parents waved,and children cheered as the engines were started ;then off we went  on what was then the longest journey of my young life - to Filey,fully seventy miles away. 
	Soon leaving familiar ground,we passed through strange countryside and villages,where everything was seen sharp and bright - the colours heightened by our own excitement.We pass through York  with but a glimpse of the Minster - a tantalising sighting such as is so often the lot of the modern traveller.We sweep by the massive grey building,then it is gone,and we are soon out in the country again - heading for our half-way stop at a public house called "The Four Alls"
				
	The headmaster had said that we should be stopping at such a place,the name of which I had taken to be a badly aspirated "Four Halls",and since  a hall was,in my experience,a place where prayers were said and hymns were sung ,I was expecting to see four such features.It was ,though,hard to understand the need for so many halls in one place;it suggested eccentricity or extravagance,for our school got along very well with just the one - and that was with Prayers twice a day!
	I  didn't sort out the real significance of the name at the time,and it was some years before I discovered that it is in fact "The Four Alls",without the aitch,and that it refers to the Four Alls of the Yorkshireman's Motto:
	"Hear all,see all,say nowt.Eat all,sup all,pay nowt!
	And if ivver tha does owt for nowt - allus do it for thissen!"
	Judging by the quantity of potato crisps borne away from the inn,we were quite prepared to "eat all" - though presumably on this occasion they had all been paid for!
	Our journey continued,and at last,after exhausting our repertoire of songs,after much excited chattering,and a lot of looking out of the window,someone claimed to have spotted the sea - which had disappeared again by the time everyone else looked for it.But then a sign came into view with the indisputable name of " Filey" on it.We turned  a corner into a car park.The coaches stopped.And we were there!
	It seemed rather a dry place.Where was the sea?    "Not very far away!"smiled Miss Old,who was not our teacher but was travelling in our coach.First we had to be fed,and were led off to the Church Hall to be given potted meat sandwiches and very hot tea.This was all very well,but we had come here to see the sea,not to eat in this  building which bore rather too much resemblance to our own school for comfort.Soon,though,we were on our way,heading for the beach.Down that steep hill we walked,where the footpath runs some feet above the level of the road,then suddenly there it was - my first sight of the sea!And  it's a happy thought to think ,in retrospect ,  of all the other thousands of children who must have enjoyed the same experience at this very place.
					
	The sea was much bigger than I had imagined.Pictures had led me to expect a narrow strip of blue water,with a broad band of sky above.But it wasn't so.From this high view point,the sea stretched too far into the sky,and instead of being blue it was pale grey-green.But this was  better than any picture.It was real,it looked very interesting,and there was a lot of it!
	The sands were marvellous,and seemed to stretch for miles - as indeed they do.Good,firm,golden-brown sand;sand that oozed underfoot and found its way between your toes.This was all strange and new to me.So,too,were the tricks the tide played as it crept up the beach and lapped around your feet unexpectedly,and then went away to leave you high and dry as if it were teasing - only to return so that you could laugh about it all over  again.Then suddenly it had the last laugh,as a somewhat bigger wave broke close by,driving the squealing girls back as they clutched at their tucked-in dresses ,trying to keep them dry.
	Jingling harness and a tinkling bell draw us to a passing ice-cream cart pulled by a pony.The ice-cream man jokes and makes us laugh ,as we exchange sandy pennies for cornets which assume a somewhat maritime flavour from our salty hands as we nibble and suck them out of existence.But here comes Miss Old." Who'd like a sail?" she asks.This is too good to miss;I haven't been in a boat before,and I join the boarding party by the water's edge.
	There is neither harbour nor jetty at Filey,and the vessel,a large fishing boat,or coble,is lying some yards off,in a few feet of water.We are carried to it and swung aboard by a giant in thigh boots and a blue jersey,who - to our delight - lifts Miss Old aboard as well.The boat rolls - only gently,but this seafaring is new to me;I hadn't expected even this,and feel safer holding onto the side.But now we're all aboard.The engine starts and  we head straight towards that strange line where  sea meets sky. 
This is good!It's fascinating to see the water rushing past,and to feel the salty breeze on the face.And how quickly the shore is receding behind us;the people on the beach are already quite small and indistinct.Yes -this sailing's alright!
									
	One of the sailors -there are two - tells us that we are heading the bell-buoy which  marks the end of Filey Brig,to warn boats of  that dangerous reef.We are sailing roughly parallel to the Brig,but slightly towards it - drawing nearer and nearer to the strange,mysterious bell.It is like a floating church,whose bell-ringer has lost his sense of rhythm,for it tolls at irregular, unpredictable intervals .It is an eery sound ,its funereal nature enhanced by the sinister dark water round the buoy.This is an interesting place - and worth a visit - but it is not one in which I would wish to linger.We sail close by the buoy before turning back towards the shore.Ah! It seems   a fair way off,but it  is good to see that the land is still there!
	But suddenly the engine coughs...and stops.The petrol tank is empty!
        We are quickly reassured,though,for there is a spare can aboard.Then,while the sailors are refilling the tank,I have an opportunity to gain some impression of what effect the sea can have on a boat - even in such calm conditions as this.At first it is enjoyable - if slightly alarming - as the bows rise to direct one's eyes skywards,and then dip to bring the shore back into view - and in our present state  that shore suddenly looks rather further away!But then up come the bows once more...then down again...and so on.Yes,I'm learning quite a bit about the sea today,and I'm not too sure that I like it all.The sea
can make you feel pretty helpless;that's one thing I've learned!
	Perhaps my face betrays my feelings,for Miss Old smiles reassuringly.But it's so quiet - apart from the lapping of the waves,the creaking of the boat,and that spooky bell....until...there is another sound.The engine! A cheer goes up from all the kids,and we surge forward again,riding smoothly over the waves and not so much at their mercy.And as we head for the golden sand dotted with brightly clad figures I feel more like smiling back at Miss Old! 

	All too quickly the afternoon passes.Soon we are leaving those sands,looking briefly in at the lifeboat,and making a round of the shops before returning to the coach.Toy yachts,dolls,penknives,and other souvenirs,are clutched and cherished with the affection which children have for such things - mementoes which will be remembered for their association with a great day long after they have been worn out,lost,or consigned to the dustbin.And it was a great day - roll on next June! But meanwhile it's back to school on Monday!
	A few weeks later,we left Miss Field's  class.After the Summer holiday we should no longer be subjected to the weekly ordeal of Tuesday afternoons,for thenceforth we were to be taught handwork by more humane teachers,and could look forward to that  lesson with eager anticipation in place of dread.The headmaster would then have a fresh contingent of first year innocents at his mercy,poor blighters!

	We were by no means entirely rid of  the attentions of the headmaster,though,for while he did not actually teach us,he was still liable to descend upon us from time to time.In the third class,for instance,we learnt handwriting - copper-plate.This was taught by our class teacher,Mr.Luton,who,apart from occasional lapses into sarcasm,was a very amiable teacher on the whole. Unfortunately,the headmaster seemed to consider Mr.Luton's unaided abilities inadequate for this particular task,and
he collected our English books fornightly in order to examine our handwriting.

	He would bring them back a few days later.Under one arm was a set of closed books,amongst which,one hoped,was one's own - for these were all satisfactory.Under the other arm - freshly retrieved from the book-case,no doubt,
was his cane,while in his free hand he carried the rest of the books - each open at a particularly offensive page.Their wretched owners were summoned individually to the front,where each recieved his book - or hers,for the girls didn't get away with it this time - along with a stroke of the cane by way of encouragement.
					
	Mr.Luton,meanwhile,stood by,looking rather sad,one felt,at this distasteful affair.What a different reputation that headmaster would have enjoyed,had he offered reward rather than punishment.A penny bar of chocolate for each of the three most improved writers would surely have produced far better results than all his "thrashing".
         As a good writer,I escaped punishment on these occasions,but the man's cruelty  -for it was nothing less - had totally destroyed any possibility of my ever liking or respecting him.In my later years at that school,he praised my work and tried to be friendly.This may have been because my Mother had died - and presumably even he was not totally devoid of sympathy.But the damage had been done,and however pleasant he might try to appear I felt that the same old monster lurked within.

	I was not alone in my feelings towards this man.Some years later,I  heard that one of my schoolmates paid him an uninvited call one night.This was none other than the ginger-haired Kenneth,who had just come out of the real navy (that sailor suit must have been a kind of portent!) Without having heard the actual conversation myself,I can only report the gist of it.This was that Kenneth thought his old headmaster might be interested to see again the little boy he used to cane for "doing nowt".And that Kenneth,who could now look down on the headmaster as he had himself been looked down on,was not going to do"owt" to him - so he needn't get worried! Just thought you'd like to see me!So long!"

	Thank goodness the other teachers were made of better stuff.Miss Field,Miss Wood,Miss Old,Mr.Luton,and Mr.Black made the school a much happier place than might be surmised from my account of the headmaster.It is,indeed,difficult to understand how such a decent band of teachers had ever been brought together under a man so unworthy of their company.Mr.Black,for instance;a good,sound,upright man,but not soft by any means.In fact,a stroke across the hand from his steel ruler was far more punishing than the head's cane - but he was fair,and that made all the difference.He used the steel ruler sparingly,but to good effect.
			
	Mr.Black had milder forms of punishment,too - to fit the milder crimes.He would,for example,sometimes order a boy to cross to the girls' side of the room and stay there for the rest of the lesson - a fate which once befell me.It  was a double punishment in effect,for not only was I amongst the girls:I was also sitting next to Betty!	
	At the time,Mr.Black was reading aloud from a book called "Starlight - The Story of a Wolf"'.I had borrowed this book from the public library so that Mr.Black could read it to the class,but the daily readings had been interrupted by my absence
from school through illness,and I had only returned that morning,bringing "Starlight" with me.Now I found myself at the mercy of Betty,who in later years was probably going to be a bit of a shrew - if she wasn't one already.Betty didn't like "Starlight",and was not averse to telling me so."What did you bring that back for?I've read it - an' I don't like it." she muttered."'s a daft book..." and so on,throughout my period of exile amongst the girls.Nice lass!Although,come to think of it,I wasn't all that keen on the book myself,and had only borrowed it to please the teacher;my preferred literature was of a rather different type..
	These were the days of American gangster films and comic strips on the same subject,which I found quite fascinating.Although the gangsters were obviously criminals of the worst kind,I was very much impressed by the weapons they carried - especially sub-machine guns - and had an unhealthy admiration for them.The level of my moral understanding  at that time was revealed in a little class discussion about ways in which it was possible to become rich.Mr.Black asked if I had any ideas about this."Well Sir," I said..."You could rob a bank."
	Mr.Black  smiled - though obviously taken aback by this suggestion.
	"But Bobby!You wouldn't rob a bank,would you?"
	"Only if I'd a gun,sir".
	And that was the end of the discussion - with Mr.Black wrily amused,I suppose,but - rarely for him - bewildered  and apparently at a loss for words..
				
	That was towards the end of my time in the Junior School.Mr.Black was our form master - and a good one ,too.Under his guidance,not only did we make good progress in the Three R's,but we also turned out some good Art work.He was particularly fond of this subject,and our room became decorated with lino-cuts,pen and ink drawings,carefully enamelled shields and coats of arms,and many other pieces of work which were a credit to children of ten.He achieved results by encouragement and the reward of good effort ,rather than by punishment,which he retained for really bad behaviour.He encouraged excellence,but did not discourage those who could not excel.Little competitions were a favourite device of his - such as the best model made at home out of match-boxes.There would be a First Prize for the outstanding entry,but he always arranged for every competitor to get some kind of prize - just for having a go!
	Singing was another of his strong points,and he liked a good tune.Many an afternoon was rounded off with spirited renderings of "Strawberry Fair","The Rio Grande","Polly Wolly Doodle",and suchlike - to send us happily on our way.
	I suppose that Mr.Black was about as close to being the perfect teacher as is humanly possible;he combined a genuine affection for children with a determination to prevent their going astray - hence the steel ruler! He would have had little time for those who would totally abolish physical punishment;and ,as one who drew benefit from his methods,I would agree with him.Thanks to the care and effort of Mr.Black and his amiable colleagues,a dozen of us from that school were awarded scholarships to the local Grammar School,and our names were subsequently added to those of our predecessors on  large boards hung in the hall.That school,though its resources would be considered meagre by today's demending standards,achieved its purposes remarkably well,and I don't think I'm alone in remembering it with gratitude and pleasure.
 
				




			      CHAPTER THREE

			MY FATHER'S GARDENS


	Every child,according to Professor A.N.Whitehead,should experience the thrill of discovery;and while this observation may have led to certain excesses in modern education,it is nevertheless true that children need ample opportunity to explore their world,so that they can indeed enjoy the pleasure of discovery - though they cannot,as some have implied,discover everything which they need to know!
	Mention discovery and childhood,and my thoughts turn - nay fly! - to my father's various gardens,and particularly to the first of these that I knew - a place of fascination and delight.I  first went there on Easter Sunday,and would be five years old at the time.It was a day of strong winds and  showers,and during one heavy squall we took cover in the greenhouse.Once inside,I felt so protected and cosy,as the hail rattled on the windows,that I wished I could live there and have a bed against the north wall,which was unglazed and was already furnished with a bed of sorts - albeit a mere tomato bed.Over the next few years,though I never actually slept there,I became very well acquainted with that little greenhouse.				
	It was warmed by a small iron stove.This stood outside,on the eastern end,and heated water pipes which passed through the stove and then into the greenhouse.In time,I was allowed to light the fire,having been shown how to do so safely.How the smoke poured from the chimney!MY smoke! I stood back to admire it,and climbed onto the wall to watch it billowing away across the big Twelve Acre - the field which stretched prairie-like between the garden and Crown Flatts Rugby ground,to the north.Windy days were best.Then,it went streaming away - just like the pictures of trawlers and tramp steamers  in books;and I was the Skipper! 
			     
	My father had "acquired" the brass nose-piece of an artillery shell which we used for cleaning the narrow chimney pipe.Goodness knows where it had come from,but he had a useful knack of "coming across"things.This weighty chunk of brass fitted the bore of the pipe well,and when lowered down the chimney on a piece of wire was very effective in its new and more humane capacity.I became a very enthusiastic operator with the device,and that chimney must have been one of the cleanest for miles around.	
	There was no proper lock on the greenhouse,but my father had devised a way of fastening it - though admittedly one which would have posed few problems to a determined thief,being little more than a mere token attempt at security(the garden was in any case hidden,out of the way,and fairly safe from intrusion).The "lock" consisted of a long rod which barred the door on the inside,and also projected through a little hole in the front corner of the greenhouse,from where it could be operated.When the rod was pushed home,the door was "locked",and when it was withdrawn slightly,the door could be opened.I took my friend  Derek to the garden one evening,and foolishly,as it turned out,I showed him the mechanism of this fastening.But,alas,he apparently betrayed my trust,for when my father came home from the garden a few days later,he said that he had seen Derek down the road earlier in the evening,and that the boy was holding his stomach and looking unwell.When my father asked whether he was alright,Derek had not answered,but had made for home.On reaching the greenhouse,my father found the door open - and no green tomatoes left on the plants!He did no more about the matter"The lad's suffered enough",he said :"I  shouldn't think he'll do it again."                
	The garden lay a few hundred yards from our house,in the grounds of the furniture factory where my father worked.Being on private land,it was fairly isolated,which was one of its attractions,for even in childhood I seem to have been fond of getting away from people.It was really intended for the Manager I think,and in exchange for its use my father felt obliged to give that gentleman some of the produce.
		
				
      This may have been why my father abandoned that garden a few years later,and took an allotment of his own - though it may have been because the new garden was bigger and therefore more suited to feeding our family of five.That factory garden was,however,the first in my life,and my introduction to the pleasures of gardening.In that garden,I was lifted up to see my first nest of baby birds,with beaks agape waiting for food;there I first noticed the smell of bruised tomato leaves;there I saw vegetable marrows sprawling over a heap of well-rotted manure,their fruits like airships,and still growing;there I learnt how to sow peas and beans,and to harvest them in due season;and there,on Autumn evenings,I helped to gather the potato crop,watching with eager anticipation and delight as thr fork was pushed under each plant in turn,and speculating on the bounty about to be unearthed.And still today,after many years,the salty smell of potato tops - a smell not unlike that of the seashore - takes me back to that garden in the fading light of an Autumn evening.
	There were flowers too,for my father did not concentrate exclusively on the edible side of gardening,but liked of its more decorative aspects too."Calendjoolas", he would say."Some folk call 'em Marigolds - but they're not (And in this he was departing from his usual accuracy)"T'proper name's Calendjoolas!" Then there were Sweet Williams and Cornflowers,with the odd Tiger Lily or two.I was never sure whether I like Tiger Lilies;they had an unusual scent which took a bit of getting used to.At first I turned my nose up at this,but detecting a familiar tinge in it reminiscent of nutmeg,which was in turn associated with both rice pudding and spice cake - great favourites of mine - I relented,and felt drawn to the border where the tiger Lilies grew,so that I could make up my mind - which I never did!
	Roses grew on a bed in front of the greenhouse.Two of these I remember -Emily Gray and Dorothy Perkins.I wondered why flowers were given the names of people.And would the real Emily Gray be  like my own Aunt Emily- dark,  thin,quiet,and kind?Dorothy Perkins sounded a bit cheeky and lively - "perky",I suppose. 
					
	Those roses grew happily in a patch rich in clay which my father said suited them - close to the path where the rain barrel stood ,at the corner of the greenhouse.
	Watering was a problem in that garden,for the nearest tap was some way off,in the factory yard.On Summer evenings,after school,my elder brother and I would roll an old oil drum down to be filled at this tap,then we trundled it back to be tipped into the barrel by the greenhouse.Our way took us between lines of boards stacked to season in the open air.This was my father's handiwork,for he was the sawyer,and he had cut these boards from logs gathered from  many parts of the World - from North and South America,from Africa,and from the Far East.And now,on this warm summer evening, they were adding fragrance to the English air.I loved the smell of that woodyard!
	Another smell which I learnt to recognize there was the peculiar balsamic fragrance of  poplar,one of which grew at the top end of the garden.I found a puss-moth caterpillar on one of its leaves,and recognized it through having seen a picture of this creature,with its remarkable "face" clearly depicted,on a cigarette card.My father put it into a small box,along with the leaf on which it had been feeding,and told me to take it to a friend of his who had a garden in the nearby allotments.This gentleman,who was enjoying a quiet doze in the shade,was an entomologist,and his greenhouse held a number of cages in which he reared caterpillars which he had found.He thanked me for my find,and said that he had just the place for it.This seemed a very interesting and unusual hobby;I'd never come across this kind of thing before,and was very impressed.With a little encouragement to overcome my natural shyness - I was only six at the time - I would have liked to have had a closer look at his collection,but as it was I made a fairly hasty departure.
	Near the poplar tree was my father's cold frame,and one evening he said,"Come here.I've something to show you."And bending down,he moved a slate aside in the corner of the cold frame - to reveal a strange grey-brown creature huddled in the corner."That's a toad.They're good in the garden.Never hurt a toad!" I didn't like the look of Mr.Toad,but still used to peep uneasily into the frame to see if  he was there.
					
	Beyond the poplar tree,in the very top corner of the garden,stood  an old stable -just big enough for a pair of horses.At one time its occupants had met the transport needs of the factory,but they had been superseded by a lorry,and their stable,now roofless, served as a place in which to burn waste sawdust.A steady fire smouldered there day and night,and though I was allowed to look in through the doorway,I understood,of course,that I was not to enter that fascinating but dangerous place.Many,I suppose,were the barrow-loads of manure which this little building had furnished.A stable and a garden side by side - a very sound and desirable juxtaposition!
	Over the wall beyond the stable was a field.This was usually empty,and on that account unnoticed,but one cool afternoon in Spring,men appeared in that field.They were dressed in white,amd scattered about the field.There were voices - and shouting from time to time."What's that?What are they doing?" I  asked my father."Oh...now!They're playing cricket.It's a game.I'll take you to watch them sometime...if you like."And in due course he did - but that story comes later.
	My father's next garden was an allotment near that occupied by Mr.Spencer,the insect man.For a time,my father worked both the factory garden and his new plot,but found two gardens over-demanding,and soon abandoned the old one.It was goodbye to Mr.Toad,the stable,and the two little poplar trees - but not to the greenhouse,for that was going to the new garden,along with the stove.
	The allotments were laid out in a grid,with tracks running north-south up each side,joined by three cross-tracks running east-west.Each of these tracks had its own peculiarities,and I had been familiar with these for a good while before my father took an allotment there,for we lived just the width of a two-acre field away,and I was often to be seen playing on those tracks,which made perfect routes for the imaginary bus service which I operated .Water barrels ,each with a tap, had been set into the ground at intervals beside the tracks,so it was much easier to get water here than in the old garden.I used to look into those barrels at my reflection in the water.Looking back,I'm alarmed at the danger which those barrels posed to a child.If I'd fallen in head first...
					
	Those allotments were actually about the same age as myself,having been established to replace others taken for building land,and it is interesting to consider what influence each occupant had brought to bear on that patch of ground in those few years - for most of the gardens would have known only one tenant.Some were more concerned than others with appearance,and took pains to decorate their plots - particularly that portion next to the track - with flower beds.Here I learnt such names as
Delphinium,Gypsophila,Canterbury Bells,and Marguerite.The last belonged to a Mr.Metcalfe,and the two names Marguerite and Metcalfe have been inseparable in my mind ever since.A good name for a singer - Marguerite Metcalfe;contralto,I think!
	Then there were the greenhouses.Some had  no greenhouse at all,while one had a  range of greenhouses which would not have shamed a professional nursery-man."He's growing stuff to sell!" My father would say.Which was almost certainly true,
though it was against the terms of tenancy to grow anything for sale.If the man in question was not selling his produce,he must have had a large family - and they must have been extremely fond of tomatoes!
	The greenhouses on those allotments exhibited a great variety of styles.Almost all home-made,they reflected the characters,tastes ,pockets,and skills of their owners.Some were smallish ,square affairs,but with plenty of headroom;some were longer,low structures which demanded permanent stooping from their owners.A few of these had developed a marked sag in the ridge,which had,one trusted,been remedied by a little internal shoring!Then there were sheds.Some stood alone,while others were built onto the end of the greenhouse.My father's belonged to this category,for,on transferring the greenhouse to his new allotment,he had built a wooden shelter round the stove ,to form what he called a "stoke-oil";"oil"being a dialect word signifying any small room or building.
				
	In all those allotments,I 'm quite certain that no two greenhouses or sheds were alike.They displayed charms of "sweet disorder" which would have been anathema to a modern planner,who would have sought to replace most of them.He would,of course,have been wrong.Each garden,with its little hut,was a private kingdom into which a man could withdraw.Whatever his station in life outside,whether as leader or led,there,in his garden,he could govern his own affairs and probably make a better job of it than the Government of the day were making of theirs.The salubrious power of allotment gardens is beyond measure,and it was more in evidence in those days than it is today.What better to direct the mind  in a positive direction,than a garden seat from which a man can contemplate the fruits of his own decisions and exertions over a quiet pipe of tobacco? There lies Happiness...
	Discovery?  I certainly discovered a lot in those gardens under my father's patient eye!


				           CHAPTER FOUR

				                 THE HUT


	Behind the row of houses where we lived was a communal access yard  - "The Back Yard" - and beyond that each house had its own plot of ground.We called ours "the garden",but although my father had once cultivated it,this was never used as a garden in my time,for it was rather small for that purpose.In my childhood,one half was used as our drying green,while the rest served as my principal playground.Many a happy hour I spent there,busy at my excavations,making tunnels,or creating small ornamental gardens from rapidly wilting weeds.That was all good fun,but the highlight of that patch of ground was our hut,which stood at the far end of our little plot and backed onto the field which separated us from the allotments.
	My father had made the hut,which was about six feet long by five broad,from packing cases which had been given to him at work - the furniture factory which stood about two hundred yards down the road.I would be about five years old when the hut was built and then carefully covered with tarpaulin - the only part,other than the nails,which he would have to buy.It was not only a work-place for my father,but also a treasure-house of interesting items which he had collected over many years.A great accumulator of potentially useful junk,my father never threw anything away which "might come in handy,sometime" - a trait borne out not only of that hut,but also of our cellar,his greenhouse,and any other  available odd corner.

	In one of my games,the hut became a submarine.This was a piece of make-believe inspired by the "Rainbow",my Saturday comic,which carried a serial about a family who lived on such a vessel.This was only a civilian affair,but it was nevertheless a very convenient vehicle by which to contrive alarming adventures in various regions of the World.I introduced my associate ,Derek, to this game.I make the distinction between "associate" and "friend" here,because I couldn't really place him in the latter category after he had let me down in the matter of the greenhouse lock!
									
	Still,there Derek was,so I let him join in my game.The bare,well-trodden area round the door,I explained,was the deck;while the dense grass beyond it was the sea - heavily infested with sharks and the odd octopus or two,which had a bad habit of snatching the unwary off the deck with their"tentackles".When about to dive,we went into the hut,closed the door (tight!) and operated the controls in the form of a metal-worker's vice mounted on the bench.

	Poor old Derek!There must have been something sinister about his horoscope,for he did seem to have a great talent for disaster.On this occasion,in trying to look out of the roof-light he dislodged it.The thick sheet of glass slid down the roof,and hit the ground with predicatable results.Now, in those days the breaking of a window was just about the ,most heinous offence that the average boy could envisage;and when I intimated the sort of reaction I expected from my father,Derek abandoned ship.As for my father,the mildest of men,he,to my dismay,merely shrugged the matter off."It was nobbut an old pieceof glass",he said."These things will happen." "Aren't you going to make him pay for it?" I asked - considering the mercies which I myself enjoyed,I was a trifle vindictive!"No!" my dad insisted."He wouldn't do it on purpose."
	But, despite the absence of repercussions,Derek never visited the hut again.This is probably as well,for it contained many items from which he was best kept apart. 	There were hammers,saws,chisels,and screwdrivers - one of these a monster three feet in length.Goodness knows where my father had picked that one up!Then there were spanners large and small, several bits,and a brace to go with them which had been "rescued" from the big factory fire - well,my father had been badly cut in breaking a window while helping at the fire,and he deserved some compensation.(And I,incidentally,still have that brace in safe keeping! )

					
	There were many other wood-working tools in the hut - and a large tin-trunk full of bent nails,salvaged and  waiting to be straightened for re-use.Few of them would ever be used again;there must have been thousands of those  old nails!
	Amongst the other odds and ends were some gun-stocks,which had come from a sporting uncle of mine - my mother's eldest brother.These were excellent for putting to the shoulder of a small boy,as an imitation tommy-gun.Once,spotting my father walking across the field on his way to the allotments,I gave chase.Approaching unseen and unheard,I pointed one of these weapons towards my victim from a distance of a few feet,and shouted "Hands up!" The poor man nearly jumped out of his boots,and when he turned round I realized that,though of similar build, it was not my father - but a total stranger.I blushed an apology, and made a deflated and speedy exit.
	Along with the gun-stocks  there were a few powder flasks of the kind formerly carried by shooters.They were like flattened hard leather bottles ,and were sealed at the neck by a device which could be opened by pressing two pieces of metal between finger and thumb,thus allowing the contents to be poured out.One of these flasks held lead shot,while the other contained percussion caps for the priming of cartridges.Being of an enquiring disposition,and given to experiment,I discovered that these caps - designed to detonate gunpowder - would explode if placed on a hard surface and struck with a hammer.They went off with a sharp,satisfying little crack.Fascinating!Steadily, one by one over a period of several weeks,I exploded my way through the entire contents of that flask.They were never missed,for they had been superseded by more  up-to-date cartridges,and though I did not know that at the time,my uncle had no further use for them ;so my pleasure,though furtive and a trifle naughty,proved harmless.
	Another item from the hut's inventory was a spell - nothing to do with wizardry,but a spell associated with the game of Knurr and Spell,which was played widely in the North of England at one time.The knurr was a small hard ball,the name being apparently derived from the Middle English "Knurre"( a small wooden growth.)
					                 
	The knurr,which was about an inch in diameter, was usually made of  glazed pot.In playing the game,the knurr was first placed in a small metal cup situated at the end of a long flat piece of spring steel - the "spell".When the apparatus was loaded and ready for action,this spring was under tension and held in place by a small trap.When the trap was released,the knurr was thrown a few feet into the air so that it could be struck by a player weilding a pummel.This consisted of a long handle which tapered like a billiard cue,with the narrow end set into a small flat piece of wood which acted as a bat.
	When ready to strike,the player tapped the release mechanism of the spell with the bat.The spring then threw the knurr into the air,and the striker quickly moved into position and hit it.The knurr sometimes went quite a long way,and certain fields were favoured by exponents of the game.Competitors would gather at the local inn,and each would put a specified sum into the kitty - to be won by the contestant who drove the knurr furthest.My father had enjoyed some success at the game in his younger days,and pointed out to me a particular field where he had played - recalling with a smile how many score of yards he had once driven the knurr in that place.
	Being a woodworker,he had also gained a reputation as a maker of pummels,and though he had not played knurr and spell for some years,parts of these were still stored away in odd corners of our house.The handle,a yard or so in length,was made from ash wood - for resilience;while the pummel-head,which was about half an inch thick and measured about four inches by three,was often made from sycamore.The best wood for this purpose,however,seems to have been box,and I understand that box trees of suitable diameter - which are not common - were at one time much sought after by makers of pummel-heads.Some of these enthusiasts were not too particular about the way in which they obtained their boxwood,and marauding bands roaming the Northern countryside by moonlight were sometimes responsible for the sudden disappearance of 
suitable specimens from gardens!My father,incidentally,did not - to my knowledge - use boxwood for making his pummel-heads! 
					
	The spell was a great toy .I used to carry it outside the hut and set it up on the grass.It was rather less than two feet in length,and stood on three spiked legs.I couldn't play the proper game with it,for the little cup to hold the knurr was missing,but operating the trap was fun.When it was released,the spring produced a satisfying "twang",the intensity of which could be varied by adjusting the tension with a screw which was meant to regulate the height to which the knurr would be thrown.That vibrating twang was a lovely sound .It was nearly as good as the percussion caps - nearly,but not quite!
	Such were the delights of our hut - and beyond the Hut lay The Field...


			
				CHAPTER FIVE
				    THE  FIELD

	Ours was not the only field in the district,for there was still a lot of farmland about in those days;but to us it was THE Field.Between two and three acres in extent,it presumably did have an owner;but who that was,no one seemed to know,and we didn't particularly care.It was crossed by paths which led to an unofficial short-cut into the allotments by a gap in the wall;and being conveniently close to home,safe,and  well away from traffic,it made an excellent playground.
	It was obvious that the field had been ploughed at one time,for its surface was marked by low ridges and shallow drainage furrows which result from ploughing.It had also been sown with grass,and still carried a fair crop of cultivated species - though some of these had become coarse and tussocky through lack of mowing or grazing.There was Timothy,which we called "Foxtails";Ryegrass - "She loves me she loves me not";and Cocksfoot - on which I learned how surprisingly sharp a blade of grass can be.
	Patches of  Rosebay Willowherb grew there,whose tall stems gave good cover to marauding redskins - provided that the enemy did not notice the plants shaking as one crawled through them.That plant gave rise to another diversion..The lovely purple-red flowers attracted many bees,which,pollen-laden and drowsy,could easily be persuaded to crawl into a match-box - in which they were then imprisoned.Derek and some of his friends used to do this.They then took the captive bee to a large water butt which stood  against the wall of a nearby mill.The matchbox cover was removed,and the bee set adrift in the tray. The bees usually managed to fly away,but some fell into the water and perished.It seemed a pointless,cruel game;why interfere with the bees at all?There were much better forms of amusement - Cricket,for instance...

					
	Each year,when we judged that the cricket season had arrived - which was as early as we could possibly make it ! - we gathered in the field,and while skylarks sang in the Spring air,and the ploughman and his team went about their quiet affairs with jingling harness in a neighbouring field,we chose our pitch for that year.The grass had then to be shortened.This we did with anything that came our way which had ever boasted a cutting-edge.Discarded scissors;worn out garden shears;a superannuated lawn-mower ( mighty hard and unrewarding work!) - all these were tried,but we usually resorted to tearing the grass by hand like the primitive little folk we were!
	For stumps,we had an old ,bottomless enamel bucket as a base,supporting a large biscuit tin,on top of which perched a half-gallon enamelled can of a kind used for ladling water on wash-days.This latter was,incidentally,known as a "Piggin" - a word whose origin seems to have been lost;it seems to have been used elsewhere to signify any small pail,but to us it always referred specifically to the type of vessel I have described,which resembled an outsize - very outsize! - enamelled mug.The nature of those stumps added greatly to the pleasure of bowling anyone out,for there was something particularly satisfying about the clatter they made on such occasions.That sound was,however,somewhat less appealing when the boot was on the other foot,and you happened to be the victim!	
	We could not clear a very extensive area for our pitch,and so there was a lot  of long grass near at hand.This led to difficulties in retrieving the ball,and several runs could sometimes accrue from quite a short hit.A limit of six was therefore set,after which the ball was declared a "losser",and the whole company  would search for that vital and precious item.
	A small pond,which was usually dry in Summer,lay nearby - slightly behind square leg - and beyond it was a stone wall at the far side of which were the Allotment Association's hen-pens.A hit into those hen pens,with their awkward netting to negotiate as well as a wet ditch to cross and a rough wall to climb,was difficult to retrieve.It was"six and out"!And the batsman had to retrieve the ball!
					
	Incidentally,although we were unaware of the fact at the time,that wall by the hen pens was the Parish boundary,so that anyone striking the ball over it had literally "knocked the ball into the next Parish" !
	A lost ball was a major tragedy,for we could rarely afford to replace it.Whenever possible we played with a cork ball.These were quite costly, and required the considerable investment of six (old) pence.This was a fair amount for one person to lay out,and we often  "went halves" - or even "went thirds" - to meet the cost.This was not a bad idea,provided the other partners were all sound,for custody of joint property can cause problems!We certainly got our money's worth out of those "corkies";each was used for as long as possible - long after the paint and imitation seam had worn off and the ball had been reduced to a brown pitted object which could scarcely have been called a sphere.
	Second best to a "corky",was a solid rubber ball - a "spongey".These bounced more than a cork ball,and travelled well when hit,but since they were less dangerous than corkies,they were considered beneath such hardened players as ourselves.As for tennis balls,they were beneath contempt unless you really could get nothing better;and they were little use in that field in any case,for they lost momentum on hitting the long grass.Sometimes,unable to lay hands on a ball of any kind,we made one from wool which we collected in the tenter field ,which adjoined "our"field and belonged to the blanket mill .
	The tenterfield was occupied by rows of tenters.These were long upright wooden frames on which blankets were stretched to dry as part of the finishing process.Small clumps of wool were left behind on the tenter-hooks when the blankets were removed,and these could be collected by small boys who were prepared to ignore the "Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted" notices in the tenterfield.Such a place was said to be"a Summons".We didn't know what that implied,except that it was something pretty bad and involved the Police.That was usually a strong  deterrent,but a bright summer's day without a ball was just too much,so over the wall we went.
					
	It only took a few minutes to gather enough wool for a ball,then we left the field with a certain amount of relief - for a Summons was a Summons!Not that we were really in much danger,for one of the men who put the blankets out onto the tenters was my uncle - and I don't think he would have turned us over to the police,even if he had known that I had exploded his old percussion caps!
	Having obtained the wool,we placed a stone at what was to be the centre of the ball to give it weight,and then built up a rough ball of wool round it,binding the whole together with string as neatly as we could.A skilled adult might have made an reasonably round ball by this method;but we were neither skilled nor adult!When one of our creations had been used for some time,the string began to come loose,and play would be interrupted while the bowler re-bound it.Sometimes,a flippant bowler would hold the ball by the loose end of string,in order to deliver it like a strange form of grenade which came down upon the batsman from a high trajectory.Such levity was frowned upon by the more serious amongst us,who would promptly call upon the offender to "Bowl it reight !Or let somebody else have a bowl!"
	Another practice which attracted rebuke was defensive batting - in other words,any stroke which was not an attempt to score, but was merely intended  to stop the ball.Such play was called "podding".The first offence would be noticed,but might not elicit comment - for it could have been unintentional.A second defensive stroke,and eyebrows would be raised;but a third settled it.He was doing it on purpose - trying to look like Maurice Leyland batting for a draw against Lancashire.Showing off!And a chorus of "Oy! Stop podding!" would rebuke the guilty one.You were expected to try to score off every ball,and no messing about !Little wonder that we found it hard to avoid having a go at everything when we were playing proper games at school.
	When no-one else was available,I used to practice bowling against the back of our hut at imaginary batsmen,pretending that it was a real game of my side versus another.Since I bowled for both sides,the outcome was not difficult to predict;the accuracy of my bowling when "they"were batting was quite remarkable!
					
	I played by myself on wet evenings too - indoors.In summertime,a rainy day was catastrophic,and I used to glance out of the school window frequently on such days,hoping that it would stop in time for the grass to dry out by evening.Cricket was,after all,a kind of compensation for a day spent in school,and it seemed a bit unfair when one had to suffer one without subsequently being able to enjoy the other!
	The decision rested with my mother."No",she would say."The grass is long,and it's soaking.Find summat else to do - that's a good lad."
	So I devised another form of cricket ,using dominoes and marbles,and the lino-covered floor became The Oval,Lord's,or Headingley - places we'd never seen,but whose names were legendary.The idea  for this game had occurred to me when I had seen a cousin and his father playing a form of table-top Rugby, using dominoes as men.I knew nothing about the game of Rugby,and couldn't understand what they were doing,but I saw how easy it would be to adapt the idea to cricket.Three dominoes standing upright,with one horizontal,became a set of stumps.I held the bat - another domino - between finger and thumb,and with the other hand delivered the ball - a marble.The rain problem was overcome,and wet nights were not too bad after all.
	I was never unhappy when playing by myself,but it was better to have a companion - provided that companion was of an amenable disposition;like Jimmy,for instance.He was about fourteen when I first played with him,while I was only eight,and I suppose he liked playing against me because I was easy to beat - or perhaps I do him an injustice,and he really did enjoy showing me how to play cricket,to keep the score,and so on.I certainly benefited from the competition he provided,which was more challenging than I would have encountered from children of my own age and helped to improve my own standard of play.Jimmy taught me quite a lot about the game,and showed me,for example,how to bowl both off-breaks and leg-breaks - at which I became fairly proficient.He also introduced me to two-man Test Matches.
	In these games,one of us represented England,and the other Australia.The first side batted,as in a real match,until ten wickets had fallen.Then the other side batted.This sounded very realistic and attractive,especially when Jimmy produced a pocket book for keeping the score with the names of each team already written down.Then,in imagination at least,all those famous names and faces which we knew from cigarette cards were present and active in our field!
	I remember well the first of these games.It was on the first day of our long Summer holiday,and a glorious day it was.Jimmy won the toss and chose to bat.He was Australia;the year was 1934;and their team contained some illustrious names.Not least of these was Don Bradman,who seemed to make a habit of batting all day and scoring three hundred runs at a time - and they had one or two other noteworthy  performers as well!
	Quite appropriately,Jimmy batted all day - which means that I bowled all day,and I've a feeling that I probably established some kind of record,for there can't be many people about who've bowled for eleven hours on end - with but brief intervals for lunch and tea.Australia's score became unassailable.Overnight rain put the field out of bounds,so we finished the game in our backyard.The "stumps" were now a dustbin -a target fully four times the size of the one I'd bowled at - and we used a different ball too.This spun viciously in the thin layer of boiler ash which formed the floor of the yard,whereas Jimmy had batted on a very dead wicket of  not very short grass which took the steam out of any ball other than a full-toss.
	England lost by an innings and a lot...and I saw nothing unfair about the way in which the result had come about.I had expected to lose in any case - the disparity in our ages more or less guaranteed that ;but the disadvantage under which I batted was just rubbing it in!Jimmy was reputed to be a trifle backward for his age - which explains why he was so ready to play with a much younger lad,such as myself.It  is strange,though,how such"backward" people tend to be  backward in the right direction - the one most advantageous to themselves!
					
	Details of other "Test Matches" elude me;in common with the rest of humanity,I tend to forget my less successful moments!I just have a vague impression of sufficient defeats at Jimmy's crafty hands to suggest that I was a glutton for punishment.
	Such games with Jimmy were all very well - as were the games amongst our little circle of immediate friends;but it was much better when some enterprizing lad managed to muster a sizeable group,including outsiders,of a dozen or more,for a more serious match.I particularly remember one evening when I was invited to join such a group who were going to play in the corner of a real cricket field - the ground which lay just over the wall from my father's old garden,and belonged to the team from the factory where he worked.
	We batted on what is known as a "shooting-board".This is a wooden board about the size of a barn door,which is laid flat and sunk slightly to the level of the ground.Its purpose is to give batsmen practice in dealing with balls which come off the pitch fast and low - known as "shooters".Like most boys of the time,I was wearing short trousers,and my legs were unprotected other than by stockings.In this connection I remember one bowler called Arnold,who was twice my size - or seemed to be - and was certainly nearly twice my age.He didn't seem to have heard of tempering the wind to the shorn lamb - or to any other lamb either - and I had the impression that while he was not actually trying to injure me,neither was he taking particular pains to avoid doing so.
	Arnold was lanky,and when he ran up to bowl his arms flailed the air as though he were rehearsing some new kind of swimming stroke,or seeking to gain extra momentum by clawing his way forward.This was very distracting,for it was hard to know from which direction the ball was coming,since the hand which held it was moving about so unpredictably.At the same time,his tongue dangled from the corner of his mouth,reminding me of our butcher,whose tongue used to protrude in a similar way when he was cutting meat - as if it somehow gave extra leverage to his arm.
					

	Arnold was quite the most alarming phenomenon I'd faced on the cricket field -or off it either,come to think of it.His family kept a fish and chip shop,which, because of some neighbourly difference in the past,we did not patronise - preferring instead to walk past the open door of their establishment on our way to a rival concern.Perhaps he had this in mind as he swooped towards me ( the name "Arnold"is,I believe, derived from a word meaning "Eagle",so swoop seems  fitting in this context.)
	The ball we were using was one that I'd found - though on this occasion I rather wished I hadn't;it was a brute!This was no ordinary cricket ball,and must have been intended for some other game,since it was perfectly smooth and seamless - and also heavier than a cricket ball.It came off the shooting board like a combination of a cannon ball and a swarm of hornets ;I was much too concerned about my own spindly legs to bother about protecting the stumps,and as for scoring runs...that was out of the question.Such was my first - and last - encounter with Arnold.I think he put me off fast bowlers for life,and certainly taught me to treat them with respect .
	Despite the mild danger,such knock-about games were,like most risky pursuits,  enjoyable - if only in retrospect!But Oh for the real thing!Eleven men on each side,and a proper field to play on.That was what I looked forward to.And when I was in the top class at the Junior School Mr.Black arranged such a match with the nearby Senior School.He had booked the best gound in the district,and I was in the team.Then...calamity! A few days before the game,I scalded my foot with hot fat and was away from school with a large painful blister.But I made a remarkable recovery,and was back at school in time for the match.My father said he'd never known anybody quite so anxious to get to school....
	It was a lovely field,with exquisite turf on which the ball could be driven right to the boundary - unlike the rough places we were used to,where the ball had to be lofted clear of long grass and bumps!The ground was surrounded by a high white-washed wall with clean white woodwork above,making it much easier to follow the flight of the ball.It was marvellous to be playing there - and a real privilege.
					
	My father told me old stories about that ground.One was of a strapping mill-owner's son who didn't mind mixing occasionally with the lower orders for the sake of a game of cricket.Having taken guard,he said to the fielder at silly-mid-off;
	"Ah  shouldn't stand theer if Ah wor thee,lad - 'cause Ah'm bahn to 'it it!"
	It was,I think,the same player who hit the ball over the wall and into a truck of a  goods train passing on the adjacent railway line.The ball was ultimately recovered in Ossett goods yard,and the batsman was able to boast that one of his hits had been picked up two miles away!
	I'm afraid I didn't quite match that performance.I did hit the first ball for four - only to be bowled out next all.Somebody should have told me to calm down and be wary of the bowler after I'd annoyed him like that!Actually,I knew that bowler.He must have been a promising cricketer,for I had seen him turn out as a very junior member of a real cricket team - all the more reason for treating him with caution!
	Did we win?I can't remember,but I doubt it,for the other side were mostly three years older than ourselves.Winning or losing didn't matter.It was enough that the grass was so green and fresh,that the air was sweet,that the Sun shone,and we were young.It was a lovely ground - and still is,though many of the fields around it have since been filled with houses.As for The Field - the one behind our hut;I'm afraid its rightful owner must have turned up to assert his rights,for it has,alas,been "developed" with
"Period " houses.This terminology is probably more approprite than their builder realizes,for they have quite literally put a period,or full-stop,to our poor old field as we knew it.Gone too is the Blanket Mill,along with its tenter field;so is the vast Twelve-Acre,and the big grazing field,half the allotments,and the last acre or two of arable ground where I first heard the chink of the ploughman's harness.
	Whatever do the local kids get up to nowadays,I wonder?

					
				
				CHAPTER SIX
		                   THE WORKS TEAM		
			    	
	In due course,my father took me to watch the cricket team which I had first spotted over his garden wall,and I soon became  one of their regular followers.It was the team from the factory where he worked - or ,as he called it "t'shop" - presumably an abbreviation of  Workshop..He was on the Cricket Committee,and always had advance information to pass on about the running of the Club.As the new season approached,for instance,he would bring home that promise of happy Saturdays to come - The Rule Book and Fixtures for the year,through which I loved to browse as March winds whistled down the chimney,or April showers rattled on the window panes.
	Ah ! Those teams!Dear names!Some were easy to understand,being names of local firms and villages.LMS,for instance;everybody knew what those letters meant!I certainly  did,because I had a toy train with LMS on the side;and in any case,their Pavilion gave them away.It was an old railway carriage,which must have cost many a tug and heave on its way from the nearest line - fully a mile away.
	Some other teams had names which I never troubled to understand;they were just "Opponents",and that was enough for me.Such were Soothill St.Luke's,Ossett St.Aidan's;Dewsbury Moor St.John's,and Brunswick Street Methodists - none of which I ever connected with religious organizations,even though I was in fact familiar with some of their places of worship!Then there was NALGO - a bit of a mystery that one,and probably some kind of secret organisation - possibly on the shady side...
	Having studied the fixtures,we come to the Rules.The last of these was probably the most important in the book. "What" I asked my Dad,"Does this mean?It says 'The Umpire's Dec..is..ion is final."   "It means what it says,lad.It means that t'Umpire is allus reight! Never forget that.You don't argue wi' t' Umpire!"
	And in those days,nobody ever did.
					
	On match Saturdays,I used to go to the ground in the early afternoon,and was often the first person there.I liked to stand by the very wicket itself.This was a privilege,for once play had started no spectator would have considered setting foot inside the boundary - not even during the interval.It was,however,quite in order to do so before the game,and I liked to examine the close-cut grass of the wicket - which we always referred to as the "pitch",wicket being reserved for an indivual set of stumps.Then there were the newly-painted crease lines,and those lovely varnished  stumps; everything ready for three o'clock!
	A cricket pitch set out like this,and waiting for the players,is like a new clean page in an exercise book - or the dawn of a new day.Whatever mess one may have made of the previous one,here is the chance of a fresh start and the promise of  better things.Whether that promise is fulfilled or not,renewed Hope is a fine thing;it's good to be able to wipe the slate clean and start again!
	In twos and threes the players would arrive - on foot;for none of them had a motor car.Those who lived too far away to walk came by bus to the nearest stop.The only kit they had to carry was their playing clothes,for the bats,pads,and so on,belonged to the club,and were kept in a large bag in the changing room.This was one half of the "Tent",the other half being reserved for the opposing side."Tent" is a misleading term,for it was really a wooden hut,measuring about twenty feet by ten,with flaps at the front which were raised during the game for the  scorers to look out.It was presumably called the tent after a canvas predecessor which the name would more accurately define.
	The approach of three o'clock was signalled by the heavy thud of boots from inside the Tent,whose doors and flaps  had so far been closed in the interest of privacy.Then suddenly these were thrown open,and the fielding side emerged,throwing catches to each other and trying to convey a general air of  enthusiasm and ruthless efficiency to the spectators generally but to their opponents in particular!Then the opening batsmen made their way to the crease as the umpires adjusted the bails.The long wait was over!
					
	There are few sights more pleasing than a game of cricket.Green turf;the bright red ball;stumps gleaming like shining corn;the players  in their white outfits,standing here and there in varied postures - and all framed by trees and set out under a blue sunlit sky with the odd patch of cumulus drifting by to cast the occasional shadow     -who could want more? Then the hush of anticipation as  the bowler runs up...followed by cheers,groans,murmurs,or gasps at the outcome of that particular delivery.And it was on this little field that I learned about such things!
	There were certain dramatic moments that I found particularly impressive - such as the sudden shattering of the wicket as a stump is knocked back and the bails fly ,and the hapless batsman freezes half-way through his stroke,to glance back and  confirm that it is all over.Very impressive!Especially when the other side are batting!Impressive,too,were  catches in the slips - taken before you knew what was happening.Indeed,the great thing about this game was the speed with which things happened;you had to watch - and watch carefully - or you missed something big!
	I liked to see the ball glanced to leg,beating the stumper and speeding to the boundary - a stroke worth copying if you got the chance!But the favourite stroke,I suppose - and not just with the small boys - was the lofted drive over long-on for four.
One of our batsmen,Bill Longley,was very fond of this stroke;in fact,I think it was the only one in his repertoire!But when it came off it was a joy to see.Bill used to tap the ground with his front foot as the bowler approached,and at the same time he tapped his bat in the block-hole.It was a kind of shaping up to the bowler - a way of letting him know that he was  for it - in the way that John L.Sullivan is reputed to have grasped his  thigh with one hand as a prelude to delivering the coup de grace with the other!Bill,to our delight,once hit four consecutive and identical fours straight out of the field and into the woodyard - the size of the field did not warrant sixes;but those hits were worth six!The bowler then went down the pitch and had a few quiet words with Bill - a bet about the fate of the next ball,perhaps?If so,Bill would be out of pocket,for he was clean bowled by it!Still,sixteen was quite a respectable score in that league.
					  
	We used to watch from the side,for the margins of the ground were too narrow for spectators to sit  behind the bowlers.But that was no disadvantage,for the side is probably the best position from which to appreciate the action of a bowler,and the one from which boys are most likely to form an idea of correct bowling action.
	Our opening fast bowler,Ted,had a beautiful action -smooth,flowing,strong,and athletic;and as he reached the stumps his chest was sideways on to the wicket,his bowling arm well back,and his head was turned and looking over his left shoulder at the target!It was an inspiration to see him in action,and I used to try to copy his style.Cyril,our other opening bowler,had a round-armed,awkward action.In delivering the ball,his arm did not sweep neatly downwards close to his right ear,but seemed to move in an arc set at about forty-five degrees to his body.Cyril took wickets,but it seemed an uncomfortable and almost painful process,and I didn't try to copy his action!
	Now Fred was a somewhat slower blowler.He folded his wrist well back,so that it was at right angles to his forearm,and tucked the ball somewhere  in the palm of his hand.I tried to copy his style though I didn't know how he positioned his fingers .I am tempted to call him a cunning bowler,but that word seems inappropriate to one who was so upright both in physique and character;perhaps the Northumbrian word "canny" is more fitting.Fred volunteered for the Marines on the outbreak of was a few years later.He served on HMS King George V,happily returning safely to do battle on the cricket field again.. 
	Of our batsmen,number eleven was remarkable for his almost total inability to hit the ball,and he kept his place in the team solely for his  good wicket keeping. A short but sturdy left-hander,Schofield always took a tremendous swing at the ball - and always missed,so that his innings were never of any great length.But no;he did not always miss.On one memorable occasion he made contact.I suppose that, given sufficient attempts,bat and ball were eventually  bound to occupy the same bit of space at the same moment.And it happened!There were gasps of  disbelief from the wooden bench where the committee and sweet vendor sat.
					
	"Sithee!  He's hit it!'
	"Aye!  An'  it's bahn  to be fower!"
	"Well....I'll be blowed!"
	But it was not,alas,going to be four.True,the hit was firm and high,and was coming towards the boundary where we were sitting;it certainly looked like four..until...a fieldsman we hadn't noticed came sprinting round the boundary from several yards away - to take the catch directly in front of the committee !
	"Nay lad tha should have let it go." One of them rebuked the fielder."It's t'first time he's ever hit t'ball!"
	"Aye" another added."An' it could easily be t'last!"
	It was another duck - albeit a memorable one - for poor old Schofield.But he was applauded as he  walked off.
	"Well done,lad!" A spectator called out."Tha can allus say they didn't bowl thee out today!"
	I was rather surprised when that member of the committee had spoken to the player who took the catch.I had developed  something of a hostile attitude towards opposing teams - not totally implacable,perhaps,but something pretty close to it.The practice of speaking to them seemed quite unacceptable,and had my vocabulary included the expression "non-fraternisation" at that time,that is how I would have described the appropriate relationship between the two sides .
	Imagine my surprise,then,when an opposing batsman on his way to the crease actually exchanged a friendly greeting with one of our fielders.It never occurred to me that they might be friends in "normal" life;I just thought they weren't taking the game seriously enough.They obviously did not understand cricket!
	"Did you see that?" I said to my friend."Jack Auty just spoke to that chap -
	"Did he?"
	"Yes . He said 'How are you getting on,owd lad?'"
	Whatever was the World was coming to!
					
	My part in the proceedings was putting up the "tins" - the metal plates which kept our sprinkling of spectators informed of the score.The top row showed the current total;the second row the number of wickets which had fallen;and the bottom row showed the score of the last man out.One tin bore the silouhette of a duck,which was kept for suitably qualified opponents;our players,where unfortunately appropriate,receiving the more respectable figure Nought.
	Once when the rapidly changing score was keeping me busy with the tins,one old spectator remarked: 
	"They're making you work overtime now,old lad!You could do to be ambidextrous." And after a pause,he added'"Now then.I bet you don't know what that means,do you?"  -  in a friendly,kindly way.
	"Ambidextrous?" I said."Yes,I do." 
	And I raised a few eyebrows by explaining the meaning,for I was only ten.I knew,though,through having heard of the notorious murderer,Dr.Ruxton,whose skill as an ambidextrous surgeon had  led to his conviction , for the  body involved could  only have been dismembered by a person of his ability.Presumably,my questioner had himself become cognisant of that word - ambidextrous - through reading of the same macabre and topical case - as had a  few million other people! 
	One year,our First Team was the best in the League;they not only headed the league table,but also won both Shield and Cup.I followed them,home or away,whenever possible - by bus,tram,or on foot.The grounds were tucked away here and there - behind factories,in the middle of farmland,and in other odd and interesting cornersI learnt quite a bit of local geography in following that team.One little field,surprisingly attractive considering its situation,was hidden away behind colliery workings - quite near my home,but secluded enough to have escaped my knowledge up to that time.However,the most picturesque ground,and also the scene of our greatest triumph,was at Hopton Mills,the home ground of a team called Whitley Lower.
					

	Whitley Lower!A misleading name,for the village is on the crest of a hill.It is so-called,though,because its neighbour,Upper Whitley,lies on even higher ground to the south.Hereabouts was a pub - "The Woolpack" - where one could stand at the bar with one's pint,and at the same time hold a conversation with Old Ambrose,the Landlord,as he sat in the kitchen at his plain wooden table,demolishing as ample a plateful of roast beef,potatoes,and Yorkshire Pudding as was ever assembled.Needless to say,this was a pleasure with which I was unacquainted at the age of ten!But in later years I enjoyed,as my father had enjoyed,the company of Ambrose,whose forbears had long served that district in similar capacity.He is,alas,no longer with us;nor are his kind,for such homely establishments as his would be unfashionable in this sophisticated age.
	The countryside immediately around Whitley is undulatory,and does not furnish many sites suitable for a cricket field,so their team played in a valley bottom - about a mile away,at Hopton Mills.It was too far from our own area for us to walk,and since there was no public transport to that place,the Club hired a bus privately.
	This was great fun!It was the first time I'd been to that spot - though I was to become very familiar with it in later years.It was well-wooded,and one of the few remaining parts in the district which could be considered rural.On the final approaches to the Mills,the bus was buffeted by overhanging branches from trees at the side of the narrow road,and although we were only a few miles from home,this gave the impression that we were in the heart of the country.The ground itself had a very rural aspect,and the nearby mills merged so well with the tall trees round about that they were quite unobtrusive.It was also a well-kept ground,with much shorter turf than ours,so that the ball travelled much more easily over it.
	In that League,a hundred was a good score,and something like a hundred and twenty was almost certain to bring victory - or occasionally a draw.The games began at three and ended at seven,and there was no limit to the number of overs in an innings.If the first side wished to bat on in order to secure a big score,they could do so.
					
This arrangement made for more variety in the pattern of games than is the case with limited over cricket;for if the first side were doing well there was always the temptation to bat for too long,thus leaving insufficient time to bowl the other side out.There was still scope for close,exciting finishes-but when these did occur they seemed more natural than those of the engineered limited overs system.The Hopton Mills game makes my point!
	We won the toss,and Ted - opening batsman as well as opening bowler - went in,along with a second Fred (not the future Marine : another Fred!).And it was wonderful!This was by far the best cricketing performance I'd ever seen;I was always a keen spectator,but this had me glued to my seat!
	Ten for none.Good;and the first "tins" go up on the scoreboard,but not today at my hands,for this is not home territory.Then twenty for none - very good...Thirty for none...forty...fifty! And the collecting box is taken round for Ted's twenty five.But wait;sixty...seventy...eighty...and so on,until they brought up a hundred - and nobody out!
             I sat enthralled under my shady tree.This was unbelieveable - better than Christmas!
           Even the fall of a wicket soon afterwards didn't break the spell for long,for the free--scoring went on.Our batsmen seemed very much at home on this ground,and we eventually declared at two hundred and three for seven.The foot-tapping slogger,Bill Longley,had a field day - or more accurately,an out-of-field day!I can still see his massive hits towering above the trees at the far end of the ground,to crash down to earth in a distant shrubbery.
	Whitley Lower had no hope of winning,so they obviously needed to aim for a draw.This they very nearly achieved,and as the clock moved steadily towards seven it looked as if our big score might be wasted .With five minutes to go,they were only
seventy -but still hanging on, and older men were noticed drawing pocket-watches from their waistcoats,in the hope of finding the clock a trifle fast perhaps.But then...it was over.With the hour almost upon us,the last wicket fell.We'd won!

					
	It was a happy band who boarded the bus for the trip home;and none more so
than myself.We know that the game is more important than the winning - but Victory is ever sweeter than defeat - especially when you're only ten!
	The Sun had certainly shone on our team that day - as it did,indeed,all season.






				
				CHAPTER SEVEN
				THE DAILY ROUND

	Like most housewives of her time,my mother had a particular day of the week for each household task,and would only depart from her fixed routine for the most pressing reasons.Thus - Monday was wash-day;Tuesday was for ironing clothes and general clearing away after the wash;Wednesday was baking day;Thursday was set aside for the heavier cleaning jobs,such as scrubbing the floor;Friday for lighter cleaning,such as dusting and tidying up;Saturday was shopping day;and Sunday was a day of rest.
	All this work went on in our single largish downstairs room - the Living Room,or "The House",as we called it ,and anything else going on at the same time - such as a little boy playing ! - had to be modified so as not to interfere with that work.
The disorder into which the room was thrown ,particularly on wash-day,probably didn't bother my mother,for her own father had worked at his handloom in their family home,and that would probably mean more or less permanent disorder,I should imagine.Ours was,I suppose,quite tidy by comparison - though it was untidy enough for me at times.
	On washday,for instance,the set-pot had to be brought into use.This was a large iron pan set into brickwork and stood between the fireplace and sink.For the other six days of the week it was covered with a wooden top and a piece of oil-cloth,and made a small but convenient working surface.On Monday, however,it was filled with water in which clothes were to be boiled,and my mother carried burning coals from the main fireplace to the small grate under the set-pot - the task on which she  was engaged when I arrived home after running away from school!And between the set-pot and the washing machine,and under the window - which  looked out onto the street -was a long table on which clothes were scrubbed before going into the washing machine...
					
 	Washing machine! Machine it certainly was ; by modern standards, it was monstrous.It had a large,metal-lined, wooden tub standing on heavy iron legs;and above that two wooden rollers about six inches in diameter and two feet long.These were mounted on thick iron spindles and driven by heavy cog wheels which were turned by a large wheel with a handle.This large wheel,incidentally,made a handy ship's wheel for me when the machine was not in use,and we've weathered a few storms together!
	But turning this handle was no child's play when wet clothes were being mangled;and for one person,lifting the dripping clothes out of the tub,feeding them to the rollers,and turning the handle,was mighty hard work.It was also awkward,for it involved  not only lifting,but also much twisting and bending.Fortunately,my grown-up sister was able to help with much of this,but washing was very tiring work in those days and one of those tasks I often heard described  as "Horse Work".
	With all that water about,however carefully the work was done,the floor inevitably became wet,and the atmosphere was damp,too.This was especially so in damp weather,when the washing could not be taken outside to dry.Then the clothes horse came into use - the "Winter-hedge" as my mother always called it.This was an allusion to former times,when ,in the days before clothes lines had become common, washing used to be spread on hedgerows to dry.In wet weather, this would pointless,so
a  "Winter-hedge" would be employed indoors instead.
	The washing over,and the heavy equipment laid aside for another week,it was time to iron the clothes.My mother had two flat irons for this purpose.These were heated at the fire,for few people had electric irons then;in fact,electricity was only installed in our house when I was seven years old - three years before my mother died.Knowing her timid nature,I doubt whether she would have accepted an electric iron even as a gift,for she was wary indeed of novelties or the unknown in any form.Even new washing powders or soaps had to be discussed and pondered upon with my Aunt Emily - her elder sister - with a gravity  befitting  serious Affairs of  State.
					
No.I don't think she would have taken at all readily to an electric iron!As for flat-irons,I liked them,for they made good little ships when pushed over the wave-like irregularities of our wool-clip hearth rug!
	Tuesday was a time for clearing away the aftermath of wash-day.There was the ironing to finish off,clothes to be put away,and strength to be gathered for the next big operation - Baking Day!On Tuesday evenings in Winter,a ginger pudding would be prepared;then,wrapped in cloth,it was suspended in an iron saucepan and boiled for a few hours to prepare it for finishing off for Wednesday dinnertime.
	 Early on that day,the Co-op delivery man brought flour and lard which had been ordered at the week-end,while at the same time a good fire was built up,some of the hot coals being pushed under the oven ready for the afternoon's baking.Full advantage was taken of this warm oven ,and  Wednesday's dinner was always substantial - rivalling that of Sunday.It was a great day for meat and potato pies,but this was varied on one memorable occasion when my Uncle Sam, my mother's brother,
provided a wild duck.He was the shooting uncle whose cartridge primers gave me so much pleasure.Now he worked  at a local mill,and having recently lost his wife, sometimes came to dinner.He was a withdrawn sort of man,who never seemed happy in company.I think he found conversation difficult and somewhat dull,preferring to be out of doors with the gamekeepers of a country estate which lay a few miles away and which he frequented.He was,in fact,a relic of the days when local men had divided their time between the indoor occupation of weaving and healthier pursuits such as small-scale farming and rabbiting.Anyhow,morose or not,he enjoyed my mother,s cooking - as we all did...especially the ginger pudding!	 
	Dinner over,the large square table was cleared to its bare deal top,which was to serve as  the baking-board.Then followed the weekly ritual of mixing flour,lard,water,salt,and yeast.It was all done with a precision born of long practice,and only once do I remember things going awry.My mother poured too much water into the hole left for it in the middle of the flour;in her words,she had "Drowned t'miller"!
					
	The dough was kneaded on the table,and put into tins which were set before the fire to rise - with a loaf in a miniature tin for me.The remainder of the dough was made into a thin cake,which was like a large flat tea-cake and was eaten fresh out of the oven for tea.The rest of the bread was stored,after cooling,in a large bread crock - an unglazed earthenware jar which was kept in the cool cellar.
	My mother had no oven thermometer - who had,in those times?In order to tell when the oven was ready for the bread to be put in,she used to scatter a few drops of water onto the oven bottom from the palm of her hand.The degree of sizzling which then occurred,and the rapidity with which the drops evaporated,seemed adequate for her purpose.Rough and ready,perhaps,but it worked;her bread ,and the spice-cake she baked at Christmas time were proof enough of that!
	Baking day left its legacy of cleaning up - mainly in the form of soot;so, before the fire was lighted on the following day the whole range,including the oven,was thoroughly cleaned.This began with the removal of  the soot which had collected in the
cavities surrounding the oven,and for this purpose there were,at suitable points,small plates which could be removed and brushes  pushed inside to dislodge the soot.This then fell into the space below the oven,from where it could be scraped out with a coal-rake - a flat piece of iron three or four inches long and fixed to the end of a long metal handle.
	My mother tackled this work of "Cleeanin' t'oven out" with rolled up sleeves and the zeal of a prize fighter,as she prodded and probed its sooty caverns with knowing eye.Then followed  more dirty work - blackleading - when blacklead,or plumbago,was applied to the whole range - save a few shiny decorative parts.This was then brushed thoroughly to bring up a shine - the oven on the left,the firegrate in the middle,and the sidepan to the right.The sidepan was interesting.It was an iron pan built into the range,and being next to the fire was meant to supply hot water,but it was too rusty for that,and our water had to be heated either on the gas stove or the fire.Like all the sidepans I've seen,it was fit only for the drying of kindling wood.
					
	The rest of Thursday was spent in washing floors and outside doorsteps,the beating of rugs,and the dusting and polishing of furniture - some of which tasks were carried over to the following  day,so that by Friday afternoon the house was spick and span.The red plush cover was put back on the table which had served as ironing board,baking-board,and general working surface,and for the next two days the room was to be a different place.Now it was more like a parlour than a kitchen,wash-house,and bakery rolled into one;meals still had to be prepared there,of course,but that caused very little upset.
	Friday brought not only a lull in housework;it also brought my father's wage,which was  always welcome,for by then funds were decidedly low - though we never,to my knowledge,owed anything.It was a point of honour and principle with my parents not to run into debt."Everything in this house,"my father would say,with a wink,"is paid for.And that's more than a lot of folk can say!We might not have a lot - but it all belongs to us!"Debt was a millstone which they were determined to avoid.
	On receiving my father's wage (every penny!) in the evening,my mother laid aside appropriate sums to pay various collectors who called during the week;the landlord on Saturday for four and sixpence rent;an insurance agent;the " Doctor's
Man",who collected weekly instalments towards the Doctor's bill.There was no National Health Service then,and doctors charged  for visits and medicines - but modified their fees,I believe,according to each patient's means .(This bill was actually a form of debt,but one which could scarcely have been avoided ).The cash for these various callers was hidden on shallow shelves within the sideboard - easily reached if you knew where it was,but otherwise quite hard to find.
	Our groceries for the week were fetched on either on Friday evening or Saturday morning from the local Co-op,a quarter of a mile away if one trespassed and went through the tenter field...slightly further otherwise.It is interesting to recall that the groceries for five people cost about one Pound;this included flour for our bread,and coal,which were ordered at the same time.
						
	Wages were,of course,proportionately lower,and despite the apparently cheap food,people were not generally so well off as today.Few families could,for instance, afford to go away for a holiday,and fewer  still could afford a motor car. Nevertheless,times were better than they had been,and my parents were,I'm sure,grateful for the improvements they had seen,particularly in the lot of working folk.As one example: in 1881,one of my father's step-brothers was working down a coal mine at the age of thirteen.Things were rather better in my childhood,fifty years later.
	People really did seem to be more content when I was little than they are today - more prepared to make the most of what they had,and less demanding.To the modern housewife,with all her labour-saving devices,my mother's weekly routine must sound like time-consuming drudgery,but she always found time to answer my questions,and to point out interesting things which I would not otherwise have noticed.One particularly happy memory is of being called to the back door on Summer evenings to see magnificent sunsets beyond the  Twelve Acre - surely the biggest field in the World? Contented and happy,she often sang  folk-songs and hymns,and when we got a wireless she liked to listen to the Church Service on Sunday evenings - before putting the clothes to soak for Monday morning!	
					


				       CHAPTER EIGHT
				    DOWN OUR STREET

             The road which ran past our house was almost certainly an ancient highway,dating back to Roman times at least,for beside it stood an old farm known as Street House - a sure indicator of a Roman Road.Along that way must have passed a fasc-inating pageant;a pageant not so much of the famous - though it might well have included St.Paulinus - as of those countless unknown ordinary people who are themselves just as much the stuff of history.It was the comings and goings of  latter-day  representatives of these ordinary folk that I witnessed there as a small boy.Most  were there to sell something;and since,in those less motorised times,they mainly came on foot,they moved at a pace which enabled one to take stock of them - "to weigh them up",as my father would say.And what a fascinating bunch they were!	
	Rhoda,for instance.She was probably the loudest of our visitors.Picturesque,though by no means pretty,she would have passed for Hogarth's Shrimp Girl grown somewhat older.She sold a kind of rock - not the seaside variety,but pieces of real 
stone called  Ruddle .This is a soft ironstone which underlies much of the coal-measures district where we lived.It was unearthed by deep-digging navvies,whose roadside workings would sometimes yield a free supply of this rock,which could also be obtained by delving in a hillside quarry a mile or so away.
	Ruddle is rust-coloured,and being soft can easily be rubbed onto newly washed doorsteps to make them more attractive.Rhoda spent her days gathering the stone and hawking it round the neighbourhood.She was a small woman,probably in her fifties,and always wore a shawl.Her handcart,which held the ruddle,was made from a stout wooden box about eighteen inches deep.It had two wooden shafts - crudely fashioned,no doubt by her husband,who often accompanied her on these rounds;it also had two small solid iron wheels which were held onto the axle by large split pins .
					
	Such was Rhoda's transport;and as she pushed this cart along,she rocked from side to side,as if adjusting her gait to the rolling of a ship.Her visits,which followed no regular pattern,were heralded by what could have been mistaken for a  distant bell-like cry of anguish:"Wa -Dell!...Wa -Dell!...Wa -.Dell!" it went.But as Rhoda came nearer this was gradually resolved into : "Do you WANt any ruDELL?" - half-sung,half-shouted,and repeated at frequent intervals.
	On hearing this,my mother would collect a few coppers from her purse and make for the door to intercept Rhoda - returning a few minutes later and casting a critical look at the few pennyworth of stone,for,as in most things in this World,there was good  and bad in ruddle!
	Another unmistakeable cry was "Mmjullk!" - that of the milkman.Our nearest farmer,he had milked his cows earlier in the day - helped by his burly,rosy-cheeked,good-humoured daughter,who sometimes relieved him on the milk-round.He lifted the milk with a ladle from the depths of a shiny silvery churn,and deftly poured it with long-practised skill into one's jug or basin.The hygiene of such a system left much to be desired,and there was a regrettable amount of TB in those days;but it was more interesting to have your milk delivered by a real farmer,whose fields and cows you knew,than to have a bottle left on the doorstep by a milkman who may have no more than a nodding acquaintance with a farm - if that.I shall never forget the homely rattle of  our milkman - Mr.Lister's - cans;the chink of coins in his money-bag;his cry of "Mmjulk!";and the gentle shuffling clop-clop of Ned,his pony,who drew the two-wheeled float slowly forward to the next stopping place while his master dealt with a customer.
	Hooves of a different kind were those of sheep,which were occasionally driven past on their way to one of the few fields in the district still suitable for grazing.My mother made sure the front door was closed then,for it opened directly onto the road!
The sheep were going to a paddock next to the cricket field.That paddock ,surrounded by trees,and laid out in the style of a small park,belonged to a local mill-owner.
					
His house overlooked the field - part of his own small private Estate - and perhaps  he gained particular satisfaction from seeing sheep there,for they could be a constant reminder of the source of his wealth - the Golden Fleece!
	I used to watch from our window as the strange shuffling mass of wool went by,accompanied by the sound of all those little out-of-step feet on the hard road.From the bedroom windows,they seemed to be running on wheels - like clockwork mice - for their feet and legs were hidden under a solid layer of curdled wool.This was a tricky route along which to bring sheep,and it must have been awkward keeping them out of the many yards,doorways,and other side-turnings on the way.There was also the problem of motor traffic - and they might even have met one of the steam rollers which occasionally appeared in the road...That,for me,was one of the worst possible things that could happen - for I dreaded steam rollers!
	I've never been able to understand that particular childhood fear.The only explanation that occurs to me is that their deep "Thump - thump - thump - thump..."had the same natural frequency as some portion of my inside,so that my tummy was set vibrating in sympathy (if that's the right word!) with the steam roller.In the same way,I felt decidedly uneasy at the beating of a big drum,or the throbbing of a powerful motorbike.I seemed to sense all these sounds  with my tummy,rather than my ears.
Yet,strangely,as an adult I like these sounds and find them pleasantly rousing.
	 It was not so in childhood,though,and the extent of my fear can be judged from what I will call The Lemonade Incident...
	One afternoon,our cousin Lewis called to see us.He was a bachelor,and fairly well off - he even had money to throw about as late in the week as Thursday - which was affluence indeed!And although Lewis was a jovial chap,and always welcome,the jingle in his pocket did give added lustre to his visits,and made them all the more memorable.In the course of the afternoon,he invariably produced sixpence and suggested a bottle of lemonade - an event which I anticipated while playing with apparent indifference close at hand.
					
	On this particular afternoon,the sixpence appeared,the offer was made,and I was assigned to the errand.My  mouth already watering,I made for the front door,opened it,and turned to face down the road.But...there ,some fifty yards away, and between me and the shop,stood a simmering steam roller!This was a shock;it hadn't been there in the morning!I shot back inside.
	"Whatever's matter?" Lewis asked.
	"There's a road engine!"
	"Doesn't he like them?"
	"Not much.Do you old boy?"
	"Ah well...Never mind...We can do without - don't worry."
	Maybe Lewis didn't mind;but he lived at a fish and chip shop,where they actually sold lemonade! He could drink it instead of tea if he wanted.But as for me - the afternoon had fallen rather flat.Still - tomorrow was Friday,and George came on Friday.I wasn't afraid of  him ; and he sold pop!
	George was the greengrocer,who came when the weekly wage was fresh in hand and there might well be cash to spare for sweets and other tempting sidelines which he carried.His was a large,four-wheeled cart,painted green,and enjoying the luxury of a wooden roof to protect his colourful array of apples,oranges,bananas,and various green vegetables.At the back of the cart was a section set aside for the potatoes,which he scooped onto the pan of his brass weighing scales,disturbing in the process their rich earthy smell.This mingled with the scent of fruit and vegetables,and the smell of his steady old horse,to produce a characteristic aromatic medley which epitomized Friday night!              
	A cart of similar build came on Monday afternoon,and was fully as colourful as George's.It was painted a bright creamy-yellow,and carried crockery and hardware,and its owner was consequently referred to as "T'Potman".The cups,mugs,basins,jugs dishes,plates,buckets,enamel bowls,clothes pegs,washing lines,the odd clothes-horse,and perhaps a baby's chair - along with many other odd items -were fascinating.
					
All were so carefully arranged that it seemed a pity to disturb anything by making a purchase.It was a vulnerable and precarious cargo;and the outfit must have called for careful handling as it rolled steadily along to the gentle rattling of its contents and the quiet creaking of its frame.The horse pulling it was presumably  selected for a placid disposition!
	"Dusty" was placid,too;and he creaked - or at least his baskets did.Dusty was a baker,and on Saturday afternoons he brought a selection of the fancier sorts of cakes and buns to provide something a little special for the week-end.He came on foot,carrying two large baskets - one on each arm.They were probably not as heavy as they looked,but quite heavy enough to be tiring by the time one has carried them a mile or so - which was the distance between Dusty's shop and his customers.It looked like very hard work,and Dusty was rather like a pilgrim who was finding the going tough but nevertheless managing a tight-lipped smile,which was the best his straining frame could manage.	His icing-covered buns were delicious!
	A rarer visitor was the knife sharpener,who came on a specially adapted bicycle which had a small grindstone mounted on its handlebars.After going from door to door collecting knives and scissors for sharpening,he lifted the back wheel of his bike and supported it on a stand so that it was free to turn without touching the ground.He then sat on the saddle and pedalled in the normal way,and by an ingenious arrangement the back wheel drove the grindstone.And how the sparks flew when he held the metal blades against it!With those sparks flying out from somewhere just below his chin,he was a veritable wizard.Great fun!
	Another wizard was the barrel-organist.I loved the romping flow of sound which he could release simply by turning the handle of this strange box on wheels.And the tunes were always jolly,and rolled along,bringing merriment to Rayner'sYard, where he performed - just the thing for kids!I did not go too close,though,for I did not trust the crafty little monkey which came round for the pennies.
					
	Music of another sort - if such it could be called - came from street singers,whoall seemed to have the same unpleasant wavering style.it was just about impossible to tell what they were singing,but their general tone suggested pathos at a pretty low ebb.The recital over,they went from door to door,presumably in search of straightforward charity,rather than reward for entertainment provided.I suppose they had all seen better days,poor folks.
	Such were some of our visitors.There were many others: the lamplighter,who attended to the gas-lamps at dusk;tramps begging for food or drink - without vocal preliminaries!There were gypsies,who told fortunes,or sold clothes pegs - and incident-ally frightened my mother,who did not like their brusque,overbearing,and sometimes bullying manner.Then there were miners,who clattered by in the darkness while we were still abed;and the man who came round on cold winter nights,calling out "Hot peas !Peas all hot - a penny a pot!"
	All of these brought life and atmosphere to the road,but the visitors I remember
with most feeling came once a year.Then,surrounded by Christmas toys,I would hear the silence outside broken by the Salvation Army Band,
	"Christians Awake!Salute the Happy Morn!"
	I suppose it would have pleased St.Paulinus too!
				
					
				CHAPTER NINE
				         WOOL

	Like the rest of the town where we lived,our village was dominated by wool,and by far the greatest part of its income was earned in the mills.A dozen or so of these had been built within half a mile of its original nucleus,which,prior to their coming, must have seen little change for several centuries.Unlike most modern factories,each mill had its own distinctive character, having been  built to fit a particular site and meet the requirements and pocket of the owner;so no two were alike.Some enjoyed hill-top settings,with room to expand into the yet unspoilt fields which lay beyond their walls .Others were squeezed into the narrow space between the steep hillside and the river,which served to bear away the colourful but obnoxious washings from their dye sheds,at least one of which overhung the river,enabling it to augment directly the aniline content of that once fair stream.
	The smell of aniline from the river was just one of the characteristic smells of the area;another was that of the sulphur dioxide used in bleaching.This was most noticeable on still,foggy days,but the smell of greasy wool was always with us.This scent had so impregnated the environs of each mill that one could not easily avoid it - though it is unlikely that one would have wished to do so,for it was not distasteful.It was a  pleasant,homely smell,which adhered to the working clothes of mill-folk,and I always associate it with various uncles and cousins of mine who worked in the mill - as tuners,weavers,and so on.I associate it,too,with the way to school,particularly with the ginnel,or passageway,which ran between a mill and a high wall - the narrow way where one's footsteps echoed and re-echoed, to produce a  ringing effect such as I have not noticed elsewhere.That was a very woolly place!
			

	As we went to and from school,we often stopped to watch great bales of wool being unloaded at that mill - sometimes from lorries,but quite often from horse-drawn carts.The large canvas-wrapped bales were manoeuvred into position by men who weilded a murderous-looking implement which was held in a clenched fist,so that a vicious hook protruded forwards from each side of the hand.This device was jabbed into the bale,which could then be dragged into position by the kind of handle thus formed.Then,a short-armed crane which projected from the wall ,about twenty feet from the ground,was used to hoist them to the upper floor,to be dragged into the mysterious interior by waiting hands.
	And the inside of the mill was mysterious was to me.Familiar though I was with the outside,I knew very little about what went on within - and I was never particularly encouraged to find out.This was probably because the mill was not regarded as the most desirable place in which to earn a living;true - it was work if you could find nothing better,and it had long sustained my forbears,but there were more comfortable and better paid occupations,the key to which was a good education -and I was given every encouragement to acquire this.
	Nevertheless,my father,while not fostering undue interest in the mill,took every opportunity to arouse my curiosity and interest in the world at large.In other words,though not particularly well-schooled himself,he was a born teacher;he liked to learn something new every day - and he liked to share his knowledge with others.If ,then,we came across anything of interest,he liked me to see it;and woollen mills certainly had their points of interest.
	There were,for instance,boiler-houses,whose doors were,understandably,often open - revealing a sight which few could pass without at least a second glance at the great boiler-ends,the furnace doors,the glow of white-hot ashes,and the pile of steam coal waiting to play its part in keeping the whole mill humming like a great bee-hive.
					
There one saw impressive gauges and dials,their needles quivering with  nervous impatience - all watched over constantly by the boilerman - greasy,grimy,and at home amid the steady industrious hiss of steam .                                                                       	At one mill - the one whose dye-tank overhung the river,at a place called
Scarr End - the very engine itself could be seen through a great vertical window which gave the building a somewhat ecclesiastical air.There stood the machine,shining,clean,and tended like a baby,with its governors,and the great fly-wheel girdled with thick driving ropes - a most impressive sight;and I had to agree that,in my father's words,it was a  "Reight Engine"! 
	The function of such engines was,of course,to drive the machinery within the mill;machinery such as carding machines,spinning frames,and looms - none of which were normally easy to see in operation.But on hot summer days it was different;then you could see,and also hear,a weaving shed in full flight - and you could also see why so many relations who worked in the mill were more or less deaf.They needed to shout at work,and often thought it necessary to do so even when not competing with the sound of looms."Nah then,owd lad!" they would welcome you."How are ta?" at a volume that would have carried across a cricket field - with some to spare! But this raising of the voice could be understood once one had experienced the noise of a weaving shed.
	Usually,with doors and windows closed,this  sound was heard outside as a subdued,rhythmic,gently-metallic,pulsation;like a heart beating steadily and efficiently within.Even to a person totally ignorant of the weaving process,it was obvious that a to and fro movement was occurring - over and over again.It was quite musical,and its rhythms might well be used as the basis of a symphonic work.That was the weaving shed under the soft pedal! But we could enjoy a rather more powerful variation when the windows and doors were thrown open for ventilation in hot weather.Then we would make a slight detour on our way home from school, to stand enthralled at the open doorway and look inside.
					
	Here was music to owner  and worker alike;sweet music,for it was work - and work meant a living;and the work went on and on with a satisfying persistence.
	Countless gentle rattles,clicks and thumps - along with a steady hum-combined with all the movement which was producing them to create a visual and aural impression which can scarcely be conveyed to those who have never experienced it.And we were only looking on from the fringe of all this activity;what it sounded like in the middle,I can only guess.No wonder my Cousin Emma used to shout so!
	Such a weaving shed seems a far cry indeed from the quiet home industry of the hand-loom weavers who at one time formed the back-bone of the village.In the early 1800's there were over forty small-scale blanket and woollen manufacturers here - each of whom would be assisted by his own wife and children.In my childhood,the trade - now very much enlarged - was in the hands of three or four families.Their mills - each with its tall chimney - were our environment,as familiar to us as the rocky shore is to the sea bird;while their hooters,or buzzers as we called them,each with its recognizable tone,punctuated our day.In the morning they summoned to work,and in the evening dismissed,these descendants of the old self-employed hand-loom weavers - men who liked to consider themselves their own masters,with power to govern their own working day.They could never have dreamed of a weaving shed like this.
	I wonder what they would have made of it?




						

				CHAPTER TEN	
			
			        FROM THE HILL TOP

	Our district was rich in faults of the geological kind, and these have given rise to a number of escarpments which make fine view points.A good quarter of a mile down our road,for instance,on rounding a corner you came upon a quite spectacular scene.Here the hillside fell steeply away,broken in places by substantial sandstone out-crops - rock which had been laid down in a great delta,and which had for several million years been helping to compress the many coal seams on which the local economy was founded.
	From the foot of the hill,the valley floor spread out.It contained so many mills and their tall chimneys that one tended to notice little else;but a closer look revealed quite a few open spaces :the fair ground;a fine cricket field beyond the river;trees by the Parish Church;parks;and so on.It had been a beautiful valley in the past.That could be gathered by imagining the landscape stripped of its buildings - mills,Town Hall,and the rest - and studying the form of the land.There were some shapely hillsides,some of which were quite steep,with a few pleasant little knolls of harder rock at the edge of the valley.And through it all,visible here and there, ran that winding ribbon of river,  leading the eye westwards  by  unspoilt wooded hillsides and on towards the Pennines -to Castle Hill above Huddersfield,and the high hills beyond .       
	It is not surprising that this is reputed to have been the favourite view of Patrick Bronte.I remember well the first time I stood here, as a very small boy,and looked out upon that scene - not without a certain amount of apprehension,for though it is not exactly a cliff,there did seem to be rather a lot of nothing immediately below!
	My parents lived near this Bank,as it is called,when they were first married -on the day of the local annual fair,and I like to think of them enjoying this view,perhaps,on that particular day over ninety years ago.
					
	People still lived on that roadside in my childhood,and some of the houses were literally built into the hillside.A few were very small - just how small I only realized when they had been demolished some years later.Then one could see the narrow ledges of rock on which they had stood - in some cases only about two yards from back to front!No wonder some of the inhabitants had a wild reputation;whether this was justified or not,such confinement might well tax any temper!They used to sit outside whenever the weather was at all favourable.Were they enjoying the view,I wonder?Or were they simply seeking relief from their cramped quarters?Their dwelling place was like an eyre perched on the rocky hillside;what a view - and what fresh air!How the wind used to blow round the that corner at the top of the hill!And what a rattling and clattering of windows and roofs there must have been as they lay in their beds on a dark winter's night.
	That was the old highway up from town,and a mounting block still stood by the topmost house for the benefit of riders who had spared their horses by walking up the hill.And what a hill it seemed to a child!Surely the steepest in the World?The newer road was less steep,but it offered less spectacular views.It passed through a deep cutting which was made partly to provide employment in the hard times following the Napoleonic Wars.I understand that one of my forbears worked on that cutting,and received payment in kind for doing so.This narrow pass,flanked by steep rocky sides,was considered a risky place by the military during the times of Chartist agitation;they realized that cavalry coming to quell disturbances could easily be ambushed here,and took this into account in planning appropriate action.
	My immediate ancestors came largely from the village which lies half a mile to the south-east of this viewpoint and clings to the same rocky hillside.Being away from the main highway,it must have been quite an isolated little place where little changed for centuries prior to the development of the Factory System.Then  mills had been built;small coal pits had been sunk to provide fuel for the new steam engines;and little estates, each of a few acres, were established by the more successful entrepreneurs.
					
	Our local public park had originally been the private domain of one such mill--owner,who had lived there in his mansion in great style,the lower orders being strictly excluded from these grounds.Ironically,though,he was apparently threatened with trespass in an unforseen form  - from below!A  neighbouring farmer opened a small coal mine a mere hundred yards from his territory,and there was a tradition,according to my father,of illicit mining beneath the great man's park - leading to a lawsuit over
mineral rights.The mine certainly was so close to the park that this was probably true.
	In my childhood,that park had become a public place, with space for us to play,with bowling-greens and tennis courts.I remember it most vividly for a windswept open stretch across which I sometimes had to struggle as a five year old bound for school ,often pausing half way across to shelter behind a small sycamore tree to get my breath back.The pit had then been closed for some years,and when I was about eight years old its spoil heaps were levelled to provide more playing fields - which one Saturday morning became a battlefield...
	I cannot remember how the trouble started;it just seemed to happen,and was a good example of man's (and boy's!) readiness to form rival groups and have a "set-to",even when those groups have much in common.All the boys involved not only went to the same school,but were nearly all in the same form;the origins of this affray seem to have lain in snobbery and social prejudice,based,in turn,on the geography of our Parish.
	The village,as I have indicated,was partly on top of the hill,and partly on its face.The lowermost portion was called "T'Lowside",and its inhabitants were looked down upon by some who lived in the more elevated parts.In fact,in order to explain a person's shortcomings,they considered it sufficient to say that he was "From T'Lowside" ; that spoke volumes! It was all you could expect of such a man.
	Then came a new era.In the mid nineteen thirties,many folk from the  Lowside were moved out under a slum-clearance scheme and put into new houses built by the Town Council in what had been yet another mill-owner's park.This was on the hill-top - alongside people who considered themselves a cut above Lowsiders !Pure Snobbery!
						
	The new estate wasn't very big,but it made quite a change to what had been quite a rural scene.Red brick houses now stood where sheep had grazed and chestnut and sycamore trees had scattered Autumn leaves.People did need somewhere to live - but what a pity it had to be there !
	However, to the Battle!
	It was boys from that estate - re-housed slum-dwellers - who made up one army;the other side was drawn from anywhere else in the parish who happened to be about.I was one of these.We stood on rising ground in a field on the village side of a small tree-lined stream.The enemy were on the other side of the stream - the estate side - and positioned themselves on the slope formed by material from the old pit spoil-heaps.Fortunately,neither side dared to leave its advantageous position and attempt the awkward crossing of the stream and penetration of the thick hawthorn hedge beside it.Instead,we threw stones and insults across the intervening space - harmlessly,for the range was too great,and the stones fell short.Eventually,tiring of this - and ready for dinner - we all withdrew.No harm done!But there was to be an alarming sequel to this,later in the day..
	My friends,Leslie and John,returned to the streamside with me in the afternoon to build small dams .After we had been engrossed in this for some time,we were startled to find ourselves surrounded by a war party from the estate!They were much superior in numbers,and led by a noted desperado called Max ,who was a few years older than anyone else there.
	We were led away,and taken to the top of the high bank on which their force had been stationed during the battle.They had with them an old pram,and they decided that each of us was to be tied to this in turn and then launched over the steep face of the hill!John was to be first.I did not intend to be second! Or third!And as they pushed the pram,with John aboard,over the hill,I took advantage of their distracted attention,and ran away.Max,who was noted as one of the fastest runners for his age in the district,was soon very close on my heels.As he was about to grab me,I tried one last trick.   						
	I fell to the ground,clutching my left side,and making the most alarming noises I could think of  which were likely to suggest sudden illness.Even Max seemed affected.   
	  "What's up?"  he asked.
	   "Uh..uh..it's mi heart.Uh..."
 	   "Go on home." he said,and then made his somewhat subdued way back to the others.
	I did not go home,but once out of sight ,in dead ground, I circled round  to lie low until my friends had been released and it was possible to rejoin them - in the very spot where we had been captured!Ten year olds can be rather short sighted!
Fortunately,however,we were not molested again.The matter was apparently closed,and the two rival bands,insults and stones laid aside,mingled once more at school on the following Monday as though the Battle had never occurred.
	Ours was a Church School,and served as a Sunday School too.If you went to Sunday School,as I sometimes did (not exactly under protest,but something close to it),that meant attending the same building on six days of the week - which seemed a bit thick!The Church,which I also attended when it could not be avoided,stood on the hillside and was set into a kind of ledge just below the crown of the hill.It had been built with money granted as a thank-offering after the victory over Napoleon - under what was known as "The Million Act".Several other churches in that district had been built out of the same fund,for it was a time of increasing population when many new parishes were being created.Our Church seems to have been built on an unfortunate site,though,for it had stood  little more than a hundred years when its foundations proved to be insecure and it had to be dismantled - an ironic fate for a building dedicated to St.Peter - the Rock.

	A short way along the hillside from the Church was the Common,the top of which could be reached via Town Green - a delightfully evocative name,though grass  no  longer grew there.And further still along the hill was the Scarr - steep and bare.
					
	The Scarr is described in a1525 document as uncultivated waste;uncultivated it remains,and so it is likely to stay.Along  its foot the river ran,interrupted in a meander which had brought it half way across the valley,and here obliged to make a sudden bend by this steep rocky barrier.
	To reach the riverside,one had to go to the end of the Scarr,where ground was less steep.The way led through a mill-yard and past a large metal tank of water.Nearly every mill had a reservoir of some sort - some large,some small,but nearly all deep enough to drown in.People often committed suicide in these sinister pools.I was afraid of them,and never felt at ease near these stretches of deep,still water - of which there were several scattered about the neighbourhood.Indeed,the whole district seemed to be a very watery place to me as a child - and this seemed even more evident in the low-lying ground where the Town lay.
	Any sizeable downpour,and the Town centre was flooded by water which had not so much come down from above as up from below - via drains and man-holes.The main river was joined near at hand by a sizeable stream which flowed in a conduit under the main part of town for a quarter of a mile or more.The combination of heavy rain and low-lying ground was sometimes too much for the system,which lacked an adequate outfall to the river - hence the flooding,from time to time,of the Market Place.
	Flooding was,however,only an occasional feature,but the river was there all the time - the river and its weirs,or "dam-stakes" as the older folk called them.These were places where the river flowed slowly;there it was as deep as it looked,and I was taught to be wary of such places.One weir was half a mile below our village,and served a working water mill which stood at the bottom of the Scarr - Sands Mill,where great smelly bales of greasy woollen rags and paper were stacked,waiting to be ground.You could look through a small barred window into the dark,wet interior,to see the rims of the great metal wheels turning quite close at hand ,and hear the metallic splashing and tinkling of water as it dripped off the wheel and fell back into the sinister mill-race below.Very impressive,in its spooky way!
					
	Rather more than a mile up the  river was a much larger weir - the Broad Dam,which could be approached by a tree-lined path known as Lovers'Walk.I would be about six years old when I was first taken there by my father one Sunday morning.
While some way off ,we could hear the roar of water coming over the weir - a sound which grew ever louder as we approached.This was the first time I'd ever heard the sound of a river in spate and experienced that sense of awesome power which it conveys.Then,as we emerged from the trees, there it was!A white band of water splashing,tumbling and rumbling over the weir,which was set an angle across the river.It was some two hundred yards in length,but looked a good deal longer from the low view-point of  a child.This was the most impressive thing I'd ever seen.My father,very familiar with the place,must have thought it impressive too,and had obviously taken me there to share this spectacular sight at a time when he knew the river to be unusually high.
	It was only years later that my father told me how he and his friends,as small boys,had used the Broad Dam as a kind of highway,coming and going across it at will when it was not in flood.Their destination was a sizeable pool at the other side of the river.This was known as the Fish Pond,where they swam and fished.My father had once plunged fully clothed into that pond to save another lad from drowning.The rescue accomplished,my father had crossed the Broad Dam and run the mile or so home  to be greeted - dripping clothes and all - by an irate mother ,who enquired "Where 'as ta been?" and at the same time inflicted such physical chastisement as she thought fitting.
	"She wor varry quick tempered" he would explain,with an affectionate smile."She used to hit first an' think abaht it later!But she wor varry kind underneath." He was then sent to bed in disgrace - until a friend called to ask if he was alright,and broke the news of her son's heroism.Then,full of remorse,she couldn't do enough to make amends...
But I knew nothing of of all this as we stood there on that Sunday morning;all I knew was that there was a lot of water about! 
					

	We were,in fact, standing on a low footbridge which spanned some of that water.It was a mill-race leading from the dam to the nearby large blanket factory,and it had originally driven a group of five water mills built there to take advantage of the difference in water level along the two arms of a  loop in the river.The dam also served to maintain the water level in an arm of the canal,or "cut",which ran roughly parallel to the mill-lead,and led back towards town.Here were such aqueous locations as : Island View:Water Lane:Water Gate;and the "Anchor"Inn - all very watery! One end of this short arm of the canal was sealed off from the river,though they were at one time connected by a lock.The system was the work of the great Yorkshire engineer John Smeaton,who was responsible for rendering the whole valley navigable - though his work has since been considerably modified.
	From this arm of the canal,early last century,vessels known as Fly-boats operated what was for those days a fast passenger service in competition with stage-coaches and early railways.When my father first told me about this,the idea seemed fanciful,and I'm afraid I viewed it with characteristic scepticism.I later found,however, that he was,as usual,quite correct.The aim was,apparently,to get a boat moving so quickly that it rode ahead of its own swell - at about twelve miles per hour.To achieve this,teams of two or four horses were used,according to the speed desired.They were driven by postillions  ,and,as with stage-coaches,were replaced at intervals of about nine miles.The work overtaxed the horses,and there was an element of danger when meeting other craft,for braking presented problems.Nevertheless,it is interesting to think of such vessels starting out from that place,and all the concomitant lively activity involved .
	Further up the river was the power station,where a small flotilla of barges could usually be seen;some waiting to discharge their loads of coal,while others,riding high out of the water,prepared to return to the collieries for more.Boats could be hired from a nearby wharf -a pleasant  activity if one did not mind rowing on that murky river. 
					
					
	.The river had a bottom,presumably,but I never saw it!Deep or shallow,that water was everywhere quite opaque,grey and aromatic with the outpourings of a hundred mills.I assumed that the whole river was of great depth throughout its length,and was very surprised when my father pointed out a place where it could be forded,and he assured me that he had seen a horse and cart cross there with ease.That was not possible near the Power Station,though.There the river was deep,and navigable by those fully-laden barges.Some idea of the depth could be gained by watching bargees as they manoeuvred their craft from one side of the river to the other,in the manner of a punt,by pushing a long pole against the river bed.Yes;it was deep - but there the rowers tried their skill.
	One Saturday evening,my father took my mother and myself along that riverside by the Power Station.It was the first time I'd been there,and on that account the most memorable.It seemed a long way,but we were promised a tram ride home .
As we walked along the broad towpath,we watched with interest and some amusement the efforts of a young man who was rowing against what appeared to be quite a strong current.His companion,a young lady being treated to an evening on the river,sat in state in the stern while he tugged and heaved  to barely maintain our own modest walking pace.He was no doubt looking forward to the less strenuous return half of the outing -downstream!
	As for us,our troubles lay ahead;we missed the last tram,and it was a long walk home along the main road back to town - a few miles,but  brightened here and there by little parades of shops still open in the gathering darkness.But back into town at last,then up the steep hill that took us home,with a pause or two to look out over the whole district , upon a view familiar enough in daylight but transformed now by countless lights here clustered like brooches,there strung out like necklaces ,marking the many roadways and streets.A new experience -I was usually in bed at that time!

					
	There's a lot to be said for living amongst the hills,and enjoying the experience of  looking down on human affairs from above.To me,the hills seem to offer a sobering influence which flat lands lack;they confer on the hill-man a sense of proportion which is not always evident in those from  flatter parts..
	This may be pure fancy of course,but I'm glad that I was born in a hilly place -amongst  all those (geological) faults !


					
				CHAPTER ELEVEN

				GRAMMAR SCHOOL

	At the age of eleven I won a scholarship to the local Grammar School,and had to adjust to a regime which was at first rather more awesome than that of  the one I had left.There was also the problem of adjusting to the mannerisms of the teachers,one or two of whom were ....peculiar!Obadiah Baker,for instance,who taught music.
	Obadiah had been at the school for so long that he had become almost  one with the bricks and mortar,and though I had never seen the man before I had heard  much about this legendary figure from Old Boys - some of them quite old!Now it was our turn;and it so happens that we were his last batch of pupils.I don't think it was a case of our being the last straw for O.B.for he must have been due to retire in any case,and was certainly past his best.He was very small and also very wrinkled,and had a habit of frequently stretching his neck and at the same time tugging at his collar as if seeking relief from some oppressive irritation, and each time he did this,he cleared his throat with a growl like a failing motor bike engine.All in all,he was a very noticeable person!
	In our first singing lesson,we were auditioned for the Choir,and had to go out in turn to sing the first verse of "Onward Christian Soldiers",accompanied by O.B. on the piano.Being young,innocent,and cooperative,and wanting to do well at our new school,we did our best;and we who were chosen felt slightly honoured - not yet aware of what membership of the choir entailed in the way of what would now be called side-effects!In the event this was,perhaps,an occasion when congratulations might have been more appropriately addressed to the failures - Max,for instance.
	Max was a German lad.His command of English was excellent,but not so his accent,which left his nationality beyond doubt.Add to this a total inability to sing,plus a hymn giving much scope for the guttural "R",and one had a  recipe for disaster.
					
	"Onvaaallld  Clistiannn Sol...."     he began
	"Stop! Stop boy!" shouted O.B.,leaping to his feet.
	He advanced on Max,all the time stretching his neck with outraged vigour,
	"Sit down ,boy! Sit down! Whoever taught you to sing?I've never heard anything like it in my life!     Next boy!"
	Membership of the Choir - as those who had not qualified were eager to point out - had its drawbacks.It involved,for instance,staying behind after school on Monday evenings to practise for at least three quarters of an hour - longer if O.B. deemed it necessary.We rehearsed the hymns for the coming week,and also learnt the pieces which we were to sing at  speech day ,held in the Town Hall and attended by the elite of the town.
	It was onerous,but not without its rewards,and even if we could have devised a way of escape most of us would have chosen to  stay in the choir.After all,it wasn't everyone who was good enough!Moreover,people who can sing well usually enjoy doing so - though it cannot be denied that OB was a hard taskmaster,and very unjust;this was exemplified by the way in which he punished members of the choir.In that school,the standard punishment was a detention,which involved staying in after school for three quarters of an hour.Since each choir boy  gave up time equivalent to a detention each week,he could on these grounds claim exemption from one punitive detention in any one week.Knowing this,OB never gave a choir boy  one detention;he always made it two!This was even worse than it sounds,for any pupil who received three detentions in the course of a week had not only to serve those,but had also to return to school on Thursday afternoon - normally a half-holiday.Choir members had to
tread very warily in their dealings with OB.!
	One lad did escape from the choir.He quite literally croaked like a frog until this was noticed even by OB,whose hearing was,to say the least,somewhat suspect.Eventually,though,he did notice the dreadful throaty growl coming from the middle of the choir, and , cupping his hand round one ear,stopped in front of the offender.
						
	"It's you,boy!  Everybody stop singing! Now  - you boy -sing!"
	Kenneth obediently croaked his way through a line or two - and actually managed to keep a straight face.
	"It is you! Enough! What's wrong;have you got a cold?"
	"No sir.It's my voice.I think it's breaking,sir."
	The Headmaster,Mr.Farrer,was fetched,to give his permission for the boy to leave the choir.After a few bars from Kenneth,this was readily forthcoming.
	"I'm sorry,boy;it must be very disappointing ,but I'm afraid you're not very much good in the choir with a voice like that."
	And Kenneth actually managed to look downcast,giving the impression that he had been brought close to tears by this terrible blow.As for the teachers,it's hard to believe that they could have been deceived by that performance.Such a voice was a
sheer impossibility!
	Any doubts we had about OB's hearing - or rather lack of it - were dispelled when Tom Sykes discovered an iron plate behind the central-heating pipes.These pipes were in a six foot long recess in the wall and Tom's desk was was next to them,so that he could reach between the pipes and set the plate,one end of which was free,vibrating.Its unmusical clanging was much louder than our singing and could scarcely have been missed by any normal ear.
	This,I should point out,took place during singing lessons involving not merely the choir but the whole form,so perhaps OB was making allowances for a lower standard of performance!Be that as it may,either he could not hear that plate or else he imagined that some non-choir member had a very peculiar voice.Week after week,Tom rattled the plate in a crude kind of accompaniment to our singing.Something like this:
	"There was a youth - clang clang clang - and a well-beloved youth - clang clang clang - And he was........"
	Strange as it may seem,after one particularly hectic lesson OB remarked that he thought our singing much improved!The poor man was easy meat !
					
 	Now Peppers was a different kettle of fish.He was the gym master,and if there was any clanging to be done he would be the one to do it!Gym was one feature of grammar school life to which I had not been looking forward,for friends already there  had told me that this involved climbing ropes - and I was no climber! I had often stood at the bottom of trees watching other kids scrambling nimbly about the branches but always declined their invitations to do likewise.I felt scared of climbing.They seemed to be taking risks of which they were probably unaware - such as walking along branches which did not afford any hand-holds.I could sense danger in what they were doing,and had no wish to be carried home with broken limbs - or worse.If that was climbing,then climbing was not for me;hence my apprehension at the prospect of the ropes in gym.
	When we first went into the gym,I looked round for these objects of my dread,and was somewhat relieved when there didn't seem to be any.But they were there alright! Concealed in recesses,they were pulled out for use before very long.Were we supposed to climb  right up there?But the ropes were no trouble at all,and once we'd been shown how to climb,and I realized how safe it was,this became my favourite activity in gym.But...there was another piece of apparatus lying in wait.Nobody had warned me about the Buck - my bete noire! 
	If only Peppers had shown us how to get over this as well as he had shown us how to climb a rope,things would have been different;but he didn't!I suppose that a born athlete - the sort of person who finishes up teaching gym - probably experiences so little difficulty in coping with a mere buck that he fails to realise what problems it poses to those who lack his ability. Some of the boys went over the buck like gazelles;but a fair number could do no more than run clumsily towards it,and then collide with it in a half-hearted flop. Peppers never tried tried to teach us how to improve our performance,though he could have done so quite easily.The less competent  could,for instance,have been given a low obstacle on which to practise,and the correct sequence in which to employ the appropriate muscles could have been explained.
					
Instead ,the good performers became better while the bad became disheartened.The star performers revelled in the limelight,flying over the abominable thing even at its maximum height,while we waited our turn to display our incompetence.In this respect,Peppers could be described as an anti-educationist;for by undermining any confidence we might have had initially,he was actually reducing our chances of success - the very opposite to his supposed purpose as a teacher!
	The buck became an object of dread to me,and Fridays and Mondays during our first year were black days,for that was when we had gym.My waking thought was "Shall we have the buck today?" And my gloom was deepened by the music preceding morning prayers:Handel's Largo,played very largo by a sixth former.That piece will forever remind me of the school hall - with a line of masters to our left, photographs of Old Boys killed in the Great War on the right,and above all... the shadow of the Buck!
	There was close relative of  the Buck,probably a first cousin,called the Box.The top of this could be lifted off,to reveal the hollow interior - a fact which led to one of the more humorous incidents in the Gym.One lad,Charlie,had been rather frivolous,and Peppers,who was by no means devoid of humour,told two boys to take the lid off the box ,and ordered Charlie to get inside.The lid was replaced,and we continued with our exercises watched by the irrepressible Charlie ,whose merry eyes could be seen looking through the hand-hole at one end of the box.
	Another touch of Peppers' humour was a game which had no name,but which might well be called "Slippers".He tended to keep this for cold winter mornings,when it was most effective.The whole form stood in a circle,close together and facing inwards,with hands behind the back.Peppers then walked stealthily round the outside of the circle,and secretly put a gym-slipper into one boy's hand.On the command "Go!"that boy started slippering the backside of the neighbour to his right,who ran as fast as he could round the circle and back to his place.This game was quite capable of promoting enmity where none had previously existed,for not everyone takes kindly to being belaboured by a fellow-pupil - and some of the belabouring was rather overdone!
					
Once we had grown accustomed to the simple form,Peppers introduced the advanced version,when two slippers were employed,thus involving two pairs of boys.Then, in the even more advanced game,slippers were given to two boys who were next to each other,so that A would be slippering B,but would himself be getting slippered by C!
	Peppers was quite a tough customer,and spent some of his time training a professional rugby team - little wonder that eleven year olds found him hard going!But there was a very human side to the man,and this,contrasting as it did with the aspect to which we were accustomed,I found quite touching.When I had a septic hand,for example,he was most concerned - quite rightly - and took the necessary measures to see that it was medically treated.Another example of his humanity was his response to a boy who had suggested that in the event of  war,the Germans would be defeated with ease."Don't talk like that",he said."If there is another war,it will be far worse than the last.So don't be foolish."
	Such a reaction was only to be expected from any normal person,I suppose,but Peppers seemed so hard-bitten,and anything but normal,that it came as a surprise.In my boyish ignorance,I obviously misunderstood him.The war did come,and Peppers,who was probably on the Reserve,went away to it.He survived the war,but did not return to his old job,which had meanwhile been taken by Bluebeard - a much younger man of an entirely different disposition.Peppers would have eaten him!
	Bluebeard turned out to be a good teacher - unlike some of our other masters.Many of them did not do justice to their pupils,because - like Peppers with the buck - they didn't really see what was needed.They were narrow minded,and seem to have presented the work to us in the way that it had been taught to them;they seemed unable to realize that other approaches and other ways of looking at things  were sometimes desirable - if,indeed,they ever dreamed that such alternative approaches might exist!If one were attuned to their particular exposition,then all was well.But minds,great or otherwise,do not always think alike.There are points which prove difficult even to the most brilliant pupil and necessitate a different angle of attack. 
					
	Teaching often proceeds through analogies - by likening one situation to another;indeed,someone once said that genius is the ability to see analogies.A good teacher certainly needs that ability - but it was not evinced by many of ours.If you failed to see a point at first,it was just too bad;few masters seemed able to put it in another way.My real success at school - such as it was - began when I reached the sixth form.
	Then,left more to my own devices,I discovered books which made good this deficiency,giving me insight into matters which I had not previously understood.Until then,I had struggled a little at times - and more than a little at others!
	The teacher who stands out in my memory as the one with least sympathy towards anyone with a problem is "Good" Evans - a maths master.We had only been at the school for a matter of days when he reduced my friend Geoff to tears."Good" asked if anyone knew what was meant by the square of a number,and Geoff suggested that it was the number multiplied by four - not an unreasonable try for an eleven year old.But the master greeted the answer with a contempuous smirk,and derided the lad for what he called a ridiculous answer.
	This was very poor treatment for any pupils,but particularly bad with newcomers such as ourselves.It makes one wonder whether the man had ever given serious consideration to the correct approach to teaching.I don't think he had;for this was not an isolated incident,but was typical of the disparagement which we grew to expect from him.He would,for example,invite anyone experiencing difficulties to go out to his desk for assistance.Woe betide any boy availing himself of that offer.Never was learning more dearly bought,for "Good" never explained anything patiently.
	"And do you mean",he would splutter,on seeing the problem."Do you mean that you can't do that?Why - it's perfectly simple!"
	Which it was,of course,when you'd  been using the same book for so many years that you knew it by heart!Eventually,the poor lad would understand - or say that he did - and return, flagging ,to his desk.Not surprisingly,under such a regime,few ventured to divulge their problems;ignorance was preferable to derision.
					
	I was told,some years later,that Good Evans was not particularly well-qualified,and that his work with part of the sixth form took him to the limits of his knowledge.Perhaps,then,the real problem lay in his own lack of self-confidence.One thing I did learn from this master - and possibly the most valuable - was how not to treat one's pupils;and that is not quite so negative apoint as it might appear!
	Our second Maths master,Polly,was another one-approach teacher.If you didn't understand a thing the first time,he would explain it again - in the same form as before,but with much greater patience than Good Evans could ever command.I found one of his subjects,Mechanics,very hard going,and got only fourteen percent of the marks in an exam taken after two years of study.Then I became enlightened;a major dose of self-help was required!I found some useful books in the library,studied hard on my own,and in the following year got over seventy percent in the School Certificate exam .Polly was staggered!
	He was a kind man,very calm,and relaxed to the point of drowsiness.During the Great War he had served in a balloon over the Western Front - observing for the artillery,and a sitting duck for German fighters.After that,ordinary life must have seemed hardly worth getting worked up about,and he took a pretty cool view of things.Cricket,cribbage,and a pint at whichever local happened to be nearest at the  time - these were high on his list of priorities.At school,he read the Yorkshire Post for much of the afternoon,sitting at his desk while we plodded through examples from our books.If one asked for help,Polly rarely left his desk,but would turn sideways to work out the example in the corner of the black-board which he could reach from his chair.Then,having covered that corner of the board,he would say"Have you got that?""Yes,sir."   And Polly would rub out that first part so that he could complete the remainder without having to leave his seat.He did not believe in undue exertion!
	That matter dealt with,he would return to his newspaper - or perhaps just sit,staring with glazed eyes,as if looking right through the wall at the back of the class.He was lazy,I suppose,but likeable.Above all,though,he was fair and just.
					
Once,for example,he wrongly accused me and another boy of talking in class,and told us to stay behind after school.When home-time came,however,he accepted our word that we had not been speaking,and let us go.Such an admission of fallibility by a teacher was very rare in those days,and one master who would never have made such an admission was Sparks...
	Pompous and full of self-importance,Sparks taught French.His overbearing manner was,perhaps,a screen behind which to hide his own limitations,for he did not appear to be particularly competent,and was at length replaced as Senior  French master by "Tich"Freeman,who had initially been his junior colleague.
	Sparks was another teacher who made capital out of our mistakes.He derided the offender,looked at him as though he were an imbecile,and called him a "Silly Fellow!"He was one of those men who seem to draw strength from the weakness of others,nourishing their own egos by nibbling at the self-confidence of their fellows.To Sparks,correction of our mistakes seemed less important than the amusement he could derive from them.
	Once,for example,in translating aloud from a book about a Laval family,I came to the sentence "Elle avait la figure rouge". Not having come across "La figure" - meaning "face" previously,I guessed its meaning,and offered "She had a red figure".
	Amusing,I suppose,and worth a smile;but scarcely meriting all those "Ho ho ho ho ho"s.I thought the man was having some kind of  an attack or seizure or something! 	His pompous manner was,presumably,meant to suggest a commanding disposition.If so,it was a failure - as it was bound to be;boys always see through such facades,and there was constant disturbance and minor disorder in his class.It was interesting to approach the school when lessons were in progress,and to notice the incessant hubhub which came from the corner room where Sparks taught.In class,he was baited endlessly.Some of the more unruly boys used to slip the occasional stink bomb into a fold of his gown as he walked about the room,so that the abominable smell of carbon disulphide was with him for the next half hour wherever he went.
					
	He must have noticed the smell,and must have found the small pieces of broken glass in his gown eventually,but catching the culprits was beyond him.
	Sparks found plenty of lesser miscreants,however,and gave more detentions than any other master;so frequently did he use the expression "Take a detention that boy Smith(Brooke,Jackson,etc,)" that he probably used to call it out in his sleep.He used another form of punishment called an Imposition.I was never sure what an imposition was,and never having had one I didn't find out.I thought it was just a word he used because it made him feel important;but then,everything he said seemed to do that!
	One Winter's day while I was in Sparks' form,I thought that I had overstepped the mark,and that I was for it! The quadrangle below his room was covered in snow,and some of the older lads were trying to lob snowballs through his open windows at break-time.Great fun! I joined them - to raise a congratulatory cheer with my first throw.Straight in! But then I had second thoughts.That incriminating snowball was going to be lying on the floor of our room when we went inside a few minutes later.
	What an opportunity for Sparks! "Which silly boy threw that stupid snowball into my room? I must report this matter to Mr.B. at once.. Have you seen what some silly boy has done during break,Mr.B?  ..etc.etc..."
	But - thanks to the central-heating system,my fears were groundless,for by the time we went in the only evidence left was a small rapidly evaporating wet patch which Sparks never noticed.
	During our first year,Saturday morning was set aside for Woodwork.Two masters shared in supervising this lesson;one as instructor,the other as an assistant who was almost as much under the thumb of his colleague as we were.I will call the pair  respectively, "Mortice" and "Tenon". Mortice was the final judge of  the quality of our work,which initally consisted of a selection of woodworking joints.If  he considered a boy's work unsatisfactory,it was condemned  on the spot and immediately subjected to  summary execution.
						
	On detecting such a faulty piece of work,he would call out "Stop! Everyone stop!
Gather round.Everyone here? Right! See this work?"  And he would hold aloft the offending joint,while shaking it to reveal its looseness.
	"There's only one thing for such work" he would say,addressing the culprit."Isn't there boy?  Bring me the axe!"	
	And before the assembled throng,sentence was carried out;while,blushing and crestfallen,the hapless wrongdoer stood forlornly by .Mortice obviously believed in Education through Fear.Get it right - or else! Then there were the Thumb-ends...
	One piece of our equipment was called a shooting board.It was used to hold  length of wood in place so that its end could be planed square.In using it,the operator held the wood on which he was working against a stop with his left hand,while pushing the plane to and fro with his right.If a careless worker allowed the thumb of his left hand to project too far forward,he would almost certainly remove the end of that thumb - a danger which Mortice pointed out with a certain amount of relish.He seemed,in fact,to derive satisfaction from mentioning the more unsettling aspects of our work,and I could well imagine that he considered Frankenstein good bed-time  reading.If not,why tell us about the jarful of pickled thumb-ends?
	He said that he had at one time kept this jar and its contents in order to impress upon boys the particular danger of the shooting board.But I doubted this,for in our time there was no such jar,and I imagined it was a fiction.Apparently,though,this was not so,for  an Old Boy who had been a pupil some years ahead of me later assured me that he had actually seen the jar!Perhaps objections from above had led to the disappearance of this somewhat gruesome teaching aid!
	When we had satisfactorily completed all the joints,we were allowed to make a small piece of furniture from a range of designs which he offered.My choice was a small coffee table in Oak,and I was supplied with the necessary wood.The piece from which I was supposed to make the top didn't look quite right to me,but I said nothing about it;he was the teacher,and I assumed that he knew what he was doing.
					
	I didn't finish the table at school,for we stopped doing woodwork at the end of our first year,and my table was only half complete.I paid for the wood,and took the pieces home to finish it there.My father was cross!
	"Is he supposed to be a teacher?How does he expect anybody to make a table with a top like that? It's warped - it's nobbut fit for firewood."
	Fortunately,he was able to get a proper piece from work - with machine-shaped edges,and the table was duly finished (mainly by him!) and given to my sister ,for whom it had been intended as  a Wedding present from the start.Had my father not been in that trade,my table would never have been finished ;the wood,and my time,wasted.
	The teachers I have mentioned so far seem to have displayed so many shortcomings which militated against their success in their chosen profession that this might be a good point at which to consider the qualities of a  good  teacher.This is obviously a very big subject,and one which calls for a whole book to itself,but there are a few important salient points which can be expressed quite briefly but to good effect.I would suggest ,for example,that a fairly accurate assessment of a teacher can be made from the way in which he tells a pupil whether his answers are right or wrong - especially whether he is wrong!Does he ridicule and slight such a pupil,making him feel foolish and inadequate,and therefore disinclined to seek advice in future?Or does he skilfully,calmly,and gently make the pupil aware of his mistakes in a kindly way,and in the same manner indicate how they can be remedied?
	With the exception of Polly,the teachers I have so far  mentioned were more likely to discourage their pupils than to provide the encouragement essential to success.It would be unfair to attribute their shortcomings as teachers to malice on their part -though,to be honest,in one or two instances one could be forgiven for suggesting that this was a factor.Generally,the fault seemed to be lack of proper training,but some of them were simply not cut out for teaching,which they seemed to regard as the mere dispensation of  information.
					
	Knowledge of the subject is one obvious requirement of a good teacher;but that knowledge should be passed on in a manner which the pupil will recall with pleasure -even though the subject matter involved may have been forgotten - in later years.The knowledge is often less important than the spirit in which it is imparted;for that spirit is the real stuff of education!Or,in the words of a popular song of the time,"It ain't what you do,it's the way that you do it  - that's what gets reults!" And the way that you do it is also what the kids remember."Ah!" men will say in old age,"Now old Mr.So and So-He was a good teacher!"
	Ask them to say precisely what he taught them,and they've probably long since forgotten.But they nevertheless remember him as a "Good teacher";they are thinking of  the way he taught - never mind what!Not all teachers are so blessed - though some of ours were.Before turning to those of greater aptitude,however,there is one who  deserves - if that is the correct word! - mention - "Major" Rhodes,whose subject was English..
	The Major was terribly absent minded,and often so totally absorbed in other matters that he was quite unaware of what was going on in the classroom.If I had not myself witnessed some of these incidents,I would find it hard to believe that such things happen under a teacher's very nose.One lad in particular was expert at exploiting this man's ineptitude - Colin.
	One of Colin's acts consisted of  pretending that his attache case was a telescope ,and he held it up as if looking through it at the sky.Eventually,even the Major noticed this,and aked "What are you doing?" And Colin replied,calmly;
	"I'm looking at Mars,Sir.I'm watching them make Mars Bars."
	"Oh...Very well...Do it quietly then."
	The same boy used to organise his immediate neighbours in class to imitate a bomber.One would chatter like a machine gun,another would drone like the engines,while Colin dropped a series of books onto the floor.At length the Major would look vaguely towards them.
					
	"What's that noise? What's the matter?"
	"We're in a bomber over Germany,Sir."
	"Oh...well..be quiet about it."
	We struggled through  Henry Esmond  and Julius Caesar .I don't think I was ready for them at the time - nor were many of the others,though many did ultimately achieve better results than the failure which I experienced in School Certificate Literature.I must take some of the blame,but a better teacher might have dragged me through.
	The Major allowed too much time to be wasted in class,and the boys were quick to exploit any opportunity of steering a lesson off its intended course.He was too innocent in the ways of youth to realize  what they were up to.Wherever had he been brought up?As a man of the world,he was already a long way behind us!Once,for instance,when we were reading a passage set in the Eighteenth Century,someone interrupted - "Sir?"	"Yes?"
	"Who'd be the king at that time,Sir?"
	"Oh it wasn't a king - it would be Queen Anne."
         	(The Major,as we all knew,was also a historian!")
	"Queen Anne!Of course,Sir! I hadn't thought of her!"
	"Sir  -  Who was before her?" Someone else asked.
            " Why  -  William and Mary!"
	"And what were their dates,Sir?"
	Poor fellow!By then he was writing all this on the blackboard,and was gradually lured,monarch by monarch,back to 1066,and was well on his way through the more recent kings and queens when the bell rang!
	The boys did not have everything their own way,however,for occasionally the Major came out of his land of dreams and noticed the disorderly state of  the class Then,so Draconian were the measures which he mooted that we trusted his return to normality would not be too long delayed!
					
	It was easy to tell when the Major had come to Earth,for his eyes lost their dullness,and assumed an unaccustomed sparkle.Then it was time to watch out!
	"Very well " he snapped suddenly,on one such occasion;"I'm far from satisfied with the behaviour of this form.I've been watching you all closely for some time,and I've decided to make an example of you.You're an undisciplined mob!"
	All eyes were now to the front - for once! What had come over him?This was a rare thing!
	"Every third boy," he announced ,slowly and deliberately,"Every third boy is going into detention."
	And so,in a silence which seemed uncanny in that room,he started at the front  corner boy and worked his way round the class  - a detention for every third boy,until..it became obvious that "PK" was going to be the next but one on the list.Now this boy's father held an influential position in our town,which was very handy for us ,for ,by a strange coincidence,at this juncture it occurred to the Major that this method of punishment was "quite unjust".
	He stopped writing,and looked up pensively.
	"No" he said."I've realized that this is unfair;boys who deserve to be punished can quite easily be missed,while others,who are innocent,are going to be punished.I'll overlook the matter this once - but let this be a warning!"
	We trusted that "PK" would remain in our form for the foreseeable future;he was a handy lad to have about! As for the Major - I don't think he would try that one again!
	I am grateful to the Major for one thing at least;he set us to learn poetry by heart.This seems to have become unfashionable in recent times,but I am glad that he introduced us in that way to  Wordsworth,Keats, Browning ,and others.I may not have felt particularly happy about learning "Upon Westminster Bridge" and suchlike at the time, but it led in later years to an interest in poetry, from which I derived much pleasure,and for which I am indebted,in part at least,to the  Major.
					
	The account which I have so far given of our Grammar School teachers may seem rather negative,but it is nevertheless true.The majority did not fully exploit the talent and natural ability of their pupils,who,in so far as this could be assessed,constit-
uted the most intelligent boys of their age in the town.These scholars were drawn from Junior Schools where each had exhibited such enthusiasm and ability as leads to success,and had habitually occupied the highest academic positions amongst their fellows.Consequently,they entered Grammar School,as Scholarship holders,full of confidence in their own proven ability - and yet,within a short time many had been made to feel inadequate!This came about through sarcasm,thoughtless criticism,and other incorrect treatment such as I have mentioned.On the whole,we were good pupils,for though our behaviour was not perfect,it wasn't really bad,being normal for boys of that age,and certainly no obstacle to our learning.As for our scholastic ability - that was certainly above average.
	We were all competent readers,for example,and could write well;we had also mastered basic arithmetic,and were for the most part keen to succeed.In short,we had those qualities in good measure which a teacher should welcome in his pupils;but ours did not seem to realize how well off they were.One wonders how they would have fared amongst really incompetent pupils;pupils whose work is an indecipherable scrawl,and who can scarcely read or spell - and so on!As academics,our teachers had never encountered the lower three quarters of the scholastic world.They would pass straight from school to University,and then immediately out to teach at Grammar School level.Six months amongst our less fortunate fortunate brethren would have worked wonders for those teachers!Fortunately,however,there was a group of good teachers sufficient to leaven the whole loaf.
	"BB",for instance,was an exemplary teacher,and probably the best I have ever encountered.His demeanour was that of a man who would stand no nonsense,and con- sequently he had no disciplinary problems.So commanding was his disposition,that misbehaviour was never even contemplated when he was at hand .
					
	Before one knew BB properly,that authority which was manifest in all that he did - whether he was striding purposefully about the hall before prayers,or standing at some corner keeping an all-seeing eye on things,or even just walking along the road to or from school - made one somewhat apprehensive of the day when one would enter the fourth form and start taking Latin - BB's subject. He seemed so formidable!                    							                               	Such fears were,however,quite unjustified,for BB proved to be the kindest and most pleasant of men.Within his own classroom,though still very much master of every situation,he seemed to shed much of the ferocity which one had imagined him to possess.His teaching was first rate - largely because he had total command of  the subject;he was never one to be seen groping vaguely about,with an unconvincing look on his face as if grappling with half-remembered ,half-forgotten facts!His teaching was so well organized and explicit that it was a pleasure to be in his class,and his handwriting and general layout of the board were models of neatness which inspired emulation by his pupils.I enjoyed Latin from the start - largely for the lucidity which BB displayed.It was not long before he had made clear many points of  English grammar which the Major had failed to elucidate.Suddenly,for instance,I understood the significance of the cases of nouns;the meanings of  nominative,vocative,accusative and so on,were revealed in minutes...and the Major had been been using these expressions for a year without actually explaining them.
	BB knew how to win the affection of boys - as well as their respect.If anyone made a mistake,it was corrected in a pleasant,kindly way,and in a tone of voice which acknowledged our common human fallibility - without fuss,and without questioning the boy's sanity!He used to tell little anecdotes to reinforce his teaching at appropriate points - some of them against himself;and he would refer humorously to popular songs of the day  - just to let the lads feel that he was as young at heart as themselves. But  his most effective touch of humour was an oblique reference to our Art master, whose nickname was "Pluto" The other teachers,to our surprise, apparently knew this,as became obvious when BB was introducing us to Roman Gods.
					
 	"Funny thing about the kids in this school",he would say,with tongue in cheek and a twinkle in his eye."But they have a strange habit of referring to Pluto as the  God of Art!.........I  just can't think why!"
	Saved for the very end of the lesson,this was a sure way to raise the roof and send the class happily on their way.
   	BB was a fair man.He knew that boys are not angels,but he also knew that they are not all devils,and he skilfully steered the middle course which these considerations demand.For example:my friend Geoff and I were once comparing Latin homework before morning  school when "Speeder" Long,the History master ,descended upon us from behind."Well now" this Devonian said,half-gloatingly (for such appeared to be  his nature)."I think I'd better take charge of those books!"
	Geoff and I feared the worst - for though there was nothing terribly wrong in what we had done,we  felt guilty.What would BB do about this? One detention?No - too lenient!Two? Probably...Or even three! We grimly waited for the third period - Latin!	However,things didn't turn out so badly.
	When the class had sat down,BB held up the two books and looked at us quite normally - no foam around the mouth,or anything like that!Then,as if conducting a business deal with equals,he said,in a matter of fact way:"Tell you what I think I'll  do about these books.I'll deduct marks for any alterations either of you has made...I think that's fair?" 	            	Speechless,we nodded our grateful agreement. Fair?  Phew!
	As for Speeder,I think he had hoped that we would get the kind of treatment he would have meted out.For some reason which I've never been able to fathom,he seemed to dislike me.Perhaps it was because I didn't do too well at History ;I was actually once bottom of the form - the only time I ever occupied that position in any subject.It's hard to explain such a poor performance,for it was not due to lack of interest,and I could sometimes answer questions which baffled the brighter sparks in the form.These involved general knowledge with a historical bias:such as "What was the famous palindrome attributed to Napoleon?" "Able was I ere I saw Elba,Sir!" 
				
	Another question which I was able to answer concerned Cromwell's maxim "Trust God, and keep the powder dry".And when I alone out of a class of thirty was able to furnish these answers,Speeder was  nonplussed.He probably considered it an indication that I could do better in History if only I would try.Perhaps he was right;or perhaps I would have done better under a different teacher - one who did not look at me with such obvious suspicion,for instance!
	Speeder did seem a very suspicious person,and not just towards me.He had a habit of looking half-sideways,as though in fear of sudden attack.This enhanced his somewhat furtive air.He went about as if he was expecting something unpleasant to turn up;but then,this may have had something to do with Dan...
	Some years  previous to my time at the school,Speeder had the misfortune to buy a house quite near to where Dan lived - unpleasantly near,and had Speeder possessed powers of clairvoyance he would certainly have chosen another district in which to set up house!Without elaborating on the campaign which Dan - a pupil at our school,incidentally -waged against Speeder,suffice it to say that it included catching Speeder's ginger cat and painting it green!
	Since Dan's behaviour at school was no better that that which he exhibited at home,it is not surprising that his parents were at length invited to arrange for the completion of his education elsewhere.Nor,with such a neighbour,is it surprising that
Speeder moved to another part of town.
	I wish I could feel sympathetic towards Speeder in this matter,but I must say  that I found him too severe and too unfair to merit sympathy - as the following incident suggests.
	I was very rarely punished ,and received only four detentions during my time at that school.Two of these,however,came on the same day!Neither,in my opinion,was justified.The first was "awarded" in Physics.At the close of the lesson,one of our brass connectors was missing and the master came to our bench to enquire about it.While he was there I moved a Wheatstone Bridge aside and revealed the missing item.
				     
	"Why didn't you find it before?" he said - in an accusing tone of voice.
	"I didn't know it was there." I protested.  "Take a detention for insolence."
	And that gives some idea of how easily one could forfeit three quarters of an hour of freedom! But...
	The master in charge of detention that evening was Speeder.I spent my forty-five minutes writing out a passage from a book, as was the approved custom , and saw five o'clock arrive with relief - Hometime! As we left the room,Speeder collected our written work."Well now" he said,on seeing mine."Why have you written in pencil?It should have been in ink.Take another detention."
	My feelings at that moment would be hard to express - not just for the pointless waste of time,but for the sheer nastiness of the man .It was sickening to be the victim of such injustice,and to be treated like a miscreant when I had done nothing from the start which could not have been dealt with by a few quiet words.It is gratifying to reflect,however,that some of our teachers would have shared my feelings;"Dai"Morgan, for instance.  
	Dai was pleasant and agreeable.Like BB,he was a great man for anecdotes - relating either to the work in hand or to his own private experience.Some of his tales did stretch one's credulity - such as the one about a waterless gas-holder which blew up in Germany.The top of this,according to Dai,had travelled an enormous distance - thirty-odd miles,I believe.This took some swallowing,but true or not,his stories gave interest to the work , fixed certain points in one's memory,and helped to show the connection between various branches of learning - a process which has been much used  ( often,unfortunately, to excess) in recent years,as "integrated learning".
	Not only was Dai a good raconteur,his material was also well  organized,and discipline presented few problems.He was a good illustration of the fact that the less inclined one is to punish,the better the behaviour of one's pupils tends to be.Dai rarely gave detentions.In fact,he used to openly  describe the system as a waste of time!
												     	I don't know what the headmaster would  have thought ,had such sedition  from a member of staff   reached his ears!
         Dai played the harmonium for Prayers,sharing that duty with a younger teacher.Dai's introductory pieces,played while the asembled school awaited the entrance of the head,were drawn mainly from Bach,but his colleague's more limited repertoire and taste restricted him to popular songs of the time,such as "Begin the Beguine".These were played  in very slow time,and sounded appropriately solemn,and it was quite a while before I realized that we were not listening to a religious work!As for the head,I doubt whether his knowledge of music was sufficient to enable him to have any opinion on the matter!
	Dai was my first Chemistry teacher,and a good one.He was an inspiring teacher,and it was not long before I was duly moved  to try a little home-chemistry! I was short of what a pupil of my own in later years referred to as the "ingredients",but found material for my first experiment quite ready to hand - soot from the fireback,and water from the tap.									 						            	 Dai had told us that crystals could be produced from saturated solutions.He had also told us that diamonds were crystals of carbon - and that soot consisted of carbon.So...!Why not make a few diamonds?One had only to dissolve enough soot in hot water to form a saturated solution,allow it to cool...and it was done! Well,it was as good a way as any in which to pass a Winter's night , and innocent enough.And it taught me that soot will not dissolve even in hot water;the Creator obviously never intended the market to be flooded with diamonds!
	Our old medicine chest - the one from which I had taken the cough-medicine to cure my suspected diphtheria a few years before - was my next source  of chemicals. Here was a packet of  Alum,untouched for years,from which I really did manage to produce some fine crystals - not quite in the diamond class,perhaps,but not bad for a start.Then there was Flowers of Sulphur,a relic of the Brimstone and Treacle days of my early childhood.Now sulphur,they said,was a constituent of gunpowder.Interesting! 
					
         Another constituent of gunpowder - and easy to get -  was charcoal...and the chemist  would sell small quantities of the third,Saltpetre,which one purchased with a kind of guilty bravado.Nobody would guess what you were up to!  Fortunately,my gunpowder was not a success.It smouldered and spluttered and gave off vile fumes,and would not have done much damage to the Spanish Armada.
	My experiments were usually conducted when I was alone .At that time,my older brother was away from home,and my sister had married.If my father happened to be out,therefore,I was left to my own devices,and on one such occasion I performed my Gas and Water Experiment...
	Our sink stood in a corner of the living room,and the gas tap was in the same corner - a very convenient arrangement for my purpose.The gas was led to the gas stove through a flexible pipe some four feet in length,and I suppose it was this pipe which put the idea into my mind.I wondered which was stronger - gas...or water?What would happen if the water tap were connected to the gas tap and both were turned on?Which would win?Would the gas hold the water back - or would the water hold the gas back?
	Well - there was nothing like finding out! So I joined the two together with that detachable length of pipe - and switched on.
	Any fool other than a young one could have forseen the outcome;water passed down the gas pipe and into the meter in the cellar directly below.There it entered the bellows which hold gas,and since gas was passing through this water,it bubbled quite audibly - an unforseen development! I turned off the water as quickly as possible,and restored everything to a state of normality - in so far as that was possible,for unfortunately,clever as I was,I did not know how to remove water from inside a gas meter - so there it stayed.I didn't tell my father what I had done - not that he would have minded,for he was very understanding about such things:"Never mind - as long as there's no harm done",he would have said.
				
	My father was,however,perplexed by the strange bubbling which could be heard coming from the cellar whenever the gas was turned on."There must be summat wrong wi' that meter,"he would say."I've never heard one make that noise before.You'ld almost say some watter had got into it."
	I,though,was much too absorbed in my homework to hear a word of this!
	It was not long afterwards that we went to live with my sister and her husband, and the bubbling meter could be left to puzzle the next occupants of that house.
 	My next investigation ,conducted at our new home,was more successful - the production of Chlorine,a gas which held a certain amount of fascination for unthinking schoolboys because of its association with the Great War.There was in the house a bottle of Sulphuric Acid.It belonged to my brother,who had bought it for the battery of his motor bike - a second-hand affair which had claimed his affections for a few months until the novelty of regularly pushing it home after break-downs had worn off. Now the machine lay forsaken in the hut,and I began to make inroads into the no longer required battery acid - a most useful "ingredient" which I could hardly have obtained otherwise.I used it on carbonates to produce Carbon Dioxide - interesting enough,but I fancied something stronger,so I helped myself to a small amount of household bleach and added acid to that.So that's Chlorine! Terrible...and a small sample of what our school caretaker had experienced in the trenches - three times,I believe.
	That was enough of Chlorine!
	Another memorable contribution to scientific discovery which I made at home was in the realm of Physics - and involved electricity.It was a winter evening during the war,when the rest of the household  - my father,sister,and brother-in-law - were listening to the radio.My investigation was into the effects of mains electricity on an ordinary torch bulb...I led a length of flex from the pantry light socket to the table in the living room where I was at work,having previously exposed the ends of the two wires in readiness for the experiment.Now came the tricky bit!								 	                                                                
	Having switched on the power in the pantry,I carefully held each wire of the flex by its insulation and brought them gently up to the terminals of the torch bulb on the table before me.I realized that this would not do the bulb any good at all,but what I had not forseen was the vivid blue flash which engulfed me - along with the simultaneous plunging of the house into darkness and the immediate silencing of the radio.
	"Whatever has he done now?" said my father from his chair  in the corner.
	"I think I've blown a fuse" I announced,rather guiltily.
	After that,I decided to leave the mains electricity out of my investigations and turned my attention to telescopes - they were much safer!It was hard to do much damage with light.Light - that fascinating branch of Physics which,along with Electricity,I shall always associate with Tommy.
	Tommy was senior Physics master.Like BB,he did not teach us until we entered the fourth form - that is in our second year at the school.We looked forward to Physics under Tommy with a certain amount of foreboding,for,though a small man,he had a stern and somewhat forbidding air.Again like BB,though,he proved to be quite human and surprisingly pleasant once one had become attuned to his mannerisms.He was not quite so overwhelmingly authoritarian as BB,and boys did sometimes misbehave behind his back while he was writing on the blackboard.Tommy,however,usually came off best.He wore spectacles,and could observe the activities of miscreants reflected on the inner surface of - usually the left - lens.The better behaved,attentive,pupils knew when Tommy had spotted something amiss,for he would stop writing,and without turning fully round would move his head slightly so as to see the reflection better.Then,having estimated the range and location of the preoccupied culprit,he would  quickly spin round - to hurl board-rubber or chalk with accuracy born of long practice.This was a form of sport to Tommy,and he appeared to derive as much amusement and satisfaction from bringing off such a coup as we did from watching the exercise of his subtle skill.
					
	Another method of dealing with minor offences was to summon the culprit to the front of the class.Tommy would then take the lad by the hair near the left ear,and lead him,head bowed,round the big demonstration bench.This was uncomfortable,and mildly degrading,but less prolonged than a detention and probably more effective - and in its way even friendly!
	I once almost qualified for the front-bench treatment.
	"Why" Tommy asked,"Does the metal part of a pick-axe feel cold in winter, while the handle feels much warmer? You lad!"
 	"It's because,sir,the handle is a conductor of heat..."
	"Oh! " he smiled - "Interesting - go on."
	I sensed that things were getting out of hand,but had to finish off somehow.
	"But the metal is a conductor of cold,sir!"
	"Really? Sit down. Who can tell us?"
	On such occasions,Tommy had a habit of turning slightly away from the offender so as to look at him askance.This conveyed an impression of sadness and pity at one's weakness - rather than anger.He did not often resort to detentions,which he probably considered a waste of time - and not very effective;he preferred to appeal to one's better nature.Failure to master the work , particularly through lack of application, was akin to a moral lapse,and any poor member of his flock who had gone atray in that respect was ordered to attend what he called a "Prayer Meeting" after school.This designation,though intended as a touch of humour,may not have been too far from the mark,for Physics was very close to being a religion to Tommy!
	He always kept us on our toes,and stretched us to the limit of our ability.It was difficult ,but just possible,to keep abreast of the work,and he certainly never made life too easy.All his lessons were well-organized,but especially Practical Physics,where he kept us fully stretched - and a little beyond at times.Initially he dictated descriptive notes for us to take down after each experiment.But he did this at the speed of normal speech,and since we were not stenographers  we were soon in difficulties .
					
	After a minute or so he would interrupt his dictation to ask some boy to read out what he had written down so far.Usually the poor lad had only managed Tommy's first mouthful!
	"Well - where's the rest?"
	"That's  ... um .... all I've got sir."
	"Tut tut! Who can help him out?"
	Another boy  might add a few words,but Tommy would shake his head sadly and look at us all from the corner of his eye before starting again.
	An added difficulty in following Tommy's dicatation was posed by certain speech defects which he possessed.These were of a minor nature,but made it awkward when one was hearing scientific expressions for the first time.Tommy could not,for instance,pronounce the word "glass"; he said "dlass".Nor could he say "prism";this he rendered as "prison".Consequently,we had to unravel such misrepresentations as "Triandjoolar dlass prison",for "Triangular glass prism".Little wonder,then,that our note-taking was sometimes slower than he would have wished.Nobody,though,to my knowledge,ever commented on these speech defects,nor were they used as a way of belittling him.
	Nothing could detract from Tommy's qualities as a teacher.He understood what rascals boys can be if they are given opportunities - and he didn't give them many!He had a saying which was meant to imply that he was too easy on us - though it took several years for this to dawn on me.
	"There are," he would say to an offender,"more ways of killing a pig,my lad,than choking it with butter."
	I  really didn't know what he was talking about - though it conjured up visions of an interesting farmyard scene!I merely put it down as another example of those inexplicable adult idiosyncracies to which we were from time to time subjected.I would certainly never have imagined that he was suggesting the need for greater severity on his part!
					 
	Still,strict though he was - and a trifle feared - Tommy was a kindly and well intentioned teacher,and was much missed when he left to take up an appointment elsewhere.Full marks to Tommy!
	Full marks,also,to "Tich" Freeman,who at length took over as senior French master from Sparks and senior English master from the Major.An avowed socialist,Tich suffered the disapproval of the town's well-to-do who were generally of a quite different political persuasion.They argued that a teacher ought not to concern himself openly in politics,which may be true - but  I wondered whether their objections would have been quite so strong if his allegiance had been to their own party!
	Tich was an extremely able and pleasant teacher.French was never of great interest to me,but it provided a subject towards the minimum of six passes needed  for School Certificate ,and I obtained a Credit mark of over forty-five per cent without overtaxing my powers.I could have found  it a dull subject,but Tich was able,thanks to his pleasant smiling manner and lively wit,to infuse life and interest into everything he did - and when he laughed,unlike Sparks,he laughed with you and not at you!Yes,I actually enjoyed French - but I remember Tich best for his English lessons.
	As science students in the sixth form,we were not due to take any English exams ,but a Board of Education ruling required us to study two periods of  English per week.Initially this seemed a waste of time,for it kept us from subjects we were studying for Higher School Certificate,but this work in English soon proved to be one of the most enjoyable features of the school week.We worked through "Memoirs of a Fox-hunting Man","Under the Greenwood Tree",much poetry,and miscellaneous readings from Tich - well-laced with the writings of  left-wing scientist J.B.S.Haldane!
	Tich was a great one to encourage the young,and was always  ready to exploit any of our strengths or interests which came to his notice.It was surprising how well he remembered little details about particular boys,and he would use these little snippets of knowledge at appropriate moments .He was probably aware of the discouragement we experienced from some masters,and did all he could to compensate for this.
				    
	Tich once,for instance,spotted a sketch which I was making during a spare moment."Ah - Whitby!" He smiled."You see - it must be good ;I recognized it straight away!"After that,he always remembered me as a minor authority on Art,and was duly impressed when I was the only person present who could identify a copy of "The Avenue.Middleharnis" by Hobemma.	
	This attitude was totally different to that of Mr.Farrier,the headmaster.He once asked me casually what I would most like to do when I left school,and was obviously quite surprised by my answer.I said that I would like to be an artist,which was true;for, though Art was not taught in that school beyond the age of twelve,I had more interest in that direction than in any other.
	The head's response was  both amazing and humiliating.
	He laughed - and laughed.In fact this was the only occasion on which I ever saw him laugh during my seven years in the school.He occasionally smiled rather smugly - at Speech Day,for instance - but laugh? Hardly ever.
	"An artist!" He chuckled."That's all very well.But the point is - can you paint?
I might like to be a famous singer,like Gigli - but the trouble is...I can't sing!"
	And, without seeking to find out more about my artistic interests,he walked away - chuckling as if he had just encountered an idiot.
	I'm afraid that our education left something to be desired!
				

				CHAPTER TWELVE
			           	TRAIN SPOTTING

	Living a mile or so from the nearest railway line,I had never taken more than a passing interest in trains.To me,a locomotive had a boiler,a tender, several wheels and a few miscellaneous bits and pieces ,and that was the extent of my knowledge in that direction.But then  -  "Thunderer" came along!
	It was a few weeks after I had started walking  to and from the Grammar School -a journey which involved passing under and over a few railway tracks - and as Geoff and I were going along a back street at lunch time there was a distant hoot - too deep to be called a whistle.I hardly noticed it,but Geoff's  expert ear told him what was coming.
	"That's t'half past twelve!" He said excitedly."Come on!"
	Without knowing what was going on,I ran after him  round a corner of Greaves Road, to a point from which we could see one arch of  the long viaduct which passed above the town.Almost at once,a red locomotive slipped across the street-wide gap between two buildings,shedding a faint whisp of steam as it slowed down at the approach to the station.Then it was gone.Not bad! Just a mere glimpse - but intriguing enough to whet my appetite.
	"Thunderer"  Geoff announced confidently.
	"Thunderer?"
	"That's its name."
	"How do you know?"
	"Its number  -  5703. That's 'Thunderer'
	This kind of thing happened frequently over the next few weeks,and my interest and enthusiasm for these attractive maroon engines grew.
					
	"Do they all have names?" I asked.
	"No.Not every engine  has a name.Some do,some don't.Tell you what - I'll lend you my note-book.I've got all the 'Jubilees' - and some other odds and ends I've seen.Then you can copy them down.But don't lose it!"
	And so,homework finished for the evening,I turned to the more  attractive task of copying out all the names and numbers of the LMS "Jubilee" class locomotives - from 5551 "Silver Jubilee",through dominions,colonies,battles,national heroes,
warships and provinces,to 5742 "Connaught".A hundred and ninety one names!This was only a fraction of the named locomotives in the land,but it included all that we were likely to see at our local station,en route from Leeds and beyond to Manchester or Liverpool.It was a labour of love,undertaken with that enthusiasm which we tend to reserve for tasks which we impose upon ourselves - an enthusiasm which I was never able to bring to my school homework at the age of eleven,and I felt a trifle guilty about this.Actually,though,what I was doing was a totally valid and worthwhile activity,and fully as educational as official homework;moreover,it indicated a tendency towards the sort of  initiative which homework is itself intended to promote.
	As I wrote, those names ceased to be just railway engines,but became the stuff of poetry: "Bihar and Orissa","Collingwood","Lord Rutherford of Nelson","Cornwallis""Howard  of    Effingham","Camperdown","Agamemnon","Resolution"...and so on.What a ring there was to those names!I'd no idea what most of them meant,but they sounded fine!Just names - perhaps,but also rather more than mere names.It was as if one had looked into a world of noble thoughts. A rose,it is said,would smell as sweet by any other name.Maybe - but it would not necessarily sound  as sweet! There's more to a name than meets the eye - even if you can't always pronounce it!Take "Valiant",for instance,whose middle letter I at first pronounced as if it referred to the first person singular.That locomotive was the first one I spotted while operating on my own ,and on that account it holds a special place in my affections.I had now graduated beyond the rank of mere tyro!  
					
	I had gone to the station on a winter's evening to meet my brother off a train,and through the sort of mistake that a schoolboy makes,I was at the station at the wrong time,and missed him.But I didn't miss 5707!
	I was outside the station,in the forecourt,when I heard a train coming,and dashed over to the main entrance,from where a short length of the platform could be seen.Suddenly,a steamy red boiler slipped by,and there,framed in the doorway for a moment,and caught in the light of the station lamps,was the nameplate - "Valiant".
	I was now a qualified train-spotter in my own right!
	I couldn't wait to tell Geoff next morning,but he seemed disappointingly unimpressed."We call it 'Valiant'".He said,correcting my mispronunciation of the 'i'.
	"Oh ...that comes through ...three or four times a week".
	Ah well - it might have seemed small beer to Geoff;but it meant a lot to me!
	We spent a lot of our time at the town's two main stations - at the LMS,or "North Western" as we still called it,to see "Jubilees","Patriots",or "Black Fives" - or at the LNER,or "Great Northern",where we saw little else than tank engines which barked and trundled their way into or out of the tunnel mouth just off the end of the platform.Occasionally,more important trains passed through,drawn by bigger engines;a 2-6-0 "Mogul",perhaps,or the beautiful green 4-6-0 "Immingham" - an old Great Central engine,and a delight to our eyes as it stood in full view at the end of the platform.
	Geoff had always lived near the town centre ,and had grown so accustomed to watching trains near his home that it had not occurred to him to go further afield.Being of a more wandering disposition,however,I persuaded him to go to other stations - of which there were no fewer than ten within a two mile radius.This made a change and also widened our knowledge of the district,for it was interesting to see fresh stations and we also saw a number of locomotives which were new to us.These were all very well,but the named engines we saw were almost all LMS locos...and I hankered after the lovely green LNER "Pacifics.Where,I wondered,could one see them?
					
	The answer came one sunny Saturday afternoon,when my father,my brother,and I were on our way by bus to Leeds to catch the train to Bridlington.Suddenly,as we were going down the hill known as Topcliffe,there it was!Some way off,but quite recognizable ,one of those beautiful green  Pacifics  and a train of Pullman coaches was climbing the bank out of Leeds.So that was where they went!
	It was some months before I followed up this lead - during the  Christmas holidays,in fact.Up to that time,I had not developed the habit of going for lengthy walks on my own,but one morning shortly after Christmas I felt that  urge to go exploring which seems to be part of my nature.I was alone in the house,my father and brother having gone to work,and my sister being married , so I was free to do what I liked - within reason .The line where I had seen that Pacific was beckoning! And so,having packed some sandwiches and a flask of hot cocoa,and armed with the local 1" OS map,I set out.
	A few hours later on that dull grey day of early January,I was approaching a railway bridge on the Leeds City boundary when I heard a chimelike whistle and the sound of a rapidly approaching locomotive which was hidden from view by a housing estate.Then suddenly it there it was - "Golden Shuttle",a blue streamliner pulling"The West Riding Limited" train.This would be in London in two and three quarter hours!Magnificent! I took a hurried shot with the family box camera - and just caught the front buffers.	This was the very line where I had seen the Pullman in Summer.Why go further when there could be more to come?So I found a rural track which led to a quiet spot by a railway bridge away from the road,and sat there in wait.Two hours yielded a a few local trains,but also, most importantly, a couple of  green Pacifics - just what I had come to see! First came "Robert the Devil",number 4479, with the 10-15 from London,and half an hour behind was "Prince of Wales", 2553,with the "Queen of Scots" Pullman.What a day ! It was like a dream come true.
					
	When I got home,my father was particularly interested to hear about "Robert The Devil" , which,like many of  the LNER Pacifics,was named after a  racehorse.He told me that his father - my grandfather - had won money on that horse in the St.Leger of 1880,run exactly one year before my father was born,and such was his father's admiration for the jockey concerned - Fred Archer - that he named my father Robert Fred Archer Milner!Actually,my grandfather's name was also Robert  - a circumstance which may have led to his backing the horse in the first place.
	My new train watching spot was very attractive,and I walked there whenever the chance came.It was good to sit in the corner of the small field which lay between two lines which here ran parallel and about fifty yards apart.One was a local line which climbed on a steep embankment towards Tingley;the other was my main source of interest - the London line.Here I could sit in peace for hours - just waiting!Then,from time to time,there would be a gentle sound from the  wires by the track, and the arm of a nearby signal would drop as a lever was pulled in the  box  down the line.Something coming!And what a lovely smell of blended steam and smoke they left behind,as they followed the gentle curve up the hill towards the viaduct and short tunnel at the top -or came quietly downhill,almost free-wheeling,and making scarcely any smoke.
	I certainly liked that place,and would sometimes walk there on Sunday just to see a single train .The weekend homework done,it made a pleasant afternoon stroll of about four miles each way to see the Pullman.I took Geoff there once - only once,for sadly he died in the Spring of that year,1939.By then,we had gone to live with my sister,who had been given a little  spaniel which became my companion on one of these Sunday jaunts.Her legs were rather short,however,and I'm afraid I was asking too much of such a young dog."Peggy" was,therefore,spared further hardship,and restricted to walks of more appropriate length.
	Those Pacifics had made me hungry for more,and my thoughts turned towards their birthplace and principal lair - Doncaster.I must go there in the fast approaching Whitsuntide holiday...
					
	I went by train - of course! - from Wakefield,and,being unused to the finer points of travelling,committed the old faux-pas of entering a first class compartment, where I immediately made myself comfortable.In the opposite corner,a well-dressed gentleman was engrossed in paper work.Looking up after a minute or two,he asked quietly if I realized this was a first class compartment.I apologised - and left !
	It was an unforgettable day of clear blue sky,sunshine - and Trains!Here were not only the familiar expresses to Leeds,but also the much more numerous East Coast main line trains - lots of them,along with several light engines which came slowly by on their way to and from the sheds.I sat for hours on a bridge,with my attache case stocked with cold meat sandwiches and a large bottle of water,and from there I took some tolerably good photographs with my brother's folding camera.I didn't understand the setting of this,and had previously ruined an entire film with it,but on this occasion Fortune smiled upon me,and I was particularly pleased with a shot of  Mallard",famous as the fastest steam loco in the World.
	That was just one of a  veritable procession of streamliners - "Dominion of Canada",with its Canadian bell;"Dominion of New Zealand";"Sir Nigel Gresley", honouring the designer of these splendid Pacifics;and "Golden Fleece",appropriately pulling "The West Riding Limited" train.Those I remember,but there were many others which I recorded - only to lose the book containing their names some time later in circumstances beyond my control.
	My visit to Doncaster was in 1939 - the most active period of my train-spotting days.Throughout that summer,I walked to various points of interest,gradually increas-ing my day's mileage,first to fifteen,then eighteen,and finally to twenty two miles - in order to see features such as junctions,marshalling yards,engine sheds,and so on.In this way,I enjoyed two interests  at the same time:Walking and Railways,both of which  featured prominently in our summer holiday,when my father,my brother,and myself went to stay in camping coach at a station in the North Tyne valley.These old converted carriages  were an excellent idea in such picturesque sites - and quite unobtrusive.
					
	The journey itself was a great occasion.It was the first time I'd travelled on the East Coast main line and seen those lineside indicators which mark the distances of particular points from London and Edinburgh - including that very special  half-way mark.And as for the line up the North Tyne Valley - I'd never seen anything to match that lovely countryside.Not a mill chimney to be seen;just woods,fields,hills,and the clear sparkling river.
	The stationmaster was in charge of the camping coach where we to stay,and he showed us,amongst other things,how to light the Primus stove.In truth,though it is more accurate to say that he showed us how not to light it,for he was a somewhat nervous man and ill at ease as a demonstrator.The successful lighting of such a stove involves first warming a metal column by burning methylated spirits in a shallow cup which surrounds it.When the column is sufficiently warm,the paraffin supply is turned on and pumped up the column,where it should turn into a vapour which ignites in the burner at the top of the column,as a cluster of small  blue cones - hot, but safe.
	The stationmaster must not have understood this process,for in his undue haste he started pumping paraffin out of the tank before the column was hot enough to vapourize it,and consequently paraffin in liquid form emerged to be set alight by the still burning meths.The whole stove was then surrounded by sooty flames which sent large black smuts drifting around the newly-decorated kitchen - besides threatening to cause a much more serious fire.The station master stood petrified,poor man,but my father grabbed a long-handled brush and used it to carry the flaming stove out of doors,where it was extinguished.
	"I reckon",my dad said later,"that they owe us a free holiday for that.If it hadn't been for me there wouldn't have been much of that camping coach left!" 
	I enjoyed that fortnight.It was good to be wakened up by a locomotive standing just outside the bedroom  window,and to see trains going by on their way down to Hexham - or up to Riccarton Junction.Riccarton Junction!That was  in  Scotland!  	Which only went to prove how remote this place was !
 					
	The engines were strange to me,for they were of types which did not operate in my home district.They had originally belonged to the North British Railway,and the   4-4-0's appropriately bore names derived from the works of Sir Walter Scott.One had a familiar ring - "The Talisman"!( The correct meaning of which I  by then   understood!)                       
    Apart from the three or four passenger trains each way per day,short goods trains worked the line,drawn by 0-6-0 engines.It was fascinating to see the trains going along the valley when one was out walking on the surrounding hills ,for it was like looking at a marvellously realistic model .Indeed,there was much about that line to inspire the model-maker.The stations,with their features such as small cranes,little sidings,pens for cattle,and so on -as well as the architecture of the main buildings themselves - turned my thoughts towards railway-modelling,but,probably for lack of space at home,I never took up that hobby.Perhaps I was just too fond of walking about the countryside!
	Soon after we returned from Northumberland,the war began,and for a few months my wanderings were curtailed through concern about possible air-raids.When these did not materialise,however,I was back in action,school-work permitting.
My sister bought me a small Brownie camera for my fourteenth birthday,and with this easily managed, fool-proof affair I secured quite a few train photographs - including a totally forbidden one  of a packed troop train shortly after Dunkirk.This I took as the train approached - drawn by a "Green Arrow" 2-6-2,and almost as good as a Pacific.I did not know the status of the pasengers until it was going by,when some of them waved cheerfully as I wound my camera on ready for the next shot!I suppose I should have realized that one was probably forbidden to take railway photographs of any kind,but I didn't!
	Thereafter,the war grew more serious,as invasion threatened,and almost anyone was liable to be taken for a spy or disguised parachutist.One of  our teachers,"Tich" Freeman,was,for instance,once mistaken for a possible enemy agent .While out cycling  one evening , he spotted a  strange monument  behind a row of houses.Though only  a couple of miles from home,he had never noticed this before and he became curious.
				
	Seeing a lady busy outside her house,he asked if she knew anything about the monument.The lady asked him to excuse her for a moment while she spoke quietly to a boy who was playing nearby,who promptly ran away.She then talked to "Tich" at some length about the monument,telling him as much as she could about it and keeping his attention occupied - until the local policeman arrived!Apparently,the boy was her son,and she had sent him to fetch the Bobby -"Because there was a strange man who looked like a German asking about the 'Dumb Steeple'."
	There was,I suppose,a slightly foreign look about "Tich",which might account for that incident.I,though,was obviously a local lad - but this did not put me above suspicion;my turn came!
	It was during the October half-term holiday that I set out to watch trains at a junction just north of Wakefield.I had with me the "Best" notebook which contained a complete record of all the trains I had seen over the past two years.It told where they had been seen,what kind of train it was,and the engine pulling it.Strangely,I had never taken that book out with me before,and normally used a rough notebook for my observations "in the field".By some quirk of fate,however,I must have been destined to have it with me on that day.
	As I sat on the fence by the lineside,a man in plain clothes came up to me and asked what I was doing.I told him,for I had nothing to hide,and he asked to see my book - explaining that he was a railway policeman.He then wanted to see my identity card,which he pocketed - along with my note book - and advised me to go home,where I should be called upon by the police!
	Quite downcast at this sudden and totally unexpected interruption of my harmless hobby,I went home and explained it to my father.He thought it rather amusing,but said that we would have to comply with the regulations.A few days later we were asked to visit the police station,where I was lectured on the dangerous nature of my notebook,and how valuable it would be if the Germans got hold of it,etc.etc.
	"They'd blow the place to bits if they had that book!"
					
	I suppose the authorities had to be very careful,but the Superintendent did seem to be attaching excessive importance to my humble note book.	"I see", he went on,"that he's even been as far as Doncaster!"
	 "What's wrong with that?" My father replied."He meant no harm.The lad can go to China if he wants - provided he has the money and behaves himself ".
	The Superintendent  was obviously unaware of the extent to which railway enthusiasts pursued their hobby,and for his enlightenment I  produced a copy of the latest "Railway Magazine" which I had just bought  - in order to show him that material was actually being published which revealed far more than my little black book.He didn't seem to understand what I was talking about!
	My book was to be kept in police custody until the war was over ,but it was never restored to me.I was out of the country when the war ended,and when my father went to recover it he found that the police depot had moved to other premises and my book had been lost.I still have the troop train photograph though;I suppose that would have been a case for the Tower if  the Super had known about it!
        I didn't stop watching trains,and was soon back again trudging the countryside -ever alert for plain clothes sleuths,and never hanging about near the track;I just happened to be walking past when I knew that a train was coming!In fact,I was now acting like a real spy!	On one such outing  I lost my Identity Card,which had,of course,been returned after my carpetting at the police station.Now it was lost - and almost certainly  lying near a confounded railway line,for I had some idea - to within a few hundred yards - of where I  must have dropped it.
	One went to the Town Hall to ask about a new card.
	"Any idea where you lost it?" The official asked.
	"Sorry - No.I couldn't say".
	"Well - what sort of places have you been to recently?"
	"Oh - just round about...nowhere special".
					
	I got my new card alright,and with very little difficulty,which is strange,when one considers the fuss over my notebook;I would have thought an identity card would probably have been  more useful to an enemy,and expected a much more rigorous investigation into the circumstances under which it was lost than proved to be the case.
	About that time,my interest in railways declined a little.This was  because I had a new interest - aeroplanes,and having taken up cycling I was able to reach aerodromes and watch bombers being loaded ready for raids over Germany.I wonder what the Super would have said about that! Though,needless to say,I  did not keep a notebook of my aeronautical observations.
	Events at length took me elsewhere,and it was some years before I again sat by a lineside to indulge in my old hobby.Then,when our two children were old enough to appreciate such things,we lived for a few months beside the "Waverley Line",where my old friends the "Green Arrows" and  Pacifics  pounded their way up the long bank leading to Riccarton Junction!
	We used to go for what the children called "Train-spotters' Picnics",and I was taken back to my own younger days - to those strings of smooth-flowing names;	Colombo,Coronach and Colorado   -   Spearmint and Spion Kop. And  The Tetrarch!And others that trip lightly from the tongue : Prince Palatine,Pretty Polly,Papyrus,Bayardo,and Blink Bonny -  racehorses all  - and Woolwinder  - a name which above all expresses efficiency and of movement.
	Beautiful names.And they belonged to beautiful engines - belonged in the past,unfortunately,for they are almost all gone.It is hard to realize that this is so,and that all those locomotives - with very few  exceptions - which I  watched and admired have vanished,to exist only in the memory of people like myself.One consolation is,I suppose,that it was good to see them while they were about.
	"It is better to have loved and lost......etc."


					
				CHAPTER THIRTEEN
			           THE QUACK MARKET

            Once the double-headed express had gone through on Saturday afternoon,Geoff and I would leave the station and make for the Quack Market.This was held  on a patch of rough ground between the more respectable open market,with its neat rows of stalls,and the even better appointed covered market.It was overlooked by a mill which stood quite near the town centre,and also by the town's second railway station ;while a dye-stained beck flowed almost un-noticed by - once fresh and free,no doubt,but now confined to a narrow-walled channel,and about to plunge into a long tunnel under the main part of the town.Hereabouts had stood,in former times,a saw mill,a foundry,and a menagerie which had been ruinously damaged by fire.Now it was a nondescript piece of land in which nobody seemed to have much interest - apart from the Quack Marketeers!
	These fellows were actors to a man,and drew their clientele by performances  totally unrelated to their wares.Indeed,from seeing the preliminaries,it was usually quite impossible to form any idea of what they hoped to sell;and today,many years later,while I still remember their absorbing preambles I have quite forgotten what most of them were selling!
	There was,for example,a much tattooed man who removed his shirt and  stripped down to his vest,even in the depth of Winter.On one occasion he even seems to have overdone the stripping ,thus landing himself before the local magistrate,and getting a mention in the newspapers - one way of getting publicity,I suppose.Usually,however,he did not resort to such drastically chilly measures.Once,for example,he had a large model church skilfully constructed from match-sticks.On another occasion he had a small stuffed crocodile.I cannot for the life in me remember what he sold,and I doubt whether I knew at the time;I don't somehow think,though,that it was matches - and it certainly wasn't crocodiles!
						
	Then there was the gentleman who stood brandishing an empty glass tumbler above his head,while calling out for someone to lend him a ten shilling note for the purpose of his demonstration.No sooner had he been handed such a note ,than he crumpled it up before the very eyes of the lender,and dropped it into the tumbler.Then,picking up a jug,he poured water from it into the tumbler,steadily raising the jug for dramatic effect as he did so.The speechless owner of the note edged forward as if about to protest,only to be waved  aside and assured that everything was alright,and that there was nothing to worry about - claims which were hard to accept,especially since the quack had suddenly drawn a rapier - or some such weapon -from below the table! That quietened the crowd!
	All eyes turned skywards to that sharp tip now pointing to the clouds - this fellow seemed rather fond of waving things above his head!But now what's he up to?Holding the tumbler at arm's length,he's stirring the note round and round in the water with the tip of the rapier.Then,laying the weapon aside,he pours the water out,takes the note in his hand,and straightens it,before returning it intact but moist to its relieved owner.Some of the crowd actually applauded this performance,so now that they had revealed the level of their mentaility,and on the basis that fools and their money are soon parted,it was time to get down to real business and sell them something.That was when we would move on - probably to watch the Wizard.
	This man attracted attention by waving an orange about,but anyone thinking this was a fruit stall was,of course,mistaken.No - this orange was not for sale: it was a kind of sacrificial orange,and once he had attracted a small gathering,the proprietor took a sharp knife and theatrically cut the orange in half,all the while urging more passers-by to come and watch.Next, he spread sugar-like crystals over the cut surface of one half of the orange,before taking a large pinch of what appeared to be potassium permanganate crystals from a container on his bench.He made a great show of this unusual and somewhat mysterious substance as he sprinkled the dark crystals on top of the sugar-like substance already on the orange; and the crowd was spell-bound!
					
	Then he produced a small bottle containing a clear liquid - probably glycerine -a small amount of which he poured onto the crystals. Woosh! Flame and smoke immediately rose from the orange.Phew!And after that how could he go wrong?Now it was time to get the real stuff out  - his sales material; which were herbal cigarettes.
	These were made from the dried leaves of Coltsfoot,and he rolled them himself on the spot,holding the paper and "tobacco" at eye level,the better to be noticed by anyone who had missed the fireworks.When he had rolled a few,all the time declaiming on their remarkable medicinal powers,he decided the time was ripe to start the ball rolling.
	"Now then! Is there anyone here who's troubled with his chest?...Come on,now!
With this weather some of you must have had coughs...Ah you,sir....Thought you looked a bit pale.Had the flu? Hope you don't mind me mentioning it,but in my line of business I can generally pick 'em out.Bronchitis?Thought so!Well.this'll soon shift your bronchitis alright! Here's a light....Now  - try that!"
	The victim took a good draw at the cigarette - and was immediately seized by a bout of violent coughing.
	"See what I mean?" The Wizard smiled."That's just what he's been needing!Doing him good already - clearing his chest,y'see.They are a bit strong at first - oh yes;but once you get used to'em they're....well,they're miraculous!"
	By then the coughing had subsided,and the patient had to admit that he thought it had cleared his head a bit!He was assured that they were the "finest smoke out",and given a complimentary packet of five.	"And you'll be back for more!" The Wizard grinned,as more chesty customers began to come forward.Geoff and I were,of course,amused by all this talk.We could see through these tricks,and nobody would catch us out! Until...
	One Saturday evening in Summer,we were attracted to a stall where a cheap and easy method of repairing the upper parts of shoes was being demonstrated.Cheap and easy - but also unsightly,for the patches did not match the shoes being repaired.
					
	Having demonstrated the process,the stall-holder decided that he needed a further shoe on which to operate - preferably one from the audience - just to prove that his method was of universal application.Now Geoff and I were always to the fore on such occasions,and this enabled the stall-holder to notice that the cap of my right shoe was slightly worn.
	"Ah  sonny," he said."That's just the sort of thing I mean.Take it off,and I'll mend it for you."
       Caught off guard,being young,and lacking the strength of will to refuse,I handed it over.He immediately took a knife,inserted the blade between the toecap and the sole,and drew it round from one side of the shoe to the other - so that the front gaped open like the mouth of a fish.My own jaw dropped,as I stood there on one foot,leaning against the stall,but he nodded in what was meant to be reassurance,and said that the shoe would be like new when he'd finished.He then inserted one edge of his "special" black material into the laceration,trimmed it,turned it over the toecap,and applied adhesive to hold it in position covering the slight graze which he had set out to remedy.It was very untidy,roughly finished,and looked far worse than before.He had,in fact,done nothing to promote his system;one glance at my shoe,and the little crowd melted - though this was no consolation to me.Geoff alone,as is often the case with one's friends,seemed to think it all very amusing - but my father didn't.He was very annoyed when he saw the shoe and heard how it had come about.He expressed some pretty strong opinions about the fellow responsible,but realizing that it would be very difficult to get anything done about the matter,he decided that it was probably as well "to let it drop".
	As for me,I was very wary of the Quack Market after that.I trod very cautiously there - and took care not to stand too near the front!


	                         		

				CHAPTER FOURTEEN
					AIR RAIDS

	Friday the first of September 1939 was a beautiful sunny day,but it was also a day of alarm ,for that morning Hitler had invaded Poland,and war between this country and Germany was now almost certain.We had been aware of this possibility for some time - particularly since the Munich crisis of 1938,when gas-masks had been issued to everyone in the country.Suddenly,these acquired greater significance,as did many of the other concomitants of war with which we had been growing steadily familiar - such as one's collection of cigarette cards on Air Raid Precautions	Amongst other matters,these dealt with such homely diversions as putting out incendiary bombs - a rather more difficult affair than the cards suggested.The process had been demonstrated on our local fairground in the Spring preceding the war,when a light aeroplane flew over  and pretended to drop a bomb  - which was really a small device already in place on the ground,and set to be detonated from a safe distance.The thing burst into flames,and an ARP expert approached it in the approved manner and duly put it out.All this was very much like the picture on the cigarette card,and gave a very misleading impression,for these bombs would not usually fall in such convenient open places;they would be stuck in lofts,attics,and other awkward corners,and would not arrive singly,but in hundreds - generally accompanied by high explosive bombs - all of which gave the fairground demonstration a naive simplicity.
	In another pre-war demonstration,a searchlight was set up in the open space in front of the Town Hall,and on the appointed evening we spectators waited with interest for the arrival of the "enemy" .After a while ,an aeroplane could be heard,and the searchlight swept the sky,until ,at length, the plane appeared in the beam.I'm not sure whether they had actually found him,or whether the pilot had obliged by flying into the beam ,but the sudden  illumination of that bright silvery plane was greeted with cheers and other applause considered appropriate to the occasion. 
					
	That  applause,though,did not quite match the one which had  arisen earlier - when the searchlight,either by accident or design,had floodlit the front of the Town Hall - very striking ,and leading to calls for an encore!
	During that same week,film-shows  about the armed forces  were given in the rather chilly and austere basement of the Town Hall,and since this  conveniently took place after the Liverpool express had gone through,Geoff and I went along.It made a change, was better than hanging about on a cold evening,and it was also free.
	The sparse audience consisted almost entirely of middle-aged ladies,who were also presumably drawn primarily by the gratuitous nature of this entertainment.Not that it was,on reflection,very entertaining - except to lads like ourselves,who were too young to appreciate the ominous significance of fighter aeroplanes,destroyers,multiple pom-poms,and so on,all of which ,incidentally,made a terrible row in the deplorable acoustics of that basement!
	Less than a year later,I had grown wise enough to realize that it certainly was not entertaining,on that first day of September,to see a wall of sandbags being built at the front of our station.Nor was it entertaining to lie in bed listening to lorries labouring up a nearby hill,and wonder whether they were enemy planes .Pictures and reports of damage in the Spanish Civil War, and in the Japanese attacks on China,had made me as a child - and  many adults - expect sudden damage on a prodigious scale in the event of an air-raid ,and two nights later,our  fears seemed about to be realized when the  warning sounded - on the very first night of our being involved in the war.	It was an ominous and frightening wail which suddenly broke into one's sleep.
Soon ,we were all collecting our gas-masks from the bottom of the wardrobe,where they had lain untouched for months in their clean cardboard boxes.Then we paraded miserably downstairs - my sister,her husband,my brother,and myself,with my father in charge,I suppose - though he was as bewildered as the rest of us.What could we do?What,indeed,apart from feel utterly helpless?
	By...I don't know!" My father said."But they're not wasting much time!"
					
	We felt rather ill at ease - but probably not quite so ill at ease as one air-raid-warden who lived in the neighbourhood.In his alarm,he went through the streets ringing a handbell - the signal that poison gas had been dropped!
	No gas was dropped,of course,and no planes came either.In fact,the all-clear sounded quite soon - to our intense relief.It may have been a genuine mistake - or perhaps the authorities thought it wise to accustom us to the experience of hearing and responding to the sirens in middle of the night.It was to be some months before they were to sound in earnest,but we were not to know this,and considered it prudent to order a garden air-raid shelter at once.The task of digging the hole for this fell to me,and I had plenty of time,for our school summer holiday had been extended indefinitely - until shelters had been constructed there.
	The size of the hole was specified by the Government to correspond with the dimensions of the Anderson shelter which the local council were to provide.There was no point in departing from the length and breadth which they specified,but common sense suggested that the deeper the hole,the safer the shelter would be.Accordingly,I dug the hole deep enough to bury the entire shelter below ground level,whereas the approved practice was to leave half the shelter above ground,and cover it with the  material excavated from the hole.It was hard work,but it kept me interestingly occupied for some days.Then we waited - all Winter,in the course of which the hole became full of rain water retained by heavy clay,the predominant soil of  the district.
	My sister's dog,Peggy,liked the arrangement,and loved to run at full speed round and round on top of the mound of excavated material surrounding the water-filled hole.Spring brought the men to deliver the shelter,who promptly asked to be recalled when the water had subsided.Gradually it went - more,I think,by evaporation than drainage,for that clay was pretty waterproof - and the men were sent for.
	"It's a bit deep,isn't it?" their leader asked."We can't put a shelter in there.Call us back when you've made it the right depth.You've been a bit too enthusiastic!"

					
	Eventually,the shelter was erected - at the correct regulation depth,but it soon  began to fill with water again.Those Corporation workmen were becoming a familiar sight in our garden!Now they were back - this time to dig a sump in one corner of the shelter,and lay a brick floor.That shelter,complete at last,did seem to have absorbed a disproportionate amount of the National War Effort - especially in view of the little use we were to make of it.
	It was some months before German aeroplanes came over our part of the country - about the time of the Battle of Britain.At first,they came singly,throbbing across the night sky of late Summer,to be challenged by sporadic but not very effective firing from our guns.We sat in the shelter,listening to all this and shivering a little,partly through the chill of the night air,partly through nervous unease.They didn't seem to be heading for anywhere in particular,but attacked various sites over a wide area.Perhaps they were probing our defences - such as they were;or perhaps they were just making a nuisance of themselves.This kind of raiding went on for some weeks,on and off,until the cooler nights of Autumn arrived,and the unheated steel shelter set in cold clay became very uninviting.After one particularly cold night in the shelter,my brother in law became quite ill,and was in bed for a few weeks as a result.The shelter,it seemed,threatened to be a greater hazard than the bombs - none of which had yet fallen anywhere near,so we decided to stay indoors in future.
	Our turn came,however,on a December night,when the main target was Sheffield,where a few hundred people were killed.By comparison,the damage done to our town was slight - though a number of people were killed,and several woollen mills were set on fire by planes which circled low over the town,apparently taking pains to find worthwhile targets.The local anti-aircraft guns,stationed on the highest ground in the district,could do nothing against such low-flying planes - though their firing usually shook the house and set the windows rattling alarmingly.On this occasion,though,the only opposition they could manage was from of  a machine gun - presumably aimed at flares which the planes would be dropping to enable them to pick out targets.
					
	I could not see any of this happening,but had to guess by what I could hear;for my sister,her husband,and their small baby,along with myself,were  crouched in the tiny pantry.This we considered the safest part of the house - largely because it had no windows and therefore offered better protection from blast,flying glass being a great hazard during air-raids.There,huddled together in that confined space,we listened...and  wondered.
	One plane went over very low,and seemed to pass above the house.There was a whistling sound mixed with that of the engines - then a heavy explosion shook the house ,and the lights went out.The bomb was actually half a mile away,but it seemed closer.My father arrived home shortly afterwards.From the hilltop above the town,he had seen the bomb explode - only a matter of yards from the pub  where he had spent the evening playing dominoes;and he feared for the lives of the friends he had left there.
	Planes came over at intervals until four o'clock in the morning,by which time we had grown so accustomed to them, and the thuds and bumps they brought,that we lay down on the floor and went to sleep.That was really the only time that a prolonged attack was made on our town.It was a light raid compared to those to which many places were subjected;nevertheless,seven people were killed - and that would be tragedy enough for their relatives.My father's drinking cronies were,to his relief, uninjured - though the nearest bomb shook sufficient soot down the chimney to ruin their beer and darken a few complexions. 	
	On the following morning,I went out to look at some of the damage.It was dull,foggy,and altogether miserable,with the smell of burning wool hanging heavily on the air.The bomb which had put out our lights had made a crater the full width of the main road to Wakefield - no distance from the fair ground where I had watched that ARP demonstration,and even nearer the Town Hall which the searchlight had floodlit...
	It was strange to realize that this damage had been done by an enemy of whom we had read so much, but of whom we had never previously had first-hand experience.Planes such as Heinkel 111's,Junkers 88's had actually been over our town...
					
It was hard to accept that these acts of war had occurred here - in this place so familiar and ordinary .War was something that happened in other lands - in special places;it was remote, distant,and - like the history one studied at school - scarcely real.But this really had occurred.Even that weaving shed where,as children,we had lingered to watch the long lines of looms busy on a summer afternoon - even that was a smouldering roofless shell.Which of us, in those happier times, would have dreamt that someone would one day fly over from Germany to burn it down?
	Saddening though it was to see this and other mills in ruins,I was impressed by the precision with which so many of them had been singled out and set on fire with so little damage to surrounding property.One felt that the attackers had a good idea of what they were after,and I cannot help connecting this with our German classmate -the one who could not sing "Onward Christian Soldiers".The family had returned to Germany in 1938,at the time of Munich,after living for some years in our town - which sits in a gloomy hollow,so that its details must have been very  hard to see on a dull December night in the black-out .The bombers could have found a bit of advance information from a former inhabitant of the place rather useful.That,of course,is conjecture - but not unreasonable.
	A week or so after the attack on our town, I went with my brother in law to Manchester and Liverpool,and was able to see the effects of major air raids.Both of these cities had been bombed over the previous few nights,and though it would be an exaggeration to say that they were in a state of chaos,they appeared to be fairly close to it.Hose pipes trailed about the streets,leading to great cotton mills and warehouses which were engulfed in smoke.A railway viaduct had been sliced through as if by a great clumsy axe.Here and there were gaps where houses had been torn out of their terraces,and rescuers were hard at work there,while squads of soldiers were being detailed for similar duties.A grim business.

					
	In Liverpool,it was impossible to gain access to the docks,for they were totally closed.The load of cloth for uniforms for the Navy which we were carrying could not be delivered,for the original depot to which we were taking it had been destroyed,and none of the alternative recipients could accept it. So we had to take it back to Morley, from where it had come.
	Our journey was,then,in a sense wasted,but it did give me a striking lesson on the nature of war,and some idea of what man is prepared to do to man.My strongest memory of that day  is of an old lady who lived on the outskirts of Manchester,at a transport cafe where we stopped for a meal .Her family were trying to comfort her, for,after a few nights of noise and fear ,she  was in a state of terror and shock,and was dreading what the following night might bring.
	All this would be too bad at any time,but it was actually two days before Christmas.I suppose the German airmen would be  celebrating both Christmas,and   their achievements in our night skies,for their losses by night were slight,and they seemed to have little to regret at that time... 
	During one particularly heavy raid on London ,shortly after Christmas,very large fires were started which threatened to destroy much of the City.This led to the introduction of a scheme known as Firewatching,under which it became compulsory to keep watch on all business and commercial premises during the black-out hours.The intention was that firewatchers should either deal with any outbreak themselves,or summon the better-equipped Fire Services if they were unable to do so.Firewatchers were drawn from  people who  worked at the premises involved,and from them a duty roster was compiled.In the case of our school,this included the masters,caretakers,and pupils over the age of sixteen,who were required to firewatch on one night per week.In fact,although sixteen was,I believe,the minimum legal age,many of us undertook this duty while still only fourteen.The team each night consisted of a master,a caretaker,and four boys.The boys slept in the basement at one end of the school;the caretaker in his room,at the other end.
					
 	The master on duty slept in the staff room,on the upper floor - except for the head,who retired to his own private room,and probably dozed - or learnt mathematical tables - logs,tangents,cosines,and so on - off by heart...one of his pet diversions!
	We had been given some very slight practice in the use of the stirrup pump , our main weapon,but had no sand - which  the official ARP instructions, deemed essential.Considering the structure of our school building,however,it's very doubtful whether we could have dealt with any incendiary bomb landing on the roof.It would probably have penetrated the tiles and started a fire in the underdrawing - a complicated labyrinth of beams and joists about ten feet above the upper floor,and reached by narrow man-holes in the ceiling.To my knowledge,only one firewatcher - an assistant caretaker called Henry - had ever clambered  through the man-hole into that dark mysterious place.He reported back to the headmaster - whose idea it was that he should carry out the exploration - that it would be impossible for us to  deal with a fire in that confined place .And the under-drawing was never mentioned again! 
	It was,in fact,difficult to know what we were supposed to do in case of fire - or even in the event of any air raid,with or without fire,for that matter.Apparently ,no procedure had been thought out and laid down as official school policy,and each master seemed to have a different idea of what we should do when the sirens sounded.One,for instance,told us to sit on the floor of an upstairs corridor,and just wait - all together,in a spot from which we could see very little of what was happening;for all we knew,the other side of the school could have been well-alight!The caretaker,meanwhile,was stationed at the foot of the stairs which led down from the end of our corridor.He whistled a descending three-note phrase (Doh - Fah - Doh,I would say) at intervals of a minute or so.In this way,that timid man, whose his name Thistlethwaite - or something  like it  - must have sought  to maintain a bond with us in the   dark loneliness - for it was dark;only a few rooms of the school were blacked-out,and so all this was going on without the benefit of lighting.I can still clearly recall that man's mournful whistle;we all felt like that,I suppose,but there was no need to keep going on about it!
					
	The headmaster reacted to an air raid warning in a totally different way.He took the boys outside,and we all strolled about the playground.At the time,I thought this was rather like folding up one's umbrella after the rain had started,for I felt a bit exposed,but I suppose he considered this the best place from which to tell whether any incendiary bombs had landed on the school.Fortunately,that particular raid was some way off,and we were able to watch the distant flashes and lights in the sky without danger.At one point,there were four bangs in quick succession - anti-aircraft fire."Guns" I said.
	"Are they ours?" He asked.
	"I hope so,sir," I answered."If not,the Germans must be getting close!"
	"Oh - really?" He said,obviously without having understood my remark.
            "It's the Copper Works they're after."He went on."That's the only place worth bombing round here.Yes - it'll be the Copper Works."
	Hadn't the man ever noticed other potential targets - such as railways,munition works,factories,power stations,and so on? I wondered.But I didn't say anything!
	Obviously,firewatching brought teachers and pupils into much closer contact than would otherwise have been the case.In those days,opportunities for contact between staff and pupils - other than academically - were few,but now we had a chance to learn a little more about our teachers,and it was interesting to discover that though,in general,they were masters of their own particular subjects,once they turned to other matters they were very ordinary mortals!
	There was MM,for instance.He was an armchair strategist,who followed the war closely,and predicted future developments with the enthusiasm peculiar to those far removed from theatres of operations - and likely to remain so! MM was one of those fortunate enough to miss service in either war - too young for one,too old for the other.
	But not so Polly,who was a somewhat older man.Polly had seen so much of the Great War that his interest in the second did not extend to its prolonged discussion.In fact,he never seemed to mention it at all.
					 
He was quite content to pass the evening playing cribbage with the head caretaker - until half-past nine.Then he would quietly say that he was just going outside to have a look round  to see that everything was alright - and the caretaker,another veteran of 
1914-18,would wink at us knowingly,for we all realised that Polly's sallies were less concerned with the condition of the school than with the state of things at the "Shoulder of  Mutton", just up the road.Three quarters of an hour did seem a long time to spend on a simple perambulation of our not very large school ;the annual cross-country race took less time - and that was six miles!
	The headmaster did not visit the local - I don't suppose he would have been found dead there - but the small attache case which he brought to school when fire-watching often emitted a glassy chink...Under Double Summer Time which we enjoyed during the war years,it was sometimes light until midnight and we did not need to turn up for firewatching until eleven thirty.Once,I was first to arrive,and waited for the head as he chinked his lesiurely way up the drive.He then stood talking to me for some time,expounding from his seemingly endless store of strange ideas.It seemed incredible that a man,particularly of his standing,could really believe such nonsense.	Noticing my bicycle,for instance,he asked how far I was in the habit of riding,and on this topic he was remarkably lucid - for it involved mileage,and numbers,which was just up his street!But that led to the question of energy...and sugar.This was severely rationed,one person's allowance being three teaspoonsful per day,but that was of no consequence to him,for,as I already knew,he used saccharin tablets - copiously.He carried a hundred or so of these in an envelope in his pocket,and used to put six tablets into each cup of coffee.They sank down,to send up an eruption of bubbles - like miniature depth-charges - after which a greenish scum floated to the surface.Unless one shared his addiction,it was inadvisable to take coffee in his presence, for he would have that envelope out of his pocket,and drop an obliging clutch of tablets into your cup before you'd realized what was happening."Here - try these;jolly good - I always carry some!" He'd smile.  
						
	He must have had a very sweet tooth,for, to a normal palate,the resulting brew was too bitter to consume.The Boss,as we called him,claimed that since saccharin had a much sweeter taste than sugar,it must provide even much more energy.I was embarassed to have to listen to such nonsense;did an educated man in his position really think that one could measure the energy in a food by tasting it?I looked away at a distant hillside,and wondered whatever was coming next!		
	Having sung the praises of sweetness,he went on to denounce a local product which is far from sweet -  rhubarb ;a logical step,I suppose. "Must be bad for you," he said ."They put  manure on rhubarb fields - lots of it! I've seen them!"
	Knowing this to be true - that rhubarb did receive heavy dressings of manure -I nodded."Oh yes,you see," he went on,"it is poisonous - bound to be poisonous,with all that manure.I would never eat rhubarb under any circumstances.Never!"
	Turnips caught it next,because they too were well-manured.This discourse on foodstuffs went on for some time,and I was beginning to wonder how the head managed to keep body and soul together,for he seemed to have an extraordinary
fear of being poisoned by  foods which were normally considered harmless.It was a relief when the rest of the firewatchers arrived,and the Boss decided it was time to go indoors.
	There were occasional misunderstandings over the duty roster,and one evening two masters turned up.Tich Freeman came first,and he,as he usually did,left his bicycle just inside the entrance.Some time later,when it was quite dark,the head arrived.The building was in darkness because of the black-out,the headmaster was short-sighted,and who would have expected to find a bicycle just inside the door, anyway?When the clattering and muffled oaths had died down,and the chinking attache case and bike had been picked up,there were apologies all round - one from Tich for leaving the bike there,the other from the Boss ,who had turned up by mistake.
	"Oh dear! Sorry!Must have been looking at the wrong page or something.!"
 	But it was not up to him  to apologise over the "Bluebeard" incident,though!
					
	"Bluebeard" ,a new master,and quite young,failed  to arrive on time for duty one night,so we summoned the headmaster,who came to school in his place - it was quite a short walk.An hour or so later,Bluebeard was heard knocking loudly on the door,where he was met - in darkness,of course,by the head.He had been to a party - as one might well have guessed from the somewhat hesitant and noticeably slurred speech with which he made his point to the head! He was quite unfit to be left in charge of affairs,however,and was therefore refused admission to our particular party - and sent packing.
	Our official term of duty ended when daylight came,which in summertime was quite early - about five o'clock.All the other masters stayed on the premises until the more reasonable hour of seven or eight o'clock,but the head,who seemed unable to settle down and relax properly,insisted on our leaving at the earliest possible lawful time.This was annoying,for we could well have slept for a few more hours,but it was not without its compensations,for I used to walk home into some marvellous sunrises - while the rest of the town slept on,oblivious of the beauty overhead.
	The old town took on a different aspect at such times.It had a cleaner,almost noble, air ,and as I looked down from the hillside known as Caulms Wood over the stepped rooves of rows of terrace houses to the town centre,there came to mind the lines:
	"This City now doth like a garment wear
	The beauty of the morning....
	Dear God! The very houses seem asleep..."
            Maybe it wasn't quite Westminster Bridge,but it impressed me!
	And for the last four years of the war,apart from a few air-raid warnings,the town was allowed to rest peacefully,so that our firewatching duties lapsed into a pleasant uneventful routine until I left the school in July 1944. 	
	As for the ominous sandbags outside the station with which I opened this chapter - they happily remained unscathed throughout the war.
					
				CHAPTER FIFTEEN
				POTATO PICKING

	In some of  the war years,our  summer holiday,normally of seven weeks,was split into two parts - three weeks in late July and August ,and four weeks in October.This was so that a party from school could go away to pick potatoes .I was a member of  the first such band.	The farm was about thirty miles from our home town,and lay on the rich land near the Lincolnshire border.We travelled to Doncaster by train,paying our own fare out of the "profit" we expected to make,and completed the journey to the farm  by bike.     One half of  our party stayed  in a small  semi-detached farm cottage,where the school cook - who lodged at a private house in the nearby village - was to prepare and serve all our meals.The other half of our party,including myself,were to sleep in a nearby  farm-house which was the home of the farm foreman and his wife and daughter.
	The farmer for whom we were working lived at another farm.This was seven miles away,and somewhat larger,and it was there that our headmaster - the only teacher with us - was to stay as the farmer's guest.The head was soon up to his tricks;he immediately appropriated for his own use a seven pound tin of honey - half of our entire stock of that commodity! This boded ill;what else was he likely to take?But Mrs.Ellis,the cook,had him weighed up."Don't worry,boys." She said,in her pleasant Welsh way."Don't worry.I shall get it back!"
	And she did - a fortnight later,when the head was "amazed" (he was never merely surprised !)  that a dozen lads working hard out of doors had managed to consume seven pounds of honey "in such a short time"!
	"I  told you I'd get it back" she beamed."But you"ll never guess what he did this morning.I asked him to fetch me some salt from the shop down the road.He came back empty handed.He was "afraid there were some village women in the shop."...and he wasn't going to wait behind  them!" 
					
	I couldn't help but associate this incident with one of his favourite quotations.
"Yee-ees," he would say,with that long drawn out affirmative which he used to herald his observations which he considered particularly profound ."Yee-ees - it's a fact indeed that one half of the world doesn't know how the other half lives."
	And some of us,I thought,aren't particularly interested in finding out!
	The farmer soon assessed the headmaster's, character.He also had a fair assessment of our appetites,for he sent round half a sheep." An' there's nowt to pay for it," he said."But don't let yond old so and so know owt about it;the less he knows the better."	The "old so and so" did,however - despite his notoriously bad eyesight - notice a  large portion of the mutton cooking in the  oven during one of his daily visits.He must have become wary of Mrs.Ellis,though,and apparently thought it unwise to raise the matter with her.Instead,he expressed his bewilderment  to the farmer,who soon reported back to Mrs.Ellis.
	"He's seen t'mutton," the farmer said."Did he say owt to you about it?"
	"No - not a word."
	"Oh! But he came home yesterday an' said he'd seen you cooking an enormous piece o' meat - an' he couldn't think where  it might have come from.Anyway - I didn't make him any wiser!I just said that I supposed t'lads had to have summat to eat - an' he said he supposed they would,but there did seem to be rather a lot. I said 'Aye - and there's a lot o' lads!' I think he'd like 'em to live on air and water - then there'd be more for him to eat!"
	Initially,the work seemed to be back-breaking.By the end of the first day I could hardly stand up,and wondered how I could possibly survive a month of this.We started on a five acre field,half of which we left - "Because",the farmer said,"they're Edwards."Such was my agricultural ignorance at the time,that I imagined these must belong to some gentleman called Edward,whereas in fact they were,of course,King Edward Potatoes,and,being a later variety,were to be left to grow for a few more weeks.
					

	The field was paced out along its length,and sticks were placed at intervals of about twenty yards to mark the limits of each person's stint.Besides ourselves,there were other pickers - mainly girls from a local housing estate,who provided most of the seasonal labour on the farm and were a good deal more supple than us.	The potatoes were knocked sideways out of the ridges by an implement called a "Spinner",which would now be considered a museum piece,but which was in those days quite up to date.The spinner worked along one ridge,crossed the headland at the end of the field,and then returned along a ridge at the other side of the field - thus gradually clearing the crop as it worked in ever-narrowing circuits.
	Ideally,each picker should  have just completed gathering his stint by the time the tractor returned.Ideally,that is,from the farmer's point of view,for it would have meant that no time was being wasted - but it was very hard on the back!If someone had not quite finished when the spinner came round again,Victor,the tractorman would stop and lend a hand with a sympathetic grin,before jumping back on his paraffin-driven mount,which he loved like a brother.We had rather less affection than that for the machine,for its insistent progress round the field meant work...and more work!There was little time to watch the thing,for our heads were down,looking for spuds,but it could be heard making its relentless way round the field,and once the novelty had gone from the work,we wished that something might happen to delay the tractor for a little while at least - long enough,say,to check whether or not one's back really had seized up in the lumbar region.
	Occasional relief did come when the spinner encountered an unusually dense patch of potato haulm,for this became wrapped round the driving shaft,and jammed the machine.This took a few minutes to clear,and gave us some respite.It also revealed the Achilles Heel of the contraption,and thereafter there was some surreptitious gathering together of potato haulms,which were laid along unharvested rows in the hope of securing further stoppages.Victor saw through this one,though,and,grinning broadly at the saboteur,would stop briefly to remove the offending material from his path.
					
	We initially undertook to stay for a fortnight,with the chance to stay on for the full month if the work did not prove too uncongenial.Though my back had troubled me so much at first,in the course of a few days this problem was largely overcome.I then enjoyed the work so much that I could have continued indefinitely,and at the end of two weeks I was one of those choosing to stay on.	By then we had cleared four or five fields of a few acres each,and there  rem- ained what was for those days a monster of twenty acres .This was at the main farm,where the proprietor lived and where our headmaster was staying,and it involved a cycle ride of seven miles each way from our quarters.One morning,my tyre punctured on the way to work,so that I had to repair it during the lunch hour.News of my misfortune reached the head,who came along to show me how to go about it - and to help... It was very considerate of him,and revealed a human side of his nature which was not always in evidence,but he was rather short-sighted,and the assistance he afforded was minimal .I should have been more appreciative than I  was of his gesture in descending from his normal Olympean heights to such a mundane level,but my youthful lack of understanding decreed otherwise.I think I really resented the implic-ation that I was incapable of repairing a puncture by myself! Eventually ,the numerous small holes in the tyre were repaired.I must have ridden over several small sharp objects in the road,for the tyre was peppered.The head blamed it on the local folk,whom he suspected of having some kind pf grudge against us - though on what grounds I can't imagine.He did,however,warn us to be very wary of them!
	Actually,we got on very well with the local people - though on our first night there had been a slight complaint from the neighbours who lived next door to the cottage where we all ate and half our company slept.The main trouble had been Joe,who had bought a map of  the Russian Front which he was fastening to the wall at midnight - while our neighbours were trying to settle down to sleep at the other side of the wall!Joe and I argued a great deal over that map.I was,or at least,in my first flush of
political enthusiasm imagined myself to be, a red-hot communist.Joe certainly was not!
					
	Joe maintained that communism leads to decay,and that the Russians would collapse before the German onslaught in that autumn of 1941.His dislike of the Russians led him to gloat over each day's reports of fresh German advances.I couldn't
understand such a foolish attitude,for I realized that our main hope of victory lay in Russian success.They alone could engage the Germans on the scale needed to destroy their large and powerful army,and,whatever one's political leanings,it was a matter of self-interest to promote Rusian success.To Joe's credit,later in the war he modified his views ,and admitted that I had been right.But while we were potato picking there were some heated exchanges!
	The half dozen lads staying in the cottage had an advantage over the rest of us,who were billetted at the foreman's house across the road - for they could stay out late at night.We,on the other hand,had to be indoors by nine,for at that early hour the foreman and his household went to bed in order to be fit to get up at five in the morning in order to prepare the horses for the day's work.Those picturesque creatures were rather more demanding than Victor's oily tractor!
	The foreman's habit of locking the doors and retiring so early was very inconvenient,for it prevented our going into Doncaster to the pictures - and Carmen Miranda was on!We thought of a way round this problem,though.Those who were not going into town were to pretend that everyone was indoors when the foreman checked at nine,and when we returned we would climb in through  our bedroom window,and since this was on the ground floor it only involved negotiating a flower bed in the dark.
	We arrived back at about ten o'clock,slipped through the thorny rose bushes,to open the window and climb inside.There was no black-out at the window,so all this went on in darkness,and the others did not see us arrive.As quietly as we could we undressed,but the others,awakened by the inevitable disturbance,told us that the foreman had discovered our absence and was waiting up  to make sure that we had arrived back safely - and,of course,to let us in!Putting our clothes back on,we climbed out of the window,and went to the front door to make an official,and apologetic, entry! 
					
	The foreman,Mr.Hobson,was very understanding ,but I suppose he was glad that we were only there for a matter of weeks .He much preferred his horses - even though they did get him up at such an early hour!	There were many horses on the farm,and in the course of the month most of us had our first experience of handling them in the field.Each picker gathered potatoes into a  basket,and when this was full its contents were emptied into one of a series of hampers which were set out at intervals.When full,the hampers were  tipped into a horse-drawn cart  which took its load to a clamp at the edge of the field.Normally the horses were handled by regular horsemen,but  when they were occupied in building the clamp , we were allowed to lead the horses and carts - having first been given the necessary elementary instruction.There was more to this job than one might think!	The most important point to bear in mind was that,in turning,the horse's head must be pushed round,and never pulled towards oneself - otherwise,a hoof and several pounds weight of horse are likely to descend on one's foot!
	One afternoon when I was engaged in this work,the head was watching from a nearby road - he spent much of his time driving around in his two-seater sports car and occasionally stopped to watch proceedings from a safe distance.When he next saw me,he said - incredulously - "Did I see you driving a horse yesterday?"
	"Yes sir."
	"Amazing...Amazing...Amazing!"
	Interesting,perhaps,I suppose, and unusual for me - but amazing? Scarcely!
	But a lot of  normal  ordinary everyday things were "amazing" to our head.
	"Brown...Ah Brown...I'd like a word with you" .He once said ,taking one of my friends aside.
	"Yes sir?"
	"Didn't I see you speaking to a - Girl - on the way to school this dinner time?
	"Yes sir."
	This was not merely Amazing;it was Incredible!
				
	That gives some idea of the relationship which was officially supposed to prev-
ail between our school and the corresponding establishment for girls which stood about a quarter of a mile away!  "Never the twain shall meet!" They obviously weren't supposed to! Our headmaster had more or less abolished the opposite sex,and when he did mention girls it was in a grudging way;he just didn't seem to realize how attractive they were - and yet he was a married man with a family of his own - none of them,incidentally,girls!
	An interesting episode occurred when an outstandingly pretty young lady,in her early twenties,came to teach in the Junior Department.There had been no comparable female in the school in our time there - just one or two of  the rather severe battle-axe type - and she shone amongst the drab surroundings.This was too much for one nine year old.One morning,he left his desk,walked smartly out to the front,and planted a kiss firmly on her cheek in front of the whole class!
	The head sent for the lad when the matter was reported to him.One wondered whether it was perhaps to congratulate him on his good taste and gallantry! But no -he just found it "amazing"!
	It was our turn to be amazed when,some weeks after our return from potato picking,the final share out of the proceeds took place.We had worked for a month,and had received our food and one pound pocket money while we were away.We had paid our own rail fare,and had also paid for the headmaster's petrol - sufficient for a thousand miles,though we had only been thirty miles from home! The balance allowed nineteen shillings and eleven pence for those who had worked for the full month,and nine shillings and elevenpence ha'penny for the rest.And those were the exact amounts we received.Having taken such an outrageous sum for his own petrol,he had the nerve to require pennies or halfpennies as change from the  One Pound or Ten Shilling notes we were given.Amazing indeed!
				  

	While I didn't mind doing my bit for the war effort,and had actually enjoyed the farm work enough to give me a lasting interest in it ,I did not intend to be exploited by the headmaster again .In the following year I stayed at home and firewatched in place of those who had gone potato picking.At three shillings a night,three or four times a week,this was rather more profitable - and  effortless.It also gave me time for a spot of gardening - digging potatoes on our own allotment!
	




					
				CHAPTER SIXTEEN
             	   FLAMBOROUGH - OUR SEASIDE RETREAT
	In wartime,holidays away from home were not easily arranged,for both transport and accommodation were severely restricted.It seemed,therefore,that we should have to wait until peace returned before we would again be able to enjoy our weeks by the sea.There must have been thousands of families in those days - many much more seriously affected by the war than ourselves - who longed for the day when things had returned to normal,and they could go back to their old familiar resort.Most people did  have a favourite holiday place;ours was Flamborough.
	We had first gone there in the summer of 1937,to stay in a converted tram-car at a cliff-top site.It was called - in this treeless spot ! - "Rookery Nook",and its neighbours bore names in similar vein - "Chez Nous","Mon Repos","Eesi Holme",and
so on -  which one hopes were meant to be humorous,rather than  in good taste!These holiday homes were a motley collection of converted trams and buses,and small wooden chalets ,along with rather more ambitious and better appointed bungalows which even boasted a certain amount of brickwork! All in all,they were not a very pituresque bunch,but there was one thing to be said in their favour - they were all quite sturdy; none of them could afford to be otherwise in that exposed situation.
	Several of these structures belonged to successful businessmen from our town  - mainly rag merchants,who were prominent among the nouveau-riche of the time and who had developed a fashion for having a little place of their own at Flamborough."Rookery Nook" belonged  to one such - a brother of my sister's fiance,and another brother ,Bert,drove us to Flamborough.The car was a four seater,and since there were to be four of us,along with our luggage and food for the week,we were prepared for a squash.We were not,however,prepared for Bert's eighteen stone friend,brought along "for company on the way back".They occupied the front seats,while we squeezed into the back,with me crouched on a biscuit tin.A memorable trip!We hoped that Bert's friend would be absent on the return journey a week later.But no such luck!
					
	The holiday,however,  proved worth the minor discomforts of the car ride.It was our first family holiday,and the first time I had stayed by the sea.I found the flashes of the lighthouse which swept through the bedroom as we lay waiting to fall asleep fascinating - and the booming of the fog-horn through the early morning mist;and the dew on the grass and clover about the caravans,where sheep grazed right up to one's front door!Then there was the sea pounding into little rocky bays;the dazzling cliffs of chalk - and great boulders on the beach,where crabs found safe refuge as we sought them amongst the seaweed.There was the unbelievable chorus of countless kittiwakes on the high cliffs towards Bempton;and the deep little rock pools where you could watch creatures come to life which had hitherto been known only as pictures on Wills' cigarette cards - smooth blenny,hermit crabs,spider crabs,limpets,periwinkles,and the rest.This was Paradise!
	During the next two years,my father,my brother and I went to Flamborough regularly - by train!And how I looked forward to those happy times!But then came the war,and by mid 1940 the East Coast had become a restricted zone .Official restrictions apart,though,with nothing but the sea between there and Germany,it did not seem the most suitable place for a holiday.We heard that nearby Bridlington had been attacked a few times,and there was talk of property in that town going for a song.Naturally,our local rag merchants felt uneasy for the security of their cliff-top retreats,but could do little except hope - and, in some cases,possibly pray!
            In the following year,when the danger of invasion had receded,and daylight attacks on the coast had become rarer,my father went back to Flamborough to stay at a private house and meet some of his old  friends.Security ,though,was still tight,and one day he was approached by the village Bobby,who asked to see his identity card.	"Identity card!" my dad said,fumbling through his pockets."I don't seem to have it;I must have left it at home in my other suit!"
	"Well" said the policeman."Here you are - seventy miles from home - in a restricted area.No identity card.How do I know you're who you say you are?"
				
	"Alright",my father said."Ring t'Borough Treasurer up at Dewsbury,and ask him whether  Fred Milner's paid his rates this year!"
	Which  the policeman did!  After that they became great friends,and the Bobby used  to jokingly call my father"T'Borough Treasurer " whenever they met!
	While he was there,my father took the opportunity to look at some of the caravans on the old site,and on returning home reported their condition to their owners.This resulted in an excellent arrangement,for they agreed that my father should stay in
their caravans gratis,in exchange for any maintenance work which he was able to undertake.Subsequently,he spent a good part of the summer months there for the rest of the war,and I often joined him during my holidays,for it was only a few hours bike ride from home.
	Those were great days.I remember with particular pleasure one place where I used to stop for my half-way rest and and lunch on my way to the coast.It was near the top of the escarpment overlooking Market Weighton,and gave a fine view of the Vale of York.Here were countless fields,woods,and hedgerows stretching away to the Pennine foothills,with the towers and spires of parish churches peeping from the land-scape here and there.But crowning all were Selby Abbey and York Minster - creamy white and unmistakeable landmarks in the shimmering blue haze.
	Marvellous!
	That beautiful landscape had more sinister overtones,though;for scattered about it were several bomber aerodromes,and many an airman must have looked down on this scene with a heavy heart as he flew off towards Germany.
	I once saw forty seven such planes - "Halifaxes" -  in neat formation,three abreast,fly out over Flamborough making for Hamburgh..They would be joined by several similar formations on the way to  what I now realize was one of the most
devastating raids of the war.It was a stirring spectacle as they roared overhead on that lovely calm summer's evening.Then they gradually disappeared towards the horizon,and the sound faded as they went inexorably about their destructive business.
					
	It is a sad reflection that for over five years our principal desire was the obliteration of our terrible enemy across the North Sea.But it was so;and in our embattled state those planes were a cheering sight,for they represented the major means by which we could bring discomfiture upon our foes.For the German civilians,who must have heard the approach of those planes with dread,I felt little sympathy - though this was attributable to my youth,rather than to a callous nature.Our concern was,quite understandably,for our own bomber crews,whose losses were considerable - sometimes thirty or forty aircraft in one night,and on one occasion over ninety.
	The bombers which I had seen flew over while I was on the beach,where I often went in the evening.With not another soul in sight,one could sit in  silence except for the sound of the waves breaking gently and falling back over the steep shingle down which  the water retreats  with a gentle drawn-out "Shooshhh" such as I don't recall having heard elsewhere.The evening sun slants in along the coast,for this is one of  those places where the sun for part of the year not only rises but also sets over the sea.Now it catches the little headlands and lights up the water - here a touch of ultramarine,there a line of turquoise,with patches of pale milky-green.
	"It is a beauteous evening,calm and free..."
	This is what Flamborough should always be like.I had known it less tranquil when pre-war holiday makers were desporting themselves here,but I always thought,even as a child,that it was not a place for fun and frolics  - save those for Blackpool!I'm glad that I saw it at its most peaceful - strangely,in wartime.
	Even the convoys which sailed by every few days were quiet,and one would glance out to sea to find that forty or fifty ships had suddenly slipped into view.They went by in long parallel lines,quite slowly and silently,with an odd destroyer or two.Once,my heart missed a beat when I noticed a submarine amongst them -on the surface - but my binoculars (which cost me ten shillings at the local pawn-shop!) showed it to be one of ours - "Thames" class,I seem to remember - a bit more
knowledge acquired via pre-war cigarette cards!
					
	Those ships are sailing up our side of a long minefield which  protects the East Coast,and their route is kept safe by three or four trawlers which spend their day sweeping the shipping lane free of any mines which may have broken adrift.At night
fall,these little vessels anchor off the South Landing,on the Bridlington side of Flamborough Head,each protected  by a barrage balloon tethered to its deck and floating perhaps five hundred feet above it.How quietly these boats go about their task;and what a tranquil study in silver and grey they make!By their appearance,one would never imagine the dangerous nature of their work.From time to time,though,they must find mines and blow them up - and there's nothing very tranquil about an exploding
mine.The local coast-guard knew something about that,at first hand - as he explained when we spoke to him one Sunday afternoon.
	"Went off at the bottom of the cliff" , he said."Right below my look-out cabin here! You should have seen the stuff that came flying up! Straight past my window Phuff!Good job it's a high cliff...Must have drifted in with the tide,y'see."
	He told us this as we stood outside his small look-out post,which was perched at the edge of the three-hundred foot cliffs - on the wrong side of the fence!His way to this isolated spot lay across a field,and was marked by a line of chalk pebbles to enable him to find the way in the darkness.A German plane had come over in daylight once,when he was alone in this little hut."Flying round and round he was.I thought he was going to have a go at me,I can tell you.There was nothing else to interest him,as far as I could see - just my hut and him! I didn't feel at all comfortable,and it seemed a long time before a fighter came and then - off they went!"
	That was in the Summer of 1942.The Germans had recovered from their mauling by the Russians in the  Winter,and were advancing towards the Caucasus,and Stalingrad - as well as in North Africa.There seemed to be no stopping them,and the news in the Sunday paper which the coastguard showed us was very bad.By the end of that year,however,the course of the war was to change dramatically,with a big Russian counter offensive and British victories in North Africa.
						
	Serving with our army in North Africa ,at that time, was a childhood neighbour of ours called Norman,who was one of those older boys who had played cricket on the shooting-board back in 1934 - a companion of the unforgettable Arnold.
	The last time I saw Norman,he was with his mother,father,and older brother on a  footpath near Flamborough lighthouse on a  summer's evening in 1938 This was a pleasant little family,who deserved no ill.But when Norman was called into the army, early in war, his distraught mother took her own life ;and Norman was himself to die in the fighting in North Africa.
	Peace,when it came,could,one feels, have brought little comfort to the surviving two members of that  tranquil little group, which in my mind's eye forever haunts those sunlit cliff tops - a poignant comment on the cruel unfairness of war,an  affliction on friend and foe alike.
	I read once of a German father whose entire family perished in an RAF raid.He marked their grave with one word: "Warum?"  -  meaning "Why?"  Yes -  why indeed?
	My memories of Flamborough are somewhat mixed ...


				

			
				CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
				           WALKING

	Since early childhood,walking has been a constant source of pleasure to me,and I cannot remember a time when I was not familiar with the fields and footpaths about my home.Nearest at hand were the "Cornfields",and beyond them the "Kirk-
baulks",while rather further away were fields known as "Vickerman's" - after a person who had once farmed that land.Further still,in what seemed quite remote parts,were the "Pinnacle","T'Back o't' Moon Farm","Paradise",and suchlike.I was often taken for walks of three or four miles in these places,and on such outings first noticed the beauty of  may blossom massed against  clear blue sky,hedgerows full of the pink flowers of the wild rose,and twisted oaks in the surviving remnants of ancient forests - such as the sturdily named "Dogloitch Wood".
	My fondness for walking seems to have been inborn.I appear to have inherited an inclination to wander and explore - to find out what lies on the other side of the sky-line ;and what better way to do this than the one most of us are fortunate enough to possess - on foot?.	This tendency showed itself while I was still quite small,and I clearly remember waking up one Monday morning with a strong notion and urge to walk every track in the local allotments - something I'd never done before.No great undertaking this,by adult standards - but of no small significance to a five year old planning an outing on his own for the very first time.And so,straight after breakfast,off I went on my ten-minute expedition.I can't remember actually covering the ground,but I do know that it left me with a lasting sense of satisfaction and accomplishment - so I must have done it.That satisfaction ,along with the mild thrill of anticipation before the event,seemed to be of over-riding importance - an illustration of the fact that it is the spirit behind our enterprizes which matters,rather than the precise nature of those enterprizes. 
					
	It  was not long before I embarked on a rather more ambitious solo expedition.
         One morning,I took it into my head to walk out along the main road which ran near our house,and to go further along it than I had ever been before on foot.When I told her of my intention,my mother did not forbid the undertaking,though she must have felt some alarm at my suggestion - especially since I insisted on going alone,though she was in any case too busy with the housework to accompany me.So off I went  - along Wakefield Road, up the longish hill known as Chickenley Heath,and so into the Street Side area, on the Ossett boundary .I was by then in the unfamiliar territory I had come to see,but I had not gone far into it before the pull of home,rather like a length of stretched elastic,began to overcome the attraction of the unknown  and I turned back - with my curiosity for the moment satisfied,and with a heightened sense of the value of home.It is often good to let children work things out of their system in this way,and certainly in my case the experience seems to have satisfied  my  urge to go exploring alone for some years - until I was more capable of looking after myself,in fact.
	Six or seven years later,I was old enough to go for much longer walks on my own,and then I spent many happy days tramping the countryside,looking out not only for picturesque scenery,which has always appealed to me,but also for interesting features of  local railways.What a delight it was ,on a school  holiday,to empty my satchel of books and load it with with food and drink for the day - then out into the fresh morning air,free to go wherever I chose! 
	It is this sense of freedom which walking confers which I find so appealing -striding out at one's own pace,humming or singing quietly to oneself,reciting poetry,or just thinking.And then,above all,there is the scenery to be enjoyed as only the walker can enjoy it - at his own lesiurely pace - not forgetting that scenery overhead,the constantly changing cloudscape which the indoor man rarely seems to notice!All this may smack of escapism - a dodging of Life's broader issues.But,on the other hand,maybe it is in fact a search for the really broad issues of life.It is often wise to view human affairs from a distance.It can put things into better perspective...
					
	My early walks were enjoyable,but they lay entirely through a tame cultivated landscape of fields and hedgerows  interlaced with roads and lanes - pleasant enough,but soon I was to discover a different,wilder countryside.This was
on what I always remember as "Tich" Freeman's walk.Tich taught French,and one day he sent a message round the school ;he was organising a Ramble,and was anyone interested? Down went my name - along with many others who suddenly developed a
remarkable interest in walking once they realized that it was to be in school time!
	Came the day,and it was a dull grey morning which spelled rain as we gathered in the Market Place before heading for the station - en route for Otley,in Wharfedale,a valley which was to become my most favoured tramping ground in the course of the next few years.	Shortly after walking out of Otley,we were diverted from our planned route by a notice barring entry to a particular footpath because of Foot and Mouth restrictions.This disease took immediate hold of our untutored townish minds,and was diagnosed - or at least strongly suspected - in every beast we saw for the next mile or so,but particularly in the case of a bull fastened up near the roadside,whose unkempt appearance and sullen disposition led to the unanimous conclusion that he'd "got it alright!"
	Then to the moors - the first time I'd ever seen such rough ground.By then the rain had started,and,being dressed in our normal school clothes we were soon quite wet - wet enough,in fact,to forget about Foot and Mouth Disease.Visibility was poor,
and Tich Freeman strode out through the mist, at the head of what had by then taken on the appearance of an undisciplined , bedraggled army in retreat.We,the younger members of the group,made what ground we could,but Tich and the older lads set a stiff pace.Now and then we caught sight of him through the mist,as he stood beside a shooting butt,presumably looking for the tail of the column,but just as it seemed that we were about to catch up,off he strode into the mist.That moor seemed endless;and it's strange to remember how lost I felt on that stretch of ground which has since become so familiar to me and is in fact of no great extent.
					
	At length,we reached a small plantation,where the leaders halted and the stragglers caught up.Here we drank from a spring of fresh water,some of us using an aluminium cup belonging to one of my friends.As I remember it,this cup collapsed so as to fit in the pocket.It was a somewhat avant-garde item,and probably the only piece of  what might be termed specialist equipment which our entire party carried.Not for ramblers of those days the Cagoul,Anorak,and Commando sole!No! Scarcely anyone then dressed specially for such outings;on this particular day,for instance "Speeder" Long,the History master,later joined us wearing a bowler hat and carrying a neatly rolled up umbrella - his only concession to the rural environment being a pair of cycle clips to keep his every-day trousers out of the mud!
	Refreshed at the spring,we made for the hamlet of Timble,where we ate our sandwiches by the inn and the weather lifted sufficiently for the more optimistic to claim that they could see a reservoir in the adjacent valley.I couldn't see it,but the sky did clear and we were able to dry out as we walked down the Washburn valley.Here is a chain of reservoirs,and a delightful pack-horse bridge;there was,too,a working water--mill,which might also have been delightful if the bulk of our party had not been seen disappearing down the road on the back of a lorry just as we got there!The lucky blighters had secured an impromptu lift to Pool,our next refreshment point.That meant an extra two miles for us - the weaker brethren - to walk,which,in our weary state blunted our appreciation of the picturesque - even of working water mills!
	But we survived,and I for one enjoyed those somewhat taxing eighteen miles -though ,admittedly,I enjoyed them more in retrospect than at the time!It had been a great day,though;I had sampled moorland for the first time - rough,uncultivated,
squelchy moorland - full of atmosphere,and Lovely!
	A few years were to pass before I went to Wharfedale again,for it was some miles away from our home town,but then I started to visit Ilkley and the Bolton Abbey area quite regularly.My friends and I used to plan walks in that area while firewatching on winter nights,and I read all the books I could find on the Yorkshire Dales.
					
	Nineteen forty four was my great year in Wharfedale.On a day in January,I walked alone up the  icy Valley of Desolation - a beautiful place of tumbled rocks,small woods,and scattered trees,and blessed with two water falls which are fine at any time,but particularly so when frozen,as they were on that occasion.The peace and loneliness of the place left an impression of tranquility which I can still clearly recall.It would have been good to stay longer and make my way onto the moorland above,but the steadily intensifying snowfall  -along with the need to catch one of the infrequent buses home from Bolton Abbey -led to an earlier return than planned. 
	A few weeks later,at half-term,I was back in those parts again, when my friend Peter and  I went camping with a tent which I had just acquired.We spent a cold night on a hillside above Addingham before trudging next day  through falling snow by Beamsley,Bolton Abbey,and Barden,to Appletreewick.It was an interesting,  unusual,and not altogether unpleasant day,walking through the silence of falling snow for hour after hour.But our packs were heavy,and shelter during the coming night was going to be a problem,for the ground was by now well-covered in snow - and moreover we weren't really carrying enough food.Our hopes rose on entering Appletreewick to be greeted by the most delicious scent of new baking coming from a village shop.It proved however,a false hope,for everything was  ordered.Which was just as well,for it made us decide to catch the bus which was shortly due to pass down the valley - and homewards.That night the Dales were swept by a fall of snow heavy enough to be mentioned on the BBC News - it must have been particularly bad,because the weather was not usually mentioned on the radio in wartime,for fear of helping the enemy.So it was, after all, a good thing   that the baking was  spoken for - though ,at the time of refusal,some very unpleasant thoughts  did cross our minds!			
		I returned at Whitsuntide,with another friend , Ronnie,and we camped in three quite unofficial but delightfully private and quiet spots as we made our way up the valley from Bolton Abbey to Kilnsey.
					
	Our first night was spent by a stream on hillside near Storiths;the second in the narrow valley of the Dibb,above Appletreewick;and the last two by Grass Wood,near Grassington - one of the most idyllic spots imaginable.We had the place and its bird song to ourselves;it was a day-long slow movement of Beethoven's Pastoral ,complete with the cuckoo!A remarkably memorable outing,to which words can scarcely do justice:Wharfedale at its very best!
	Later in the year,in early August,I continued my exploration of Wharfedale -this time alone - by walking on up the valley beyond Kilnsey.I left the bus at that village,famous for its over-hanging Crag,just as the rain stopped after a morning of downpour.Suddenly the clouds had lifted - to rest awhile on the hilltops before evaporating into a clear blue sky.I walked up the tributary valley of Littondale,as far as the lovely village of Arncliffe,before climbing over the steep ridge and thus back into
Wharfedale near Buckden,where haymakers were taking advantage of the improved weather.Here is the squat-towered Hubberholme Church,in which I spend some time,for Churches always seem most holy to me when they are empty!Then on into
Langstrothdale,which leads to the very head of Wharfedale;I had now walked ,in instalments,the entire length of that Valley of which I had read so much.Good!
	I spent the night in the clouds which had descended on  rough moorland beyond Fleet Moss,and next morning walked down into Hawes to catch the early train home.I had intended this to be a more extended outing,taking me over into Swale-
dale,and so to Richmond - one of the most picturesque towns in Yorkshire,and a kind of Mecca,where I wished to spend a few days.But I suddenly felt the need for company - rather like the time when I had gone off  alone along the main road as a small boy! And so I was making for the station,and home.It was as well that I did abandon my walk,for a letter had arrived"inviting " me to my  army medical examination,and a few weeks later I was called up - to the barracks at ...Richmond! 

					

	I next visited Wharfedale on my first leave,in December 1944,when I was happily privileged to introduce Helen, my new companion and future wife,to Bolton Abbey.A lovely day!
	There seems to be some connection here with Shakespeare, where I started this little tale;and having passed through the first two of  his Seven Ages,and being over the threshold of the next,this would seem a good point at which to end it!
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